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LASER-INDUCED FORWARD TRANSFER OF INTACT, SOLID-PHASE
INORGANIC MATERIALS
by Matthias Feinäugle
Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a technique for the micro- and nanofabrication
of photonic, electronic and biomedical devices. Compared to conventional methods of
device microfabrication, LIFT oﬀers the unique features of transfer of functional and sen-
sitive thin ﬁlms with a minimum of material damage in an intact state and a user-deﬁned
shape. The objective of this thesis is the deﬁnition of conditions and the demonstration
of applications for LIFT-printing of inorganic solid thin ﬁlms using spatially-shaped laser
pulses to reduce the need of additional sacriﬁcial layers, lithographic or annealing process
steps.
The LIFT-printing of piezoelectric and thermoelectric materials onto planar target sub-
strates (receivers) was studied and their dynamics, transfer velocity and the existence
of shock waves was examined via time-resolved shadowgraphy. The deposit-receiver
impact phase was modelled via ﬁnite-element analysis and was compared to experimen-
tal results of the nanosecond-LIFT of thermoelectric chalcogenide ﬁlms. The printing
onto elastomer-coated substrates improved the transfer quality, the adhesion between
deposit and receiver, and enabled single pad sizes of 15mm2 leading to the fabrication
of a working energy harvesting device exclusively via LIFT. Advancements to the LIFT
technique were presented, enabling the transfer of intact single-crystalline donors and
conductive lines from molten copper micro-droplets. Shaping of the spatial laser pulse
proﬁle via digital micromirror arrays and homogenising optics increased the eﬃciency
and the direct-write capability of the laser-machining setup for LIFT and ablation.
The results of this thesis contributed to expand the range of applicable thin ﬁlms, led to
the identiﬁcation of regimes for the LIFT of brittle inorganic solid thin ﬁlms in an intact
state, and introduced improvements to the laser-machining setup for rapid-prototyping
and device manufacturing without the need of additional post-processing steps."Knowing the feel, being the guy that can understand the feel of it
and articulate it in a language that turns into angles, and measure-
ments, and thicknesses and densities and things like that. Being
able to bridge that gap is an incredible power when it comes to the
formulation of ideas and making them actually into innovations.
And sometimes that’s this very simple being able to bridge simple
gaps through expressions, that is all the diﬀerence in the world."
Rodney Mullen
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The advent of the laser in 1960 has helped to advance and facilitate a multitude of
research topics in science due to its unique properties (Hecht, 2005), which include the
ability to concentrate and transmit (electromagnetic) energy into a small focal volume
with high precision and speed in a non-contact fashion. The emitted light of a laser
possesses high coherence, monochromaticity, brightness and directivity, hence enabling
physical processes requiring the stimulation of matter at high intensities during short
timescales. The ongoing development of the laser has led to the ability to create laser
pulses with the duration of attoseconds which allow insight into atomic events occurring
on a similar timescale. With the further increase of emitted power, modern laser systems
have become a tool for the machining of material which has found use in industrial
application such as surface marking, cutting and welding of steel in the car and medical
industries, cutting glass substrates or edge isolation and cutting of solar cells. Other
industrial applications of lasers are found in ﬁelds as diverse as telecommunications
(Essiambre et al., 2010), medicine (Gattass and Mazur, 2008), spectroscopy, metrology
and the arts (Phipps, 2007).
The ﬁeld of microelectronics has emerged from the development of the ﬁrst integrated
circuits in the middle of the last century which was motivated by the desire to minia-
turise electronic devices. Miniaturisation allows the increase of complexity, portability
and speed of the functions within such an electronic circuit. The investment cost and
complexity of producing highly integrated circuits nowadays is relatively large due to the
requirements of the cleanliness of the manufacturing environment and the use of expen-
sive and complex chemical, physical and lithographic processes. Hence, the throughput
of a microelectronic plant generally needs to be high for the fabrication to be proﬁtable.
In order to reduce the complexity of manufacturing, and in order to allow eﬃcient fabri-
cation even in a small volume (rapid prototyping), laser processes have been introduced
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to produce not only microelectronic, but also photonic and MEMS (microelectrome-
chanical systems) devices on the micron- and even on the nano-scale (von Allmen, 1976;
May-Smith et al., 2008; Eisele et al., 2009; Pauleau and Tonneau, 2002; Rizvi, 2003).
Among these techniques laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) has been developed
and classiﬁed as an additive laser direct-write (LDW+) method (Bohandy et al., 1986;
Arnold et al., 2007). Laser-induced forward transfer is a transfer technique in which
a pulsed laser is used for manufacturing photonic, electronic, plasmonic, microﬂuidic or
biomedical devices. The LIFT-printing enables the transfer of diluted, solid or liquid
materials from a host to a target substrate. During LIFT, laser pulses are focussed or
imaged at the interface between the material to be transferred (referred to as the donor)
and a transparent support substrate (the carrier) to release the donor from the carrier.
In a further step the absorbed radiation initiates the propulsion of a part of the donor
(the ﬂyer) towards a receiving substrate (the receiver).
Transfer processes such as LIFT do not only represent a simpler alternative to conven-
tional deposition processes, they also allow the preservation of the phase (or even the
structure) of the source materials. Thus, an active layer within a device consisting of a
material may be optimised prior to the transfer onto a user-deﬁned substrate without
being restricted to sensitivities (temperature, pressure), imperfections or the substrate
structure. Hence, one of the main advantages of LIFT is the ability to transfer material
in an intact state with the advantages of a laser machining approach which are high preci-
sion, non-contact handling, high machining rates, system compactness, low maintenance
and non-vacuum environment.
However, many LIFT techniques limit the possibility of transferring highly ordered donor
ﬁlms in intact state by introducing auxiliary layers and transferring in a fragmented
state which in many cases decreases the functional properties of the donor and possible
additional post-processing steps are necessary to restore the lost functionality during
transfer. Furthermore, it is further diﬃcult to grow single-crystalline donor ﬁlms on
such an auxiliary layer, a requirement to fabricate highly eﬃcient and also many photonic
devices. The diﬃculties linked to LIFT without a dynamic release layer (DRL) so far
have been the possible laser-induced damage to the donor, the low deﬁnition of achievable
deposit shape and the increased creation of debris caused by the interaction of laser pulse
and donor needed to establish transfer.
In this thesis the LIFT of inorganic, solid donors has been investigated and conditions and
regimes for transfer in an intact state have been identiﬁed. Furthermore, the application
of spatial beam shaping via a micromirror array presented here aimed to improve the
ability of LIFT for the direct transfer of device elements making obsolete the need for
further lithographic steps. Therefore, the aims of this thesis were to increase the range
of possible applicable materials and device structures and extend the ﬂexibility and the
rapid-prototyping capability of LIFT for manufacturing of highly eﬃcient devices. InChapter 1 Introduction 3
addition, the application of the LIFT setup for ablation purposes as a complementary
method for device fabrication will be presented as well.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 of this thesis gives an introduction to laser-assisted transfer techniques in
general and LIFT in particular. A means of reducing thermal damage during the ﬂyer
ejection phase is the use of short femtosecond (fs) pulses emitted from the machining laser
system. In Chapter 3 experiments showing the LIFT-printing of donors from DRL-free
carriers are presented, while Chapter 4 shows the results of a time-resolved shadowgraphy
study of the fs-LIFT process. The ability to transfer sensitive, single-crystalline inorganic
materials via fs-LIFT is demonstrated in Chapter 5 using a modiﬁed donor pre-machining
LIFT method.
During LIFT, material failure can be observed mainly during three stages of the transfer
process: during ﬂyer ejection, transfer and upon impact on the receiver. The latter is
investigated in Chapter 6 via simulations and experiments, investigating the eﬀect of a
compliant layer on the receiver as a means of reduction of impact damage. Despite the
already shown usefulness of the LIFT approach, many studies have presented transfer of
material in a non-intact phase, eliminating one of the main advantages of LIFT. The use
of auxiliary DRLs is a means to reduce the damage induced by the laser pulse and for
many organic and biological materials, the incorporation of a DRL is a promising route
as those donors are mainly deposited via spin-coating at ambient or low temperatures
being compatible with many polymer DRLs. However, for many inorganic materials, the
phase of a thin ﬁlm depends heavily on the phase of the underlying substrate, and often
this substrate needs to be insensitive to extreme growth conditions, such as (high/low)
pressure, temperature or reactive precursor species. Thus, a polymer or metal DRL may
restrict the growth of a desired phase of a speciﬁc donor material. In Chapter 7 therefore,
for the example of chalcogenide donors, the DRL-free transfer of materials is presented
and the particular focus lies in the observation of functional and structural damage
induced by the LIFT process. In Chapter 8 the LIFT fabrication of a working device,
a thermoelectric generator, is presented on the basis of these transferred chalcogenide
layers, and with the help of consecutive LIFT process steps.
In an ideal transfer method any post-deposition treatment which could damage the re-
ceiver substrate, such as a lithographic step, should be avoided, hence it is desirable to
transfer the donor in the geometry of the required device structure. So far during LIFT
the transfer of only relatively simple structures has been observed due to the use of basic
aperture masks, which limits the potential direct-write capability and the ability to man-
ufacture complex devices. In Chapter 9 therefore, results from a LIFT setup equipped4 Chapter 1 Introduction
with a dynamic aperture in the form of a micromirror spatial light modulator and ﬁrst
results for LIFT and ablation are presented.
Chapter 10 summarises the studies conducted during this thesis, with a focus on the
intact LIFT of inorganic solid donors and enhancements made to the LIFT setup. It
also gives an outlook on possible further steps necessary for developing the ability and
dissemination of LIFT as a unique transfer technique for micro- and nanotechnology.Chapter 1 Introduction 5
1.3 Main achievements
The following lists the main achievements attained during this thesis.
• Deposition and analysis of conductive lines from single micro-droplets with  1µm
  1µm cross-section from thin copper donors, LIFT-printed with a donor re-
plenishment tool.
• Time-resolved study of femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer and identiﬁca-
tion of intact transfer regime. Lowest velocity detected so far during LIFT of intact
solid donors. No shock-wave detected in the observed time frames.
• Simulation and experimental veriﬁcation of the eﬀect of a compliant layer on the
receiver for establishing intact LIFT of brittle ﬂyers. Simulation of stresses appear-
ing during receiver impact within ﬂyer for various experimental conditions. Study
of the adhesive properties of the receiver and eﬀect on transfer quality during LIFT.
• First intact LIFT-printing of pads from single-crystalline magneto-optic thin ﬁlms
onto a polymer receiver with the help of a donor pre-machining technique.
• LIFTing and thermoelectric characterisation of chalcogenide donors and pads.
Transfer of largest intact pad to date from a solid donor.
• Fabrication of thermoelectric generator via LIFT of intact chalcogenide donors
without use of DRL. Demonstration of LIFT for the fabrication of a device con-
sisting of dissimilar materials from two LIFT targets printed subsequently on the
same receiver.
• Development of setup containing a MEMS micromirror spatial light modulator
used as a dynamic aperture for LIFT and ablation. Ablation of structures with
sub-micron feature size in thin ﬁlms of chalcogenides and crystalline yttrium iron
garnet.
• Demonstration of LIFT-printing of solid metal and chalcogenide donors with printed




Laser-induced forward transfer is an additive technique used in microtechnology for the
fabrication of electronic, photonic and biomedical devices. Besides additive methods,
the larger ﬁeld of microfabrication comprises subtractive and modifying methods for
the manufacturing of devices. In subtractive structuring methods, material from the
sample present as bulk or a thin ﬁlm is removed in a top-down fashion (e.g. etching,
lithography, ablation), while modifying processes are considered as those that alter the
phase or composition of the sample (annealing, sintering, polymerisation). Additive
device fabrication methods are processes that add material to a carrier or pre-deﬁned
substrate in a bottom-up approach (deposition and transfer methods such as LIFT). In
literature, modifying laser-sintering methods are sometimes included into this deﬁnition
of additive processes (additive manufacturing methods).
This chapter is an introduction to the fabrication techniques related and used throughout
this thesis with a main focus on LIFT and ablation. The physical processes during laser-
matter interaction are discussed in order to understand the driving mechanisms for laser-
assisted material removal and transfer. Furthermore, the analysis and ﬁlm preparation
techniques used in this thesis are presented. For laser-induced forward transfer, examples
are given to show what device structures have been fabricated via this technique to date.
2.2 Transfer techniques in microfabrication
In planar thin ﬁlm microtechnology, an essential requirement for device fabrication is the
ability to co-assemble diﬀerent materials on a single substrate. Usually, this is carried out
with the help of deposition, structuring and transfer techniques. Deposition of materials
is equivalent to the physical or chemical growth of a layer from a precursor or vapour.
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For further device fabrication, the grown thin ﬁlm is machined physically or chemically
to the desired form after the deposition step. In a direct-write (DW) technique, the
preparation and structuring of the thin ﬁlm is carried out prior to or during application
to the substrate using such a DW technique. In the following, some applications of
transfer methods are discussed.
For the fabrication of inorganic solar cells, transfer methods assist in removing thin ﬁlms
from a highly crystalline bulk silicon wafer for reduction of weight, cost, and the increase
in mechanical ﬂexibility (Bergmann and Werner, 2002). Thereby, a thin ﬁlm is grown
on a crystalline bulk substrate, consequently separated from the bulk carrier and ﬁnally
transferred onto an inexpensive host substrate. For epitaxially grown crystalline ﬁlms,
de-bonding during mechanical transfer can be assisted by a prior weakening of bonds
within the bulk-thin ﬁlms interface, e.g. by ion bombardment (Srikrishnan, 1999; Levy
et al., 1997).
In the fabrication of devices using atomically thin layers, as for the case of graphene
or some chalcogenides (bismuth selenide), transfer methods are routinely used (Shahil
et al., 2012). For example exfoliation of graphene from bulk graphite is carried out
by repeatedly applying an adhesive tape leading to the de-bonding of a graphene layer
from the graphite bulk (Novoselov et al., 2004). Transfer techniques are also used in
nano- (bio-) technology and microﬂuidics (Satyanarayana et al., 2005), better known as
stamping of solid or liquid compounds via mechanically enforced printing of a donor onto
the target substrate (Braddick et al., 2012; Sones et al., 2013c).
The drawbacks of these transfer techniques are seen in the manual force required for
the release and/or transfer of the donor onto the receiving substrate. This can lower
the repeatability of the printing (transfer) and hence disqualify them for areas with
high device throughput (e.g. in microelectronics). Additionally, most transfer methods
require the structuring of the donor via lithography, and chemical or physical etching
methods, cancelling the advantage of simplicity of the process.
In laser-assisted methods such as LIFT, the energy required for the de-bonding and
transfer of the thin ﬁlm from the carrier wafer is supplied by the laser pulse, while the
non-contact nature of the laser allows accurate focussing of the required energy onto
the target substrate with high lateral resolution. With subtractive laser machining,
lithographic steps can be avoided as well. Moreover, in comparison to ion beam assisted
systems, used in some transfer methods, a laser-based system has a lower complexity,
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2.3 Laser-assisted transfer techniques
The family of laser-assisted transfer techniques encompasses a variety of methods which
diﬀer mainly in the phase of the transferring materials and the conﬁguration and type of
the employed laser system. In the following, the most relevant techniques are presented,
from which can be seen that the suitability of such a technique depends strongly on the
speciﬁc application and that a ’universal’ technique- being able to transfer any material
A onto any substrate B both with an optimised phase- as such does not exist.
Depending on the deﬁnition, laser sintering processes for the printing of structural ma-
terials can also be included into the list of laser-assisted additive fabrication methods
and hence have to be mentioned brieﬂy. Some of these methods are known to a wider
public as 3D-printing methods. Their applications lie mostly in the printing of structural
polymer and metal devices, thus such methods are not further considered here as a laser-
assisted printing method for functional materials. An exception was the demonstration
of fabrication of conductive lines (Zeng et al., 2010), and indeed such structures can
be functionalised after laser-processing by further conventional process steps. A recent
review of laser sintering methods can be found in the literature (Gittard and Narayan,
2010; Brousseau et al., 2009).
2.3.1 Laser-induced forward transfer
Laser-induced forward transfer is a method for transferring a thin ﬁlm (also referred to
as the donor) from a host substrate (the carrier) to an acceptor substrate (the receiver)
and is used in applications in electronics, photonics or biomedical sciences (Toet et al.,
1999; Mailis et al., 1999; Duocastella et al., 2008a). LIFT has been introduced for the
purpose of metal (copper) transfer and was thought of for the possible application of the
rapid repair of lithographic masks (Bohandy et al., 1986). The range of materials since
then had been further extended and nowadays includes among others polymers (Thomas
et al., 2007), liquids (Serra et al., 2009), semiconductors (Toet et al., 2000b), garnets
(Banks et al., 2008b) and radioactive substances (Veiko et al., 2007).
During LIFT a laser pulse is focussed or imaged onto the interface between donor and
carrier and is absorbed within a small volume of the donor. The rapid absorption leads
to an explosive phase transformation within the donor-carrier interface, followed by an
expansion of the heated volume which in turn causes a small part of the donor to ac-
celerate away from the remaining donor leading to its transfer onto the receiver placed
nearby (Adrian, 1987). The transfer sequence of an intact ﬂyer is shown in Figure 2.1.
Typically, the receiver is in contact or located some few microns away from the donor
surface, via a spacer material. The lateral dimensions of the transferred deposit are








Figure 2.1: The temporal sequence of the LIFT process as seen from the side
for solid donors. The process sequence is divided into absorption (1), heating,
melting and evaporation (2), ﬂyer bulging and ejection (3) and ﬁnally transfer
(4).
material is transferred (liquid, paste, molten or solid) and is typically in the range of
microns to millimetres. The LIFT-printed deposit is also termed the pad or the ﬂyer.
A typical setup for LIFT is shown in Figure 2.2.
In Figure 2.2, the donor-carrier sandwich, in the following also referred to as LIFT target,
is shown in close proximity to the receiver. Generally, pulses from a laser ampliﬁer are
either focussed or a laser-illuminated aperture mask is imaged onto the carrier-donor
interface. In the beam path between laser and LIFT target, the amplitude, pulse shape
and spatial beam proﬁle can be manipulated to obtain the desired laser pulse parameters
at the target. Spatial beam shaping is obtained within this thesis via a micromirror array
and a homogeniser, and their use is presented in Section 2.6.4 and Section 2.6.5.
2.3.2 LIFT with dynamic release layer
The applicability of LIFT relies heavily on the absorptivity of the used laser light within















Figure 2.2: A typical setup used for LIFT. The dimensions are not to scale.
such illumination from the laser pulse. Thus, when using transparent or very delicate
donor materials, it is therefore required to introduce an auxiliary or dynamic release
layer between carrier and donor as shown in Figure 2.3. The layer termed spacer can








Figure 2.3: The layer sequence in the carrier-donor sandwich for LIFT with a
dynamic release layer (DRL).
As an additional beneﬁt, the use of such a DRL can facilitate the subsequent propulsion
of the ﬂyer. A triazene polymer as DRL for instance does not only absorb the machin-
ing laser pulses but also decomposes explosively, improving the ﬂyer removal from the
donor (Fardel et al., 2007; Banks et al., 2008b). The DRL also prevents laser light from
damaging the donor and this is important when LIFTing sensitive materials, such as
biomaterials (Doraiswamy et al., 2006) and organic ﬁlms (Fardel et al., 2010). Other12 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
DRLs that have been used in the past include metals (Serra et al., 2009; Unger et al.,
2010) and suspensions (Birnbaum et al., 2010).
In some cases, the DRL remains intact and the mechanical ﬂexibility of the DRL is used
for the propulsion of the capping donor ﬁlm. This technique is referred to as blister-
actuated LIFT (BA-LIFT), where a ﬂexible DRL is deformed after absorption of the
laser pulse and transfers momentum onto the donor which thereafter ejects a part of
the donor (Brown et al., 2010; Kononenko et al., 2010; Menezes et al., 2008). This is
particularly helpful when using highly sensitive and liquid donors, as no heat and only
moderate acceleration forces act on the donor. However, the mechanical motion and
deformation requires a suﬃciently large donor-receiver spacing.
2.3.3 Matrix-assisted LIFT
Matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation direct-write (or MAPLE DW) is a laser-assisted
process in which the particulated donor is embedded within a solution or matrix, acting
as a DRL. During and/or after the transfer, the matrix evaporates and only the donor
remains as a deposit on the receiver (Ringeisen et al., 2002). In many cases the liquid
donor is frozen prior to deposition to suppress premature evaporation and facilitate donor
handling. During MAPLE DW, the laser pulse triggers the DRL to propel the donor
and deposit onto the receiver. The induced heating causes the DRL to evaporate and
expand, supplying the mechanical thrust necessary for transfer. MAPLE DW has been
used for the printing of viable biomaterials (Ringeisen et al., 2002), metals (Kim et al.,
2013) and entire sensors (Piqué et al., 2002). Techniques in which a solvent acting as the
matrix is believed to contribute to the transfer and in which the deposits (pastes) are
cured after transfer are counted as a variant of MAPLE DW and are sometimes referred
to as Laser Decal Transfer (LDT) (Kim et al., 2013; Auyeung et al., 2009).
In the case of a solid donor ﬁlm of silicon, the presence of hydrogen within the donor
acts as propellant matrix during LIFT. After absorption of the laser pulse, the hydrogen
present eﬀuses explosively from the silicon donor and propels a silicon ﬂyer towards the
receiver (Toet et al., 2000a). Consequently, the amorphous donor melts and resolidiﬁes on
the receiver as polycrystalline silicon. The latter method is also referred to as hydrogen-
assisted LIFT.
2.3.4 Thermal transfer
For the example of organic transistors, Blanchet et al. (Blanchet et al., 2003) have
presented the transfer of the active layers via a process in which the donor is attached to
a carrier via a light-absorbing layer converting the energy of an irradiating continuous-
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imaging (LITI) the layer decomposes into gaseous compounds which leads to de-bonding
and propulsion of a part of the overlying donor onto the receiver.
2.3.5 Laser-induced backward transfer
When the receiver is placed within the beam path and the donor is facing the laser
pulse, the deposition of very small structures is possible, as only a thin part of the
donor can be excited to transfer onto the receiver. This is referred to as laser-induced
backward transfer (LIBT). Obviously, the receiver needs to be transparent to the laser
pulse, contrary to the carrier which can be opaque. The process has been used in the
fabrication of nano-size metal particles demonstrating the ability to create plasmonic
structures (Kuznetsov et al., 2009) and has been applied to the transfer of liquids from a
self-replenishing donor (Patrascioiu et al., 2011). In the processing of thin ﬁlm solar cells,
the LIBT conﬁguration is used without placing a receiver as the ﬂyer is not collected.
The process helps in removing a part of the transparent solar cell layer stack for opening
of contact vias (Domke et al., 2012a) and is referred to as laser lift-oﬀ. During laser
lift-oﬀ, the machining laser pulse is transmitted by the topmost layers of the solar cell
structure and is absorbed just below these top layers. This leads to melting, evaporation
and pressure build-up that eventually lifts-oﬀ a ﬂyer and hence selectively creates a hole
used for a metal contact down to the absorption layer. Compared to direct ablation of
the solar cell, the lift-oﬀ process has the advantage of fast, single shot removal of the via,
and minimal melting at the side-walls of the created hole (Domke et al., 2011). Laser
lift-oﬀ is also used in a forward conﬁguration as shown in Figure 2.4c) and Figure 2.4e).
Figure 2.4: Overview of diﬀerent laser-assisted machining processes. Laser lift-
oﬀ is shown in c) and e). Figure taken from (Domke et al., 2012a).14 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
2.3.6 Transfer of liquids and molten material
For certain donor and laser parameters, LIFT printing is carried out with the donor in
the liquid state (Serra et al., 2009). This is generally observed either for thin metal ﬁlms
melting-through during LIFT or for low viscosity donors (liquids). In this case a regime
is observed for which the pad size and volume is smaller than that expected from the
donor volume below the area irradiated by the laser pulse (Banks et al., 2006). This is
due to the fact that the donor forms a jet spreading normal to the donor surface that,
under carefully selected conditions, a droplet can be deposited onto the receiver as shown









Figure 2.5: The temporal sequence of LIFT for molten or liquid donor. The
absorption of a laser pulse (1) initiates the creation of a vapour bubble (2) and
melts the overlying donor in the case of a solid thin ﬁlm. The expansion of this
bubble causes the overlying molten/liquid donor to eject as a jet (3). For certain
conditions the jet reaches the receiver (without that the bubble would erupt to
the free surface) depositing a donor droplet (4).
The transfer of liquids is used mainly for the deposition of biological materials (Duo-
castella et al., 2008b) and in the printing of conductive metal lines as discussed in Sec-
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2.3.7 Die transfer
Laser-assisted transfer can also be used for the manipulation of pre-fabricated structures
and devices that need to be assembled on a receiver substrate. In these cases, the donor
consists of electronic dies that were previously attached to an adhesive or DRL bearing
carrier for assembly (Holmes and Saidam, 1998; Karlitskaya et al., 2006; Piqué et al.,
2007). The interaction of the absorbed laser pulse with the adhesive on the carrier leads
to the de-bonding and following transfer of the die. In the literature, the technique is also
referred to as ’pick & place’ (Arnold et al., 2007) and the dies might be fabricated prior to
transfer via conventional lithographic methods or the LIGA (German for Lithographie,
Galvanoformung, Abformung) process (Holmes and Saidam, 1998). Laser-assisted die
transfer allows the precise positioning of very complex parts with a lateral placement
accuracy determined by the mechanical positioning stages when the die-receiver spacing
is suﬃciently small. The assembly of a complete circuit made of passive and active
electronic components has been demonstrated with such a technique (Arnold et al.,
2007).
2.4 Laser matter interaction with pulsed lasers
The following section discusses the basic concepts of laser matter interaction relevant for
femtosecond and nanosecond (ns) laser machining. The physical mechanisms described
help in understanding the processes leading to the ejection of the ﬂyer and its transfer
onto the receiver during LIFT, as well as leading to material removal during ablation. The
main diﬀerence of LIFT and ablation is the physically restricted laser-aﬀected volume.
Despite this diﬀerence, the mechanisms of light absorption and change of the material’s
phase are assumed to be similar in nature for machining with pulses of the same duration.
2.4.1 Interactions with femtosecond pulses
Laser-induced forward transfer and ablation with pulses of sub-picosecond (ps) length
was introduced in the hope that the short pulses would lead to a reduced thermal damage
and smaller feature sizes (Chichkov et al., 1996). Firstly reported in LIFT experiments
by Zergioti et al. (Zergioti et al., 1998; Mailis et al., 1999), short pulses quickly proved
to be successful in printing the smallest structures (Bera et al., 2007; Banks et al., 2006;
Banks, 2008; Kuznetsov et al., 2011). It is estimated that femtosecond-LIFT is able to
produce deposits that suﬀer a minimum of thermal and structural damage and may even
conserve their phase and domain structure without the use of a DRL.
During the absorption of a femtosecond pulse in a dielectric donor, electrons that are
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leading edge of a laser pulse act as a seed for avalanche ionisation in the material’s surface
region leading to ablation. During avalanche ionisation, free electrons are accelerated in
an electric ﬁeld and subsequently collide with an atom or ion, which eventually releases
another electron that in turn will be accelerated in the existing electric ﬁeld. Two-photon
absorption is the excitation of a particle to a higher energy state by quasi-simultaneous
absorption of two photons whose total energy equal the diﬀerence of the particle’s new
and previous state. This absorption mechanism can have considerable signiﬁcance in
ultrashort pulse interactions as laser intensities in short pulses generally reach suﬃciently
high values for this mechanism to occur. The probability for multiple photon absorption
depends on intensity (I) and frequency (!in) of the incident light (increasing with both).
After the ﬁrst ionisation of the laser pulse the electrons generated are then accelerated
by the remaining part of the pulse via the inverse Bremsstrahlung eﬀect where the
impulse of an electron is increased by the photon impulse. At a free electron density of
ne  21021 cm 3 this (electron) plasma begins to be non-transparent for the incoming
radiation (for !in < !pl where !pl is the plasma frequency being a function of electron
density) leading to an even higher absorption rate and an increase of local temperature
and pressure (Gattass and Mazur, 2008). In metals the initial ionisation is also known
as the photoelectric eﬀect. Generally the creation of free moving electrons exceeding a
critical density is known as optical breakdown.
A further mechanism that initiates a certain free-electron density is tunnelling. Tunnel
ionisation occurs when an electron having interacted with a photon with lower energy
than the ionisation energy can overcome the (binding) potential barrier and lead to ion-
isation of the corresponding atom. Also due to the short pulse duration that is smaller
than the time during which the emitted particles and the lattice interact by exchang-
ing energy, femtosecond pulses have certain unique features compared to longer pulses
of pico- and nanosecond duration. Depending on the laser intensity, diﬀerent ionisa-
tion mechanisms prevail: Tunnel ionisation at very high intensities (> 1014 Wcm 2),
multiphoton absorption at high and medium intensities ( 1013 Wcm 2) and avalanche
electron multiplication at lower intensities ( 1012 Wcm 2). Eventually the absorbed
energy in the electron plasma created will relax and cause ablation of the surface of the
irradiated material (Jiang, 2003). In our case, the observed average intensities around
threshold of LIFT were in the range of  1012 Wcm 2 and  107 Wcm 2 when using
femtosecond and nanosecond pulses respectively.
For femtosecond machining, a further ablation mechanism can be observed. The electron
plasma created during optical breakdown can then cause the creation of a charged layer
at the material surface. The resulting electric ﬁeld is able to remove (ablate) ions from
the donor surface as a consequence. This is referred to as Coulomb explosion and occurs
in dielectric materials which have a low charge carrier mobility that impedes a fast charge
redistribution inside the material (Bulgakova et al., 2004). In another study it was argued
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material. The mechanisms occurs as soon as the energy of the incoming photon exceeds
the sum of the work function and atomic binding energy in metals and semiconductors,
or the ionisation potential in dielectrics (Gamaly et al., 2002).
In general, during femtosecond machining, a range of possible mechanisms can lead to
ablation of material that do not only involve heating of the lattice, but rather lead to a
more direct ablation of species. This is expected to reduce the undesired thermal damage
to the area surrounding the machined area.
2.4.2 Considerations for nanosecond pulses
In nanosecond pulsed laser systems, the ﬂuence (Ie) can reach comparable values to that
in femtosecond pulses but at a lower peak power and intensity. Hence, in nanosecond
laser machining thermal diﬀusion and shock-wave creation will aﬀect the material dur-
ing the length of the pulse (Gattass and Mazur, 2008). Thermionic emission can also
occur, where particles (ions, atoms) from the donor are emitted from the surface after
its heating. A thermoelectric or -ionic current can be deﬁned and is a function of surface
temperature and the particle binding energy. The relaxation of the absorbed energy can
occur via phonon interactions, thus heating of the donor lattice. For strongly absorb-
ing materials, the lattice is heated in a thin skin layer only. The absorbed energy in a
material depends strongly on the wavelength (Stuart et al., 1996). Furthermore, light
with a longer wavelength is in general better reﬂected from metallic surfaces reducing
the amount of absorbed energy even further (Delone, 1993).
In summary, for the machining of matter with nanosecond pulses, the irradiated energy
is transferred to the lattice leading to heating, melting, boiling and evaporation of the
sample (Stuart et al., 1996). In contrast, the ablation mechanisms during machining
using femtosecond pulses are largely non-thermal, which was veriﬁed experimentally for
direct ablation (Stuart et al., 1996).
2.4.3 Model of the LIFT process
For LIFT, it can be assumed that melting is part of the necessary phase change involved
needed for the ejection of a ﬂyer, even during femtosecond LIFT (Domke et al., 2012a).
This can also be deduced from the fact that the time between the arrival of the laser
pulse and the ejection of the donor is in the range of nanoseconds, suﬃciently long for
melting to occur (Rethfeld et al., 2004). It was observed however, that the time of
material ejection in femtosecond machining is shorter for direct ablation than for LIFT
(Domke et al., 2012a). Nevertheless, an advantage when using short pulses is evident:
The use of sub-picosecond pulses resulted in deposits with higher quality and resolution
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also suggested that the use of shorter pulses decreases the time of ﬂyer ejection and
material damage occurring via thermal eﬀects (Rapp et al., 2009).
For better understanding of the LIFT process and to estimate time scales and required
laser parameters for diﬀerent materials, there have been previous attempts to model the
physical processes during and after absorption of the laser pulse leading to the ejection of
the donor ﬁlm. Adrian et al. (Adrian, 1987) have studied the phenomenon of LIFT from
metal donors and concluded that the donor is ejected at the moment when the donor
facing the carrier undergoes evaporation. The transfer regime is in general a function
of the laser parameters as the ejected donor can melt-through or be partially solid (and
intact) during ejection. A further study elaborated this model and could predict the
ejection time of a molten or partially solid ﬂyer assuming that the driving force for ﬂyer
ejection was the partial evaporation of the carrier (Röder and Köhler, 2012). Another
study suggested that the evaporating species could either be part of the donor, the
carrier or interfacial contaminants (Veiko et al., 2006). The ejection process was further
elaborated and experimentally conﬁrmed for LIBT (Kuznetsov et al., 2011; Ivanov et al.,
2008; Meshcheryakov and Bulgakova, 2006) and LIFT (Willis and Grosu, 2007) of thin
metal ﬁlms. Domke et al. investigated the intact LIFT of molybdenum and identiﬁed
the phases occurring during intact transfer using femtosecond pulses in a model (Domke
et al., 2012a). Such investigations are essential for the further discussion of intact LIFT
and the time-resolved studies presented in Chapter 4.
2.5 Devices manufactured via LIFT
A focus of this thesis was the demonstration of a working device manufactured via intact
LIFT of solid inorganic donors. Due to the multitude and wide spectrum of materials
and sub-techniques used in laser-assisted transfer, and because LIFT has the potential
to manufacture devices from dissimilar materials and combine elements from diﬀerent
ﬁelds of electronics, photonics, microﬂuidics or biotechnology, it is necessary to validate
the suitability of LIFT within a broad range of ﬁelds and applications. In particular,
LIFT has rarely been used in truly commercial applications, and there is a need for
further adoption of the techniques in order to overcome certain limitations of non-transfer
techniques and to further elaborate the spectrum of possible applications for LIFT. The
following section lists examples of devices manufactured via LIFT and is essential to
understand the unique features and limitations of LIFT and related techniques.
2.5.1 Electronic devices
The simplest passive electronic device is considered to be a conductor and the ﬁrst demon-
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Gold was printed via LIFT for application in microﬂuidic devices for rapid prototyping
and repair (Germain et al., 2007) with a lateral resolution of some  10µm. Recently,
conductive lines were printed from silver nanoparticle donor pastes, for which it was pos-
sible to transfer large volumes and well-deﬁned shapes with resistivities of 4-5 the bulk
value (Rapp et al., 2011; Auyeung et al., 2010). Nanoparticle silver paste was also used
in the fabrication of contacts for organic thin ﬁlm transistors (Kim et al., 2010). LIFT
has been employed for the contacting of inorganic solar cells as a means of reducing the
complexity in fabrication (Röder et al., 2010). With the help of LIFT from picosecond
pulses, conductive lines were LIFT-printed from copper donors with resistivities of  5
that of the corresponding bulk value and a line width of  20µm (Oosterhuis et al.,
2010). The LIFT of even ﬁner copper conductive lines via femtosecond pulses is a part
of this thesis presented in Chapter 3 which has been published in (Grant-Jacob et al.,
2013b).
As an example of an active electronic device, the manufacturing of batteries was demon-
strated via LIFT. The structure of these devices consisted of anode, cathode and dielectric
or electrolytic layers. For batteries with a nominal voltage of 1.5V, a capacity of 5µAh
was achieved (Arnold and Piqué, 2002). In a further study, lithium-ion batteries with
a capacity of 155µAh have been fabricated with the help of MAPLE DW (Wartena
et al., 2004). Moreover, inorganic-organic multilayer stacks of conducting and dielectric
materials were transferred for the manufacturing of capacitors with a capacitance of up
to  275fF (Birnbaum et al., 2010).
The LIFT-aided manufacturing of transistors was ﬁrst reported by Toet and co-workers in
which the active layer of amorphous silicon was LIFT-printed, structured via conventional
lithography and eventually connected to form a transistor via sputtering (Toet et al.,
1999). It was observed that the device performance was comparable to conventional
amorphous silicon transistors, although the material phase had changed during transfer
from donor to pad, from amorphous to a poly-crystalline state. The printing of active
layer stacks for organic thin ﬁlm transistors has recently been demonstrated (Rapp et al.,
2012). For the active layers of thin ﬁlm transistors, thermal imaging (LITI) was used for
the patterning of a 4000cm2 large area (Blanchet et al., 2003).
Working active photonic devices were also manufactured for the example of DRL-assisted
LIFTing of polymer LEDs (PLEDs) (Shaw-Stewart et al., 2011), in which stacks of elec-
trodes and active layers were printed onto pre-patterned receivers. Here, the LIFTed
devices showed comparable or even better performance than PLEDs fabricated via a
conventional approach. In a similar way quantum dot emitters were successfully LIFT-
printed via transferring an active layer/electrode stack consisting of Al/CdSe-CdS onto
receiver coated with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) blended with poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) (Xu et al., 2007). For the printing of LEDs, the use of a triazene polymer
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For gas sensor applications, SnO2 pads from a donor precursor and from nanoparticles
were transferred via LIFT (Mattle et al., 2012a). The chemical reaction required to
form the SnO2 when using the precursor donor was triggered photochemically during
the transfer process. The resulting pad was used as a sensor for the detection of gaseous
phases of ethanol, acetone and methanol.
2.5.2 Photonic devices
LIFT has also been used for the fabrication of photonic devices. Holograms were pro-
duced via transfer of InOx(Vainos, 2004) and metals (Zergioti et al., 1998; Mailis et al.,
1999). Kim and co-workers have demonstrated the successful transfer of porous TiO2
donors for the fabrication of electrodes in dye solar cells resulting in eﬃciencies com-
parable to those of conventionally manufactured cells (Kim et al., 2004). The use of
laser-assisted transfer methods was also demonstrated in the fabrication of plasmonic
structures. For this purpose, Au (Kuznetsov et al., 2009, 2011) and Au/ZnS-SiO2 (Chen
et al., 2013) were LIFT-printed resulting in devices with plasmonic responses in the vis-
ible and near-IR range. The ability to use LIFT for the rapid prototyping has also been
shown by the creation of optical waveguides, couplers and ﬁlters (Sones et al., 2010; Kaur
et al., 2011e) where LIFT of titanium donors was combined with thermal annealing to
create such photonic devices in a lithium niobate receiver.
2.6 Experimental
This section presents the diﬀerent experimental setup conﬁgurations used throughout
this thesis and explains the functionality of the instruments used for analysis of donor,
LIFTed pads and ablation samples.
2.6.1 Laser-machining setup
2.6.1.1 Femtosecond setup
The main experimental work on laser-machining with femtosecond pulses was carried
out in the FASTlab (Femtosecond Applications in Science and Technology laboratory)
facilities at the ORC (Optoelectronics Research Centre, Southampton). The laser system
consisted of a Ti:sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) solid state laser source for creating femtosecond
laser pulses with pulse energies of up to 2:5mJ using a chirped pulse ampliﬁcation tech-
nique. The laser was pumped with a green Verdi 532nm semiconductor diode pumped
laser. The pulses generated were then ampliﬁed by a further stage that was pumped via a
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highly ﬂexible with a tunability in a range of 235nm to 10,000nm, while for the experi-
ments in this thesis an output wavelength of 800nm was used. The LIFT setup was fed
by the Mira Ti:sapphire laser and the Legend-F and RegA ampliﬁers. Ultrafast pulses of
 150fs duration were created with a Kerr-lens-mode locking technique in which pulses
inside the cavity with longer duration are blocked by an aperture. Thereby, the shortest
pulses with a high intensity were allowed to pass through the centre of the aperture due
to intensity-dependent focussing within the active medium, referred to as the optical
Kerr-eﬀect. The laser cavity was designed to emit pulses after one round-trip. In the
ampliﬁer stages the pulse power was varied and could reach up to some millijoules whilst
the maximum peak power was in the range of 50GW (Kundys, 2010). The maximum
average power was therefore 2.5W at a repetition rate of 1kHz. The beam mode was
TEM00 with a M2-value of smaller than 1.5. The relative energy ﬂuctuation of pulses
was below 4% guaranteed for a 2h period (Coherent, 2002, 2007).
The setup for the laser-machining as shown in Figure 2.2 consisted of the imaging optics
and mechanical stages and holders for the samples. Although the schematic shows a
LIFT setup, a similar laser system was used for the ablation experiments, in which the
LIFT cell- the LIFT target and the receiver- was replaced by the ablation sample. Hence,
most of the following descriptions refer to both processes LIFT and ablation. Some setup
elements were contained in a New Wave laser micromachining work station (New Wave
UP260) which was used for the femtosecond experiments without a homogeniser. The
micromachining work station included a switchable aperture wheel (aperture diameters:
0.12 - 2 mm) and a reverse projection microscope imaging system with CCD camera.
The camera allowed the inspection of the machined area through a dichroic mirror at
the same focal plane as for the laser system during the experiment. The laser beam was
imaged through an inﬁnity corrected objective with a demagniﬁcation of 20, 50 or
100 (Nikon LU Plan ELWD). The LIFT cell was placed on an x-y-z translation stage
(Aerotech FA90-25-25-25). The LIFT target itself was placed on a evacuatable holder
that was sealed with the donor plate at a reduced atmospheric pressure of  0.1mbar.
Inside the vacuum chamber the receiver was placed on top of a chuck and positioned
against the carrier with the help of a screw with roughly 25m precision. Aperture, stage,
focus and the shutter were computer-controlled by New Wave and LabView software.
For the experiments with a digital micromirror, the laser pulses were ﬁrst homogenised
with a refractive device and the resulting top-hat spatial beam proﬁle was steered onto
the DMD surface acting as a variable aperture. The setup of this part of the experiments
is discussed in further detail in Section 2.6.4.
The shadowgraphy experiments presented in Chapter 4 were carried out with the help of
a femtosecond oscillator, and a chirped pulse ampliﬁcation and compression laser system
(Spectra-Physics Hurricane) situated at the LP3 laboratories in Marseille, France. The
laser emission wavelength was 800nm and the pulse width was  100fs at full-width
half maximum. The maximum energy per pulse reached 1mJ at a repetition rate of22 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
1kHz. Single pulses were selected by a combination of a half-wave plate, a polariser and
a Pockels cell which was driven by a pulse generator that was in turn synchronised with





















Figure 2.6: The LIFT setup used for the time-resolved shadowgraphy experi-
ments.
Attenuation of the laser energy was eﬀected with a polarising ﬁlter and a rotatable
half-wave plate. A central part of the Gaussian beam proﬁle was selected by a circular
aperture and imaged onto the sample with the help of a plano-convex lens with a focal
length of 50mm. The resultant maximum pulse energy of  15µJ was imaged down at
the carrier-donor interface to obtain a maximum energy density of  3Jcm 2 for a resul-
tant ﬂyer diameter of  25µm. The sample was positioned on a computer-controlled and
motorised 3-axis stage. A discharge ﬂash lamp (HSPS Nanolite) was aligned to incoher-
ently illuminate the sample so that the sample’s surface was located at the object plane
of a 100 inﬁnity corrected microscope objective. This imaging path was orthogonal to
the direction of the incident femtosecond laser pulse. The images observed were captured
on a high-speed CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) with a resolution of 10241024
pixels (Camera A). The imaging system was setup in a way to achieve a compromise
between a suﬃciently large ﬁeld of view and a simultaneous high magniﬁcation of the
ﬂyer. During the shadowgraphy imaging, no receiver was placed in proximity of the
LIFT target in order to facilitate observation of the ﬂyer dynamics.
2.6.1.2 Nanosecond setup
For the LIFT experiments with chalcogenide donors printed over large areas as shown in
Chapter 7, an excimer laser system with a wavelength of 248nm was used. The active
medium of an excimer laser is a gaseous mixture of a noble gas (Ar, Kr, Xe) and/or
a halogen (Cl, F, Br) component. When excited, an unstable dimer (excited dimer:
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which when dissociating can emit stimulated light in the UV range (Weber, 2000). The
laser used in these experiments (Coherent, COMPexPro 102 F) employed KrF as the
active medium and was pumped with an electrical discharge with voltages in the range
of 19kV to 30kV. The emitted pulses had a duration of 20ns with a maximum pulse
energy of 0.4J at a repetition rate of 20Hz. The output beam intensity proﬁle of the laser
was largely homogeneous within the central part of the beam and was best described by
a spatial top-hat proﬁle or a super-Gaussian proﬁle which is further explained in the
Appendix (Section B.3). For experiments only the central most homogeneous part of
the beam was used in order to allow for LIFT with a homogeneous beam proﬁle. During
LIFT, an image of a metal aperture was projected onto the carrier/donor interface with
the help of plano-convex lenses as shown in Figure 2.2. The correct distances of aperture,












The distance o was measured from object to the lens and b was the distance from the
lens to the image. The factor f was the focal length of the thin lens and M was the
lateral magniﬁcation of the image.
A mechanical stage allowed the movement of the LIFT target parallel to the image plane
of the system. A CCD camera visualising the surface of the LIFT target was used during
the process for inspection. The repetition frequency of the excimer laser was lowered
to 1Hz for selection of single pulses by manually re-positioning a beam block within the
beam path. A summary of the parameters of the two laser systems used at the ORC is
shown in Table 2.1.
Laser system Fs mode-locked Excimer
Wavelength 800 nm 248 nm
Pulse duration 150 fs 20 ns
Maximum pulse energy 2.5 mJ 400 mJ
Repetition rate 1 kHz 20 Hz
Active medium Ti:sapphire KrF
Eﬀective beam area 0.16 cm2 2.4 cm2
Table 2.1: The two laser systems that were used during the LIFT experiments
2.6.2 Sample preparation
The donors for the ns-experiments were deposited onto 1mm thick UV-transparent fused
silica (Saint-Gobain Spectrosil) or quartz (Saint-Gobain Vitreosil) carriers. The stan-
dard microscopic (Menzel) glasses used in the fs-experiments were not transparent for
wavelengths lower than 300nm and used only in the fs-LIFT experiments or as receivers.24 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
The preparation of the donor ﬁlms was carried out via sputtering, pulsed laser deposition
and evaporation.
2.6.2.1 Carrier cleaning
The glass and quartz carrier used were cleaned prior to donor deposition via the following
routine: First, the carrier substrates were immersed in an ultrasonicated bath of acetone.
After this, the substrates were removed, rinsed with de-ionised (DI) water and placed
into an ultrasonic bath of isopropanol (2-Propanol). The carriers were again rinsed with
DI water and kept in an utrasonicated DI water bath. The duration of all utrasonic
treatments was 10 minutes each. In a ﬁnal step, the carriers were removed from the last
bath, excess DI water was blown oﬀ with the help of pressurised nitrogen gas and the
carriers were transferred into a furnace at 90 C for a ﬁnal drying step.
2.6.2.2 Chalcogenides
The chalcogenide donor ﬁlms were deposited by RF sputtering at room temperature from
targets with composition of Bi2Te3, Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3 and Bi2Se3 respectively onto 1mm thick
UV-transparent fused silica (Saint-Gobain Spectrosil) or quartz (Saint-Gobain Vitreosil)
carriers. These depositions took place under an Ar atmosphere of 7  10 5Torr at an
Ar ﬂow rate of 37sccm. The typical ﬁlm growth rate for an RF power of 45W was
1:8nmmin 1. The ﬁnal composition of the samples was measured via energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to be Bi2Te2:75, Bi0:7Sb1:7Te3:5 and Bi2Se2:55 respectively.
The donor ﬁlms all had a surface with a roughness and granular structure much smaller
than the lateral size of the LIFTed pads as shown in Figure 2.7 for the surface of the
sputtered ﬁlms with 1m thickness.
5µm
BST BiTe BiSe
a)                         b)                         c)
5µm 5µm
Figure 2.7: SEM image of surface of (a) bismuth antimony telluride (BST), (b)
bismuth telluride (BiTe) and (c) bismuth selenide (BiSe) donor ﬁlms.Chapter 2 Background and experimental 25
2.6.2.3 Zinc oxide
The ZnO donors were prepared by reactive diode magnetron sputtering onto quartz sub-
strates in an atmosphere of O2 at a pressure of 3mTorr. The substrate had a temperature
of 200 C and the RF power density was  2:5Wcm 2 resulting in ﬁlms similar to those
that were previously analysed elsewhere (Carlotti et al., 1991). The grown ZnO donor
ﬁlms showed a polycrystalline structure with the ﬁlm’s c-axis oriented along the normal
to the surface of the substrate. More details of the sputtering setup of the piezoelectric
donors can be found elsewhere (Benetti et al., 2006).
2.6.2.4 Receiver substrates
For LIFT experiments, receivers consisted of polished 350µm thick crystalline silicon or
1mm thick microscope slides, and were chosen due to their low roughness and the low
amount of defects and contamination on their surface. Before sample assembly, dust
particles were removed via treatment with compressed air and the carriers were cleaned
from organic residues via wiping optical cleaning tissue soaked in acetone or isopropanol.
The preparation of polymer-coated receivers is discussed in Chapter 6.
2.6.3 Donor replenishment tool
The donor replenishment tool used for the LIFTing of conductive lines in Chapter 3
consisted of a sample holder in which the carrier-donor substrate was translated inde-
pendently of the receiver. On activation, the carrier-donor substrate was translated a
lateral distance of  25µm which was initiated by a stepper motor. This holder was then
placed on a 3-axis stage to allow for additional movement of the LIFT cell. The stepper
motion (donor movement relative to receiver) was triggered by an electrical input pulse
and hence the 3-axis stage movement, the mechanical shutter after the laser and the
donor replenishment tool could be synchronised.
2.6.4 Spatial light modulator
A typical setup used for fs-LIFT via the DMD is shown in Figure 2.8, for ablation the
LIFT target is replaced with the sample to be machined. Femtosecond pulses were emit-
ted from the Ti:sapphire ampliﬁer described earlier, attenuated to the desired ﬂuence
and converted in a refractive homogenising device (Pi-shaper, Moltech) to have a spa-
tial top-hat proﬁle and whose operation will be described in the next paragraph. The
homogenised pulse was then incident onto the active surface of the DMD chip with the
individual mirror position deﬁned by a bitmap pattern loaded via a computer. One pre-
viously selected diﬀractive and blazed order was imaged via a combination of a convex26 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
tube lens (L1) with 150mm focal length and a long working distance microscope objec-
tive (50 or 100) onto the sample. Additionally, a ﬂip mirror (FM) and a lens (L2)
were used to form an image of the DMD on the surface of a CCD array (CCD1) for beam
analysis. A second CCD camera (CCD2) imaging the donor surface was positioned for
real-time process control of the samples. The sample was moved relative to the beam






















Figure 2.8: Schematic of setup for DMD laser-processing. An optional ﬂip mirror
(FM) and beam analyser (CCD1) was used for beam characterisation. A convex
lens (L1) helped collimation of the imaged diﬀraction order. All other diﬀraction
orders from the DMD were dumped in a beam stop. Images were loaded via an
attached computer and camera CCD2 served for process inspection.
2.6.5 Spatial beam homogenising
For machining of a surface with uniform spatial intensity distribution of the laser pulse,
the DMD chip required a homogenised incident intensity distribution over its surface.
In order to transform the Gaussian spatial proﬁle emitted from the laser into a top-hat
proﬁle a refractive optical device (Pi-shaper_6_6_TiS, Moltech) which was designed for
an input and output beam diameter of 6mm for a maximum peak intensity of 30GWcm 2
for 150fs pulses was used. The top-hat distribution was generated by a set of refractive
optical elements that shift the spatial intensity from the centre of the Gaussian beam
to its outer parts at the output of the device (Dickey and Holswade, 2000). Generally,
beam shaping optics can be realised by diﬀractive, refractive, reﬂective, holographic or
even spatially selective techniques, which was the accepted method prior to use of the
homogeniser on a micromachiner setup. Recently, homogenisation via a DMD chip has
also been demonstrated (Liang et al., 2009). As the objective of homogenisation is the
maximisation of energy transmission from laser to the machined sample, a refractive
device as the most energy-eﬃcient way of beam shaping (Hoﬀnagle and Jeﬀerson, 2000)
has been used in most of the experiments. A comparison of selecting a homogenised beam
via a small aperture (micromachiner) and of using a refractive homogenising device is
found in Section B.1. When using a Pi-shaper, not only was the spatial beam proﬁle onChapter 2 Background and experimental 27
the machined sample more homogeneous, but also resulted in a larger machinable area.
However, for small object aperture sizes, e.g. used when LIFTing of circular micro-
droplets as shown in Section 3.3, the micromachiner setup produced a larger ﬂuence on
target for a given pulse energy.
The alignment and operation of the Pi-shaper is described in the following. A Pi-shaper
device requiring and delivering a collimated input and output spatial intensity proﬁle
respectively acted as homogenising device. The output proﬁle was used to illuminate a
metal aperture or the spatial light modulator which were used as objects whose images
were projected at the interface of the carrier and donor for LIFT and at the surface of
the sample for ablation. As an alternative instrument, a focal Pi-shaper could achieve
homogenisation of the proﬁle at the focus of the machining objective used without imag-
ing. Here, the diameter (7mm-8mm) of the attenuated and collimated laser pulse was
further reduced with the help of a Galilean telescope setup to obtain a beam diameter
of 6mm at the input of the Pi-shaper. The telescope consisted of a plano-concave and
two plano-convex lenses. The ﬁrst plano-convex lens led to a reduction of the proﬁle
diameter to 2mm to allow space for a mechanical shutter used to manually select the
correct amount of pulses for LIFT and ablation. The subsequently placed plano-concave
lens increased the divergence of the pulse. Alternatively, a Keplerian telescope could
be used to avoid the use of this plano-concave lens. However, in our case, this would
have led to shutter damage and optical breakdown due to the resulting high intensities
of the focussed femtosecond pulses. The second plano-convex lens re-collimated the laser
pulse to have the required diameter of 6mm at the input of the Pi-shaper. The resulting
spatial homogeneity of the output laser pulse was controlled with a beam analyser at
the output and at a distance of 50cm for which the intensity in the central part of the
top-hat beam remained within 5% of the average value.
The top-hat proﬁle at the homogeniser output could be adjusted in several ways. First,
the size of the input proﬁle was modiﬁed for an output beam that had either a larger
(too large input diameter) or smaller (too small input diameter) intensity at the edge of
the top-hat proﬁle when compared to its central intensity. Second, the distance of the
two refractive elements contained in the Pi-shaper were modiﬁed in order to re-collimate
a diverging or focussing output beam. Finally, a lateral shift or an inclination of the Pi-
shaper were adjusted for the case of non-centre-symmetrical distribution of the output
intensity. After alignment and in-between experiments, the correct homogenisation of the
output beam was measured via a CCD camera whose sensitivity and range was suﬃcient
for detecting the most common type of misalignment consisting in the accidental tilting
of the homogenising optics and the consequent lateral or vertical shift of the spatial
intensity proﬁle.28 Chapter 2 Background and experimental
2.6.6 X-ray diﬀraction analysis
The crystalline structure of donors and LIFTed deposits was analysed via X-ray diﬀrac-
tion (XRD). In (poly-)crystalline matter diﬀraction peaks can be observed due to scat-
tering from the crystalline planes of the ﬁlm. The angles  at which the pattern was
observed was a function of the crystal lattice spacing dlat and the wavelength  of the
X-ray source used, and is described via Equation 2.2.
2dlat sin = m (2.2)
The factor m describes the order of the diﬀraction observed. The emitted X-ray photons
are generally generated in a vacuum tube following the transition of electrons within the
inner K and L shells of a source (anode) atom, consisting of e.g. copper. The required
vacancy within the K shell of the copper atom is created via impact ionisation initiated
by electrons accelerated at high voltages. For analysis of the donors and pads before and
after LIFT, a Siemens D5000 powder diﬀraction instrument with a X-ray wavelength of
1.5406Å (Cu K line) was used. The instrument measured the diﬀraction pattern of a
sample and the resulting intensity in a 2D space over the sample was recorded over twice
the diﬀraction angle .
2.6.7 Thermoelectric analysis
For convenience, the setup for measuring the Seebeck coeﬃcient is described later in
Section 7.3.3. The (thermo-) electric(-al) characterisation in Chapter 8 was carried out
with the help of a custom-made test setup consisting of an Agilent 4155C Semiconduc-
tor Parameter Analyser that was connected to a Cascade Microtech DC probe station.
The thermoelectric gradient necessary for the thermoelectric characterisation of the de-
vices was established either via heating of the ’hot’ junctions via external resistors (RS
Components, 10m
, 50W) or heating/cooling from Peltier elements (European Thermo-
dynamics) attached to the junctions or the two opposite sides. The ’cold’ junction for
resistive heating was passively cooled from the surrounding environment and consecu-
tive measurements for a speciﬁc temperature of the ’hot’ junctions were carried out with
suﬃcient time between measurements to allow the cold junctions to reach the initial
ambient temperature. To speed up measurements, in the second Peltier approach, the
junctions were actively set to temperatures deﬁned by the surface temperature of the
external Peltier elements. The junction temperatures were measured via a diﬀerential
thermometer (Tenma) with type K thermocouple sensors and measurements were taken
after 20 seconds to ensure equal temperatures at the measured junctions and the heating
and cooling Peltier elements respectively. The thermocouple temperature sensors were
cemented to the Peltier elements with a thermally conductive adhesive.Chapter 2 Background and experimental 29
For contact improvement and to evaluate further the possibility to manufacture a ther-
moelectric generator as shown later in Figure 8.2b), silver (Ag) nanoparticle ink (Sun
Chemical) with particle sizes of 100nm and 20wt% silver solid content, and Ag conduc-
tive paint from microparticles (Electrolube) were dispensed manually onto the contact
region of dissimilar thermoelectric elements. The inks were left to dry at room temper-
ature for about 24 hours.
2.6.8 Further analysis methods
Further analysis methods included scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), using a Carl Zeiss Evo instrument for this purpose.
Additionally, a standard optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse LV 150L) with magniﬁcations




The use of ultrashort laser pulses during LIFT has been introduced as a means to reduce
the damage induced to the ﬂyer by the absorbed laser pulse. Pulses of femtosecond
duration are shorter than the time constants of thermal processes within the lattice of a
donor. This means that before the laser energy is converted into lattice vibrations, the
pulse has ceased to irradiate the donor. Furthermore, the very large peak power of a
pulse can initiate diﬀerent ablation mechanisms than those existing when using longer
pulses. Femtosecond pulses are therefore used when LIFTing very sensitive donors,
very small structures and donors that are transparent to the incoming laser radiation.
As part of the work with the e-LIFT project (FP7-ICT:247868), materials with energy-
converting properties were selected which would demonstrate some or all of the mentioned
advantages of femtosecond LIFT.
One of the principles behind these energy-converting donors is piezoelectricity which is
caused by the molecular displacement of ordered domains within a material where the
orientation of those domains is determined either by the preferred grown phase, or de-
ﬁned externally, e.g. via a poling procedure. In either case these piezoelectric properties
should not be modiﬁed when assembling piezoelectric donors into a device which requires
the minimisation of material damage as expected by fs-LIFT. Finally, the LIFT of thin
copper ﬁlms was studied motivated by a possible future use of such structures as metal
interconnects and vias in microelectronics. Here, very small structures are required for
use in very-large-scale integration (VLSI) microchip technology where copper has advan-
tages over conventional metals such as aluminium due to its lower resistivity resulting
in correspondingly lower heat losses and shorter signal transmission times. A new donor
replenishment tool is presented which is required for the fabrication of conductive lines
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from LIFTed deposits with sizes smaller than the imaged laser pulse occurring in the
jetting regime of molten donors. A part of the work in this chapter has been published
in (Grant-Jacob et al., 2013b; Kaur, 2011) and was presented in (Grant-Jacob et al.,
2013a; Kaur et al., 2011a).
3.2 LIFT of piezoelectric materials
3.2.1 The piezoelectric eﬀect
The piezoelectric (PE) eﬀect describes the change in a material’s polarisation and its free
electric charge, that is induced by an applied deformation of this material (Muecklich,
2006). It can be seen in poly-crystalline and fully crystalline materials without inversion
symmetry. The PE eﬀect appears in non-conducting crystalline, compound or organic
materials. The inverse PE eﬀect is seen as strain in a structure with an applied electric
ﬁeld across it. Electrostriction (piezostriction) is a related eﬀect appearing in dielectrics,
which explains the deformation of dielectrics under an electric ﬁeld, and so is related to
the inverse piezoelectric eﬀect which is included in this deﬁnition. The strain  of an
electrostrictive material is given by (Muecklich, 2006):






with ~ E as the applied electric ﬁeld, dij the relevant matrix element of the piezoelectric
constants matrix Dij for a speciﬁc direction indicated by the indices i and j, Qes is
the electrostrictive constant, ~ De the electric displacement,  the stress and Y Young’s
modulus. The change in a material’s polarisation density PV is given by:
~ PV = ~ E +~ dij (3.2)
where  is the susceptibility.
Several piezoelectric coeﬃcients can be deﬁned (Equation 3.3): eij as the piezoelectric
coeﬃcients that describes the implied strain () upon a change in the electric ﬁeld E, as
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For most piezoelectric materials the electrostrictive constant Qes is very small so the
behaviour of the material exposed to an electric ﬁeld can be considered as linear.
Some naturally-occurring materials such as cane sugar or Rochelle salt exhibit piezo-
electric eﬀects and materials such as quartz are widely used as resonators. Even higher
values of the piezoelectric coeﬃcients can be seen in ceramics with perovskite structures
such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) which has the formula Pb(Zrx Ti1 x)O3. Some
stable perovskite structures inhibit a symmetry distortion of the elementary cell of the
crystal and hence exhibit an electric dipole as a source of their ferroelectricity (Figure
3.1). Other lead-free piezoelectric materials of interest are bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3),







Figure 3.1: Projection of an elementary cell of lead zirconate titanate (PZT).
One can easily see the non-symmetry induced by the smaller Zr (Ti) ion when
oﬀ-centric (e.g. after poling) that causes the piezoelectric eﬀect.
Depending on the intended application some other parameters have to be considered
however. For sensors the relative permittivity r needs to be small (Li et al., 2008),
while for actuators the piezoelectric coeﬃcient dij should be preferably high, and for
energy harvesting applications the mechanical stability and the piezoelectric coeﬃcient
eij should be large (Muecklich, 2006).
Piezoelectric materials such as PZT can be manufactured in various ways such as screen-
printing (Kok et al., 2009), sol-gel methods (Muensit et al., 2008), pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) (Kikuchi et al., 1999) and sputtering. The last method represents a convenient
low-cost method for the manufacturing of actuators and sensors (Frood et al., 2005).
Due to environmental issues and the subsequent ban on use of lead (EUl, 2003) in elec-
tronic components, alternatives to PZT are inevitable. Candidates for this purpose are
barium titanate, zinc oxide or aluminium nitride (AlN). BaTiO3 is a well known fer-
roelectric which also possesses photorefractive properties. It has been the ’disregarded’34 Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer
predecessor of PZT but has regained interest through research where engineering of the
material’s micro-structure resulted in high piezoelectric constants (Wada et al., 2006).
ZnO and AlN are two materials with the advantage that they can be integrated into
existing semiconductor technology (Ozgur et al., 2005). However both materials have
lower piezoelectric coeﬃcients (Kabulski et al., 2009) than PZT as seen in Table 3.1.
ZnO is a wide-bandgap semiconductor and is thus interesting for use in electronics and
photonics.
Material d33 coeﬃcient / pC/N Reference
AlN 3.9/4.19 (Gualtieri et al., 1994)
ZnO 5.9/11 (Kang and Joung, 2007)(Ozgur et al.,
2005)(Trolier-McKinstry and Muralt,
2004)
PZT 70-750 (Park and Shrout, 1997) (Korzekwa et al.,
2008)
BaTiO3 90-331 (Wada et al., 2006) (Czekaj et al., 2001)
Table 3.1: The range of d33 piezoelectric coeﬃcients of some materials. The
coeﬃcients vary over a large range depending on the material structure (bulk,
thin ﬁlm or with a domain-engineered microstructure). ZnO and PZT were used
as donors in this thesis.
In order to use the piezoelectric material’s functional properties, poling in an electric ﬁeld
is essential to produce a structure with, ideally, single domain alignment. Conventional
fabrication processes such as thermal evaporation or ﬁring following screen-printing use
temperatures above the Curie temperature, hence the resulting material changes its
domain orientation and may remain without an overall preferred net dipole orientation.
A crucial beneﬁt of the use of LIFT for transfer of such materials for temperature-critical
applications is that poling of such donors can occur before the LIFT transfer as material
modiﬁcations are expected to only occur in a small volume within the laser absorption
region where the temperature exceeds the Curie temperature.
In this section, the experimental procedure and results of the fs-LIFT of piezoelectric
donors is presented. This donor ﬁlms in this work were prepared by Enrico Verona
and co-workers (CNR, Italy) while the DRL materials were prepared by Matthias Nagel
(Paul-Scherrer Institute, Switzerland) and spin-coated by Kamalpreet Kaur (ORC).
3.2.2 LIFT of zinc oxide
Zinc oxide donors with thicknesses of 1µm and 3µm were prepared by sputtering onto
bare quartz substrates or with a 360nm thick triazene (TP) dynamic release layer coated
onto the quartz prior to deposition. The experiments were carried out on the microma-
chiner setup described earlier in Chapter 2 without the use of the Pi-shaper instrument.Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 35
The laser ﬂuence used was in the range of  0.05 to 1:3J=cm2. Silicon with a thickness of
about 350µm was chosen as a receiver substrate for all experiments due to its availabil-
ity and semiconducting properties that could be exploited for use as an electrode for a
piezoelectric device. The reproducibility, quality, morphology, accuracy and adhesion of
the transferred material were investigated. The central portion of the laser pulse proﬁle
was selected by a circular aperture and projected onto the interface of donor and carrier.
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Figure 3.2: Characteristics to describe the transfer quality of a single pad and
pad arrays printed via LIFT.
The result of a transfer experiment had a high quality for a high reproducibility, accuracy
of transfer and for a pad that was ’congruent’ to the proﬁle of the imaged laser pulse
(Ihlemann and Weichenhain-Schriever, 2010), which describes how accurately the spatial
laser pulse proﬁle is reproduced in the resulting pad shape.
Generally two diﬀerent types of transfer were distinguished: solid and molten transfer.
Solid transfer is deﬁned as LIFT from a solid donor that partially remains in solid state
throughout an observed transfer window of employed laser ﬂuences. Thereby the interfa-
cial volume facing the carrier can undergo partial phase transitions during transfer. This
regime was observed for thick (& 0:5µm) donors such as the thermoelectric materials
studied, e.g. in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. Molten transfer is deﬁned as a LIFT exper-
iments in which the ﬂyer material melts completely. This was observed for thin donor
ﬁlms, in particular metals such as the copper used in Section 3.3.
The behaviour of ﬂyers transferred under diﬀerent regimes are brieﬂy explained in the
following. For solid transfer, observed e.g. for 1µm thick ZnO, a threshold ﬂuence is
deﬁned above which material transfer starts to be observed. Single pads transferred with
ﬂuences in the range of  10% to  50%above threshold have an increased likelihood to
show severe cracking when compared to intact pads transferred slightly above threshold
ﬂuence. When increasing the ﬂuence further above  50%, a higher fraction of the donor
melts during transfer and partially remains on the carrier substrate, and consequently
less volume is transferred onto the receiver. The exact value when this increased melting36 Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer
occurs is a function of donor thickness and other physical properties. In this regime, re-
deposition of molten material onto the carrier, being a function of donor-receiver spacing,
also takes place. For molten transfer, observed e.g. in the case of a 100nm thin metal
donor, a threshold exists above which a small fraction of the donor is transferred as a
droplet. This regime is limited by a second threshold at around 10% of the ﬁrst threshold
ﬂuence above which the donor is ejected as multiple transfer events in a more violent
manner and the donor is ’sprayed’ onto the receiver. On further increasing the ﬂuence
the completely molten donor is only partially transferred or re-deposited onto the carrier,
similar to what occurred in the high-ﬂuence regime for solid transfer. The regimes of
interest within this thesis were the intact regime for thick donor compounds (ZnO, PZT
and chalcogenides) and the droplet regime for thin metal donors (copper) respectively.
3.2.2.1 ZnO donor ﬁlms with DRL
A ﬁlm of TP was selected as a DRL for LIFT of ZnO donors. However, sputtering of ZnO
onto TP resulted in ﬁlms of poor quality as shown in a non-transferred part of the donor
in Figure 3.3a). For comparison, a typical PZT ﬁlm on TP is shown in Figure 3.3b).
The deposition process caused a probably heat-induced degradation to the TP which
is reﬂected in the morphology of the over-grown donors. Triazene degrades at elevated
temperatures above 110 C (Bonse et al., 2005), a temperature that could not be avoided
in the sputtering rig used and cracks and faults were visible on the deposited zinc oxide
surface. In LIFT trials at a ﬂuence of  100mJ=cm2 large pieces of debris broke out of
the ﬁlm instead of a pellet with a shape equivalent or even related to the projected laser
pulse.
a)                          b)
Figure 3.3: SEM images of (a) ZnO debris from donor previously grown on TP
and (b) PZT donor grown on TP. All ﬁlms are  1m thick and microscope
glass was used as carrier. The scale bar is 10m wide.Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 37
3.2.2.2 ZnO donor ﬁlms without DRL
The 1µm thick donor ﬁlms without underlying TP layer showed a smooth and regular
surface without any cracks after preparation. The transfer threshold for 1µm thick
ﬁlms was measured to be  100mJ=cm2. LIFT-printing from these donors resulted in
deposited pads with shapes as deﬁned by the spatial pulse intensity. The donor and
receiver were kept at a spacing of 3:5µm. Figure 3.4 shows microscope images of typical
deposits as a function of laser ﬂuence.
When measuring the pad diameter for a speciﬁc transfer ﬂuence it was seen that the
diameter increased with ﬂuence (Figure 3.5). This was an indication that either partial
melting and re-ﬂow of the zinc oxide layer occurred, or that a larger area of the Gaussian
pulse above transfer threshold leading to a larger deposit.
In subsequent experiments a larger aperture, and hence larger spot size was selected
(’Aperture 40’) and LIFT experiments were repeated for a 1m thick ZnO donor ﬁlm
without TP. A rise in the transfer threshold for complete transfer to a value of  650mJcm 2
was seen. Below this threshold only debris was transferred and no intact and complete
ﬂyer was observed on the receiver substrate. The printed deposits showed an inhomo-
geneous surface with an irregular shape and a large amount of cracking and incomplete
ﬂyers as seen in Figure 3.4.
For deposits transferred with the highest ﬂuence value, depressions up to 600nm in depth
on top of the pellets were detected as shown in the SEM image in Figure 3.6.
Due to the higher intensity in the centre of the imaged Gaussian pulse, the central part
of the deposit experienced a higher intensity and ﬂuence than its peripheral regions. The
deposited energy and the irregular shapes also led to an increased amount of cracking
originating from the centre of the pellets. This was seldom seen for deposits at low
ﬂuences where the deposits’ surface appears to be ﬂat. However in a majority of the
deposits the edge shape is not equivalent to the incoming laser pulse. The poly-crystalline
ZnO used (Carlotti et al., 1991) is likely to cleave at certain crystal planes or grain
boundaries within the donor layer rather than at the border of the incident laser pulse.
This was seen in the low reproducibility which was observed for the higher ﬂuence values
used. Furthermore, damage of the receiver substrate occurred for such a high laser
ﬂuence. The adhesion of the deposits on the receiver was low. For intact deposits
LIFTed at high ﬂuence, the high kinetic impact initiated mechanisms that improved
adhesion on the receiver.
3.2.2.3 Transfer of thick ZnO donor ﬁlms
For comparison 3m thick ZnO donors were also transferred onto silicon receivers and


















Aperture 30 Aperture 40
Figure 3.4: Compilation of typical deposits for two diﬀerent object apertures.
The images show the deposits’ shape accuracy and surface homogeneity as ﬂu-
ence increases. The higher the ﬂuence the less homogeneous the deposits ap-
pears and the more likely it is to ﬁnd a cracked deposit for layers deposited
with ’Aperture 30’ (435m aperture diameter). In the second experiment with
a larger aperture (’Aperture 40’) all deposits show a similar degree of surface
degradation independent of the laser ﬂuence. The diameter of the LIFTed pads
is shown in Figure 3.5Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 39






















Figure 3.5: Measured deposit diameter versus laser ﬂuence. The object mask
used was ’Aperture 30’. The value represented an average over correctly printed
deposits without including debris.
1 m m
Figure 3.6: SEM image of ZnO deposit transferred at a ﬂuence of  1:3Jcm 2
a spacing of 3:5m. The edge deﬁnition and shape accuracy was very low as seen in
Figure 3.7. An increased amount of debris was observed as expected from the need to
rupture a higher volume for the transfer of a correspondingly thicker donor layer.
Although for ZnO, material was ejected over a broad ﬂuence range, there was a large dif-
ference in the achievable deposit quality in terms of intact transfer, shape reproducibility




Figure 3.7: (a) SEM and (b) microscope image of 3m zinc oxide pads deposited
onto silicon. All shown depositions had a low transfer accuracy and an increased
amount of debris was found on the receiver.
threshold. Debris was associated with fragments breaking oﬀ the peripheral regions of
the pad. For a higher ﬂuence the amount of debris and the likelihood of shattering in-
creased compared to a pad LIFTed at threshold ﬂuence. Intact and repeatable LIFT of
ZnO on silicon was very sensitive to the laser parameters used.
As seen in the surface of the LIFTed pads shown in Figure 3.7a), the laser pulse caused
concentric structures on the surface of a LIFTed pad either via diﬀraction from the object
aperture or from interference eﬀects caused by reﬂections from the carrier/donor/receiver
system. Such structures could cause cracking as seen in some of the pads in Figure 3.4 or
the appearing modulation of the surface of a pad as in Figure 3.7a). As will be shown later
for LIFT with ns-pulses in Chapter 7 for instance, diﬀraction occurring within the optical
path between laser source and target causes observable material surface modulations
which in most cases do not lead to destruction of the transferred pads. Such interference
eﬀects have been observed earlier in literature, e.g. for femtosecond pulses (Banks et al.,
2009).
3.2.3 LIFT of lead zirconate titanate
3.2.3.1 PZT donors with DRL
Lead zirconate titanate, as one of the most widely used materials in piezoelectric sensors
and actuators was used as a donor ﬁlm in the following experiments. For transfer a
LIFT target consisting of 1m PZT and 360nm TP as DRL were chosen. The layer was
produced via pulsed laser deposition with the substrate at room temperature. The setup
of the PLD system can be found in (May-Smith, 2005).
During LIFT, the donor was kept in close contact to the silicon receiver. The pad size
was around (663m)2 for an approximately square-shaped printed pad. For the LIFTChapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 41
experiments with a PZT donor, the Pi-shaper was used for homogenisation. The ﬂuence


















Figure 3.8: SEM image of the receiver and LIFTed PZT pads. The circular ring
around the deposits consists of debris. The three pads per ﬂuence value were
transferred with a slightly diﬀerent focus setting for comparison. A detailed
view of some of the deposits is shown on the insets (left).
Observable damage occurred for the PZT donor material at a ﬂuence of 115mJ=cm2, but
no detectable transfer was seen at this ﬂuence. For a ﬂuence of 140mJ=cm2 debris and
fragmented pads were transferred. In the entire range of laser parameters used for which
donor material was transferred, there was an increasing amount of debris found around
the actual pad. Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the distance of the furthest front of material-
the distance debris propagated from the centre of a pad- measured from the pad centre
versus ﬂuence as an indication of receiver contamination. This value also determined the
minimum distance to which an adjacent pad could be printed.
For a ﬂuence value of 280mJ=cm2 and higher, fragments of intact PZT were found as
debris next to the pad as a result of excess donor transfer. In general, no sharp threshold
for solid and intact pads was observed. The pads were rather composed of fragmented
donor material. For the highest ﬂuence ( 500mJ=cm2) the pads displayed clear signs
of melting (Figure 3.10b)) not seen in the low ﬂuence range (140   200mJ=cm2). Fig-
ure 3.10a) shows such a pad transferred at a ﬂuence of  370mJ=cm2.
The amount of debris and the surface roughness of the LIFTed pad was relatively large
due to the fragmented transfer and the resulting pad edge quality was low. In the entire42 Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer



















Figure 3.9: Radius of debris spreading from the centre of the transferred pad.
The expected pad size (half the length of edge or diagonal of the square pad)
was between 30m and 50m.
20 m m a)                               b)
5mm
Figure 3.10: SEM images of PZT pad on silicon transferred with a ﬂuence of
 370mJ=cm2 (a) and debris from a deposit printed at  500mJ=cm2. The
images show the high surface roughness and amount of debris for a LIFT deposit
transferred at high ﬂuences.
ﬂuence range available no intact transfer was observed and LIFT at higher ﬂuences
showed signs of donor melting. The surface quality of PZT grown on TP was assumed to
limit the regime of fragmented transfer (compare for the case of ZnO/TP in Figure 3.3).Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 43
3.2.3.2 PZT donors without DRL
Trials to deposit PZT ﬁlms which were directly grown onto the glass carrier did not result
in stoichiometric useful donor ﬁlms. Here, sputtering was used for donor preparation
due to the limited access of the PLD for PZT deposition. Table 3.2 shows the measured
composition of donor ﬁlms fabricated via sputtering. The lead content within those ﬁlms
has been found to be below 3wt% which was not well below the required 20wt% for
use as piezoelectric material.
Sample/Elemental ratio in at% Pb Zr Ti O
Sputtering target (for donor) 20 10.4 9.6 60
Donor 1 0.69 12.34 15.16 71.82
Donor 2 2.32 9.75 11.07 76.87
Table 3.2: Measurement of ﬁlm composition of PZT sputtering targets with
nominal composition of Pb(Zrx Ti1 x)O3 (x0.52) and resulting donor ﬁlms.
However, in Chapter 4, time-resolved studies are carried out using such donor for the
investigation of intact and fragmented transfer regimes for a thick (1:8µm) solid donor.
3.3 Donor replenishment for fabrication of conductive lines
The ﬁrst experimental veriﬁcation of LIFT was made with the intention to be used to
transfer metals for lithographic mask or device fabrication and repair (Bohandy et al.,
1986). Bohandy and co-workers ﬁrst demonstrated the transfer of matter via LIFTing
30m wide metal lines from 0.4-1.2m thick copper donors. Since then the deposit sizes
(Banks et al., 2006) and line widths achieved from transfer of Au, Ag and Ni donors
have decreased (Rapp et al., 2011; Germain et al., 2007; Röder et al., 2010). Recently,
some groups have achieved the LIFT of copper lines from micro-droplets, motivated
by the possibility to use copper as interconnects in microelectronics. Droplets with
 2:5m diameter from 40nm Cu donors were transferred via fs-LIFT preserving the
donor ﬁlm’s polycrystalline phase (Li and Ching-Yue, 2009). In a further study, lines
from Cu donors were transferred via ns- and ps-LIFT and their resistivity was measured
to be 5-7 times higher than in Cu bulk material (Oosterhuis et al., 2010). A donor
replenishment tool was used in order to overcome the fact that the smallest fabricated
droplets when LIFTing through a molten phase are generally smaller than the laser-
aﬀected area of the donor. However, to date, conductive metal lines from copper via
LIFT had not been demonstrated with femtosecond pulses. The use of such ultrashort
pulses was expected to reduce the excess heating of the donor and hence lead to the
transfer of a smaller volume of the donor than in the case using lasers with longer pulse
widths (e.g. nanoseconds).44 Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer
In this section, results and ﬁrst characterisations of fs-LIFT of single deposits and of
conductive lines using a donor replenishment tool are presented. This work was a col-
laboration between the LIFT group at the ORC, TNO Eindhoven and the Holst Centre,
The Netherlands.
3.3.1 Experimental
The experiments were carried out on the micromachiner fs-LIFT setup without using a
Pi-shaper described in Chapter 2. The donor consisted of a transparent microscope slide
coated with 120nm of Cu using thermal evaporation, while the receiver was a similar but
uncoated microscope slide. The donor and receiver spacing was determined by a 3:5µm
thick Mylar spacer. For line writing, the donor and receiver were translated together at
a velocity of 0:4mms 1to allow the printing of one copper pad every 10µm. This lateral
separation between each transferred area on the donor was to allow a new undisturbed
region of the donor to be used in the LIFT process thus enabling printing of ideally similar
copper pads, approximately 1µm in diameter. Following a ﬁrst printing run, both the
donor and the receiver were translated back to the original position and then the donor
was translated 25µm laterally relative to the line of pads on the receiver so that an
unused region of the donor could be used for the next print run. In addition, the receiver
was translated by 0:5µm with respect to the laser focus, in the direction of the printed
line, before a new set of pads were printed, so that every new Cu pad would overlap the
previous one by 0:5µm, assuming each pad was 1µm in diameter, hence leading to two
connected pads. After 10 sets of replenishments, a line of connected 1m pads was
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of line writing via LIFT with donor replenishment from
a Cu donor. Target and receiver were translated with diﬀerent step sizes/veloc-
ities.Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 45
3.3.2 Results and discussion
In order to determine the threshold of Cu transfer, the laser ﬂuence was varied in a
range of  100-250mJ/cm2. The threshold was found at 150mJ/cm2 and for a ﬂuence
of 160mJ/cm2 droplets of 1.7m maximum diameter were LIFT deposited with an
average height of  27214nm. In some cases at threshold ﬂuence, a diameter of smaller
than 1m was observed. For a ﬂuence of 210mJ/cm2 the diameter increased to 2.5m
and the height was 20315nm. In the transfer regime for a ﬂuence of 160mJ/cm2
and down to the threshold ﬂuence the droplet formation was due to jetting of the molten
material onto the receiver as observed by Willis and co-workers (Willis and Grosu, 2005).
Typical deposits LIFTed at ﬂuences of 160mJ/cm2 (Figure 3.13b)) and 210mJ/cm2 are
shown in Figure 3.12.
a)                                     b)
Figure 3.12: SEM image of pads LIFTed at (a) 160mJcm 2 and (b)
210mJcm 2. The insets to (a) and (b) show images of the corresponding donors
after LIFT.
For higher ﬂuences it was likely that a jet would become unstable and lead to depositions
with satellite droplets or large amount of splatter. For single droplet deposition only the
jetting regime was of interest, however for line writing, a certain amount of debris could
have advantages in the connection of single droplets to form a line. This is particularly
true in the case of conductive lines where transfer accompanied with a certain amount
of splatter may ﬁll the gaps between single deposits. Figure 3.13 shows an SEM image
of two parallel printed lines (Figure 3.13a)).
The resistivity of the printed lines was measured via an Agilent 4155C Semiconductor
Parameter Analyzer that was connected to a Cascade Microtech DC probe station. A
single measurement gave the resistance R as 2389
. The resistivity  was calculated
using  = R  A=l with A the cross-sectional area and l is the length of the wire, and
is calculated to be 3.20.710 7
m, which is 174 times larger than the resistivity of
bulk copper (1.7210 8
m (Park et al., 2007)) and of narrow wires (2.210 8
m (Bar-
mak et al., 2010)). An idealised constant cross-sectional area of the wire was assumed in
the calculations, which has been calculated from Stylus Proﬁler measurements, as a full
measurement would be impractical. In practice, due to the fabrication process, the wire
width and height can vary considerably (23%) and can include narrow regions, which
will increase the local resistivity of the wire. This variation was due to inhomogeneities46 Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer
a)
b)
Figure 3.13: SEM image of two 1mm long parallel printed lines (a), and the
magniﬁcation of an element of such a line (b) LIFTed at ﬂuences of 160mJ/cm2.
The scale bar in (a) is 100µm wide.
of the donor, the repeatability of the deposit position given by the mechanical stage and
pulse-to-pulse energy variations. A large contribution of resistivity in the printed wire
was expected due to electron scattering at the surfaces, impurities and grain boundaries
of the LIFTed wire as shown in Figure 3.13b) (Barmak et al., 2010).
An important point to note here is that there was no conductivity detected between
the two wires shown for example in Figure 3.13a). However, such an increased value of
resistivity is expected, given the large number of pads (2000) that were combined together
to produce the wire in Figure 3.13, as each pad may well have additional undesirable
copper oxide (an electrical insulator) as an impurity constituent, which would certainly
contribute to the local resistance. The copper oxide was present on the surface of the
donor before LIFT and formed on the surface of the droplet during and after LIFT.
Indeed, EDX analysis of the copper wire has shown that the ratio of copper atoms to
oxygen atoms was 2:1, thus indicating a signiﬁcant amount of copper oxide was present.
The use of a vacuum chamber for LIFT deposition could reduce this eﬀect.
For comparison, alternative methods such as ink-jet printing of copper have produced
40m wide wires with resistivities 1000 times that of bulk copper (Park et al., 2007) and
the laser direct write of silver nanoparticle inks has produced wire widths of approxi-
mately 20m, with resistivities 5-10 times that of bulk silver (Rapp et al., 2011)(Auyeung,
2007).Chapter 3 Femtosecond laser-induced forward transfer 47
As these experiments had the aim of fabricating a conductive line, glass was chosen as an
electrically insulating receiver, although in other trial experiments it was observed that
droplet formation and adhesion depended on the choice of the substrate. Namely that
Cu droplets were LIFTed on silver electrodes for lower ﬂuences and thus for a broader
ﬂuence range than in the case of droplets deposited onto a bare glass receiver. This
aspect would be part of future studies to improve the LIFT deposition of conductive
lines as a function of the choice of receiver substrate.
3.4 Summary
Donors from piezoelectric and copper donors were transferred via femtosecond LIFT. The
transfer regimes of zinc oxide and lead zirconate titanate were studied for donors with
and without triazene DRL. Thin copper donors were used to obtain LIFTed droplets
with diameters on the micron-scale. For LIFTing of conductive copper lines a donor
replenishment tool was introduced allowing the independent movement of donor and
receiver. The resistivity of a printed copper line was measured to be 174 times the
resistivity of bulk copper.Chapter 4
Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT
from solid donors
4.1 Introduction
Intact LIFT printing requires the understanding of the eﬀect of the laser energy on the
transferred material. The processes of material release and transfer during fs-LIFT were
therefore investigated with a time-resolved shadowgraph imaging technique, which gave
insight into the dynamics of material transfer and showed the interaction between the
laser pulse, the donor and the surrounding atmosphere. So far the LIFT process has
been investigated with time-resolved imaging techniques in the nanosecond (Duocastella
et al., 2008a; Fardel et al., 2009b; Kaur et al., 2009) and sub-picosecond laser pulse
range (Zergioti et al., 2002; Papazoglou et al., 2002) for solid (Bullock and Bolton, 1999;
Nakata and Okada, 1999), powder (Kononenko et al., 2010) and liquid donors (Young
et al., 2002), and ﬂyer velocity, shockwave creation and the interaction with the receiver
have been studied.
This chapter gives information about ﬂyer velocity, integrity during transfer, and the
role of possible formation of shock waves, which is not only crucial in understanding the
fs-LIFT process in general, but also important in deﬁning transfer parameters allowing
intact LIFT of a solid ﬂyer (Fardel et al., 2010). The ﬁrst shadowgraph imaging of in-
tact solids under DRL-free fs-LIFT using the shortest pulses used so far in time-resolved
shadowgraph studies of LIFT is shown in the following sections. This chapter begins with
the introduction to time-resolved imaging techniques in general, and the shadowgraph
method in particular. Results for the LIFTing of a range of diﬀerent donor materials
such as thermoelectric bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3), piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate
and magnetostrictive Terfenol-D are presented. The ﬂyer velocity, transfer regimes and
creation of shock waves are investigated as a function of incident laser ﬂuence, and the
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consequences on fs-LIFT of such materials are discussed. This work was done in collabo-
ration with Patricia Alloncle and Philippe Delaporte (CNRS-LP3, Marseille, France). It
has been published in (Feinaeugle et al., 2012c) and was presented in (Feinaeugle et al.,
2012a,b; Eason et al., 2013a).
4.2 Time-resolved imaging methods
For the understanding of light-matter interactions, real-time observations of the change
in physical properties and the resulting material morphology are required to develop
and conﬁrm theories of the underlying principles. These observations can be made via
measurements of reﬂectivity (Domke et al., 2012b), light emission (Grojo et al., 2006),
surface morphology (von der Linde et al., 1997) or temperature changes (Zeng et al.,
2005) within the studied material system during the light-matter interaction processes.
The time resolution of the observations in an optical imaging system depends on the
exposure time either deﬁned by the illumination time of the event or the shutter speed of
the capturing camera array, as used in most LIFT studies. All of the studied aspects are
required in deﬁning conditions for intact transfer from solid donors. To be speciﬁc, intact
transfer requires the maintenance of coherence (avoiding shattering or melt-through of a
single deposit), parallel ﬂyer orientation (avoiding tilting and bending during ﬂight) and
minimal debris during transfer, all of which are detectable with an imaging system that
tracks the trajectory of the ejected and transferred donor. Furthermore, the velocity can
easily be calculated from the time evolution of the ﬂyer propagation. However, a shock
wave in air, as phenomenon in a transparent medium, cannot be easily seen with a simple
imaging system. Therefore, a so-called schlieren or shadowgraph apparatus is required.
4.3 Schlieren imaging
For completeness, although not investigated in this project, we brieﬂy describe the tech-
nique of schlieren imaging which is an optical imaging technique that is able to detect
gradients of refractive index (n) within an observed, transparent medium. This makes
it possible to reveal features that otherwise would remain undiscovered in conventional
imaging methods. In schlieren imaging, the refractive index diﬀerences within a test
medium causes rays of light to be shifted in such a way that a diﬀerence in illumination
level at the image plane of the system is found corresponding to those refractive index
diﬀerences. The basic setup of a schlieren system can be seen in Figure 4.1.
A light source illuminates (with parallel rays) the test region where a transparent object
with an extended refractive index gradient is present. Thereafter a lens forms an image
on a screen situated at the image plane. A knife-edge (also: cut-oﬀ ) is positioned at the










Figure 4.1: Simple schlieren imaging system after (Settles, 2006).
a test area into an image plane where a picture is recorded with a screen or camera. In
a regular imaging system this cut-oﬀ would only lead to a variation in image brightness
(as half of the illuminated power is obstructed). In a schlieren system bent light rays
from the transparent objects with refractive index gradients present in the beam path
are blocked as well (those bent downwards towards the cut-oﬀ), but some of them (bent
towards the opposite side of the cut-oﬀ) are allowed to form brightness variations on the
screen that would otherwise go unnoticed in the ’uncut’ beam. The phase diﬀerences
present in the test areas are translated into corresponding intensity diﬀerences on the
observing screen.
The schlieren method is used e.g. in the visualisation of defects in glass, in the analysis
of gas ﬂows and dissimilar ﬂuids or in the detection of pressure waves and other shock
phenomena, allowing to capture dynamic density maps and even quantitative pressure
measurements within a medium.
4.4 Shadowgraphy
Shadowgraphy is a technique that is complementary to schlieren, as it is able to visualise
gradients of refractive index in a transparent medium. It is a simpler technique than
schlieren imaging, which makes it less restrictive on the quality of the used optics and
is less demanding in terms of tolerances or imperfections in the alignment. In shadowg-
raphy, distortions in the refractive index in a transparent medium refract illuminating
light in a way that these distortions are translated into brightness diﬀerences on a screen
placed nearby as seen in Figure 4.2.
The lateral shift of the light rays, visualised as bright and dark areas on the observer
screen, is proportional to the second spatial derivative (Laplacian) of the refractive index
n. In gaseous media, sharp pressure diﬀerences in a shock wave for instance cause large
values of the second derivative of the refractive index. Consequently, shadowgraphy is
a suitable method for detecting phenomena where the Laplacian within the medium is











Figure 4.2: A simple shadowgraph setup after (Settles, 2006). In this thesis the
projection of the test area is magniﬁed with the help of a microscope objective,
placed at position x, and the screen is replaced with a CCD camera detector
array.
show the image of the disturbances within the medium, but rather their projection or
shadow. In variants of the basic shadowgraph setup, the projection screen (e.g. a white
wall) is replaced with imaging optics, like a microscope objective, but again it needs to
be emphasised that only a projection of the investigated object is imaged and eventually
magniﬁed. Consequently, the relation between shadow and object is not ’true-to-scale’
(Settles, 2006) such as in a true (congruent) imaging techniques.
For LIFT, the creation of a shock wave is the main concern for the intact transfer
of matter, and shadowgraphy as a method possesses a suﬃciently large sensitivity to
observe such shocks, via a simple and robust setup. In the following experiments, a
focussed parallel light shadowgraph setup was used as shown in Section 2.6.1.1. The
illumination with parallel, non-diverging light which resulted in a sensitivity twice that
of a setup with diverging illumination (Settles, 2006). Shadowgraphy also allows the
observation of the ﬂyer’s silhouette, and therefore the detection of the ﬂyer’s size and
position over time. However, shadowgraphic methods distort the scale of the observed
phenomena, so the ﬁeld of view in which quantitative observations are taken must be
limited. In order to verify the scale for the setup used, a reference object (a human hair)
with known dimensions was observed within the ﬁeld of view as a means of estimation
of the scale factor within the observed region. During the shadowgraphy experiments,
no receiver was placed in proximity of the LIFT target in order to facilitate observation
of the ﬂyer propagation over a large distance ( 500µm).Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors 53
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Bismuth selenide
The threshold ﬂuence for the release of an intact ﬂyer from a 1:1µm thick bismuth selenide
donor was  90mJ=cm2. The ﬂyer for  130mJ=cm2 was released in an intact state,
while for  400mJ=cm2 only fragments were ejected from the donor. The shadowgraph
images showing the transfer behaviour described are given in Figure 4.3.
The ﬂyer for  130mJ=cm2 remained intact for a distance travelled of  250µm. In more
than 50% of the cases the ﬂyer experienced a tilt from its initial orientation (parallel to
the donor surface). This resulted in a blurred or tilted ﬂyer as seen for delay times (t)
of 2300ns and 3800ns in Figure 4.3. There was a clear qualitative and timing diﬀerence
for material ejection between the transfers around the threshold ﬂuence and a higher
ﬂuence. The earliest release of a ﬂyer at threshold was seen at  200ns - 400ns while
for a higher ﬂuence ( 400mJ=cm2) particles emerged earlier, after  50ns, as shown in
Figure 4.4.
The most prominent diﬀerence seen under diﬀerent ﬂuence regimes was the appearance
of intact ﬂyers with low ﬂyer velocities at threshold while multiple particles travelling
at much faster velocities were ejected from the donor at higher ﬂuences. In this latter
case, after 250ns, no further material from the donor was added to the particle cloud.
However, the cloud kept expanding as its constituent elements travelled with diﬀerent
velocities. A particle’s velocity normal to the donor surface was generally higher than
that parallel to it and this caused the cloud to expand in the direction of the normal to
the donor surface. In the time span of 250ns - 1300ns, two initially compact and darker
areas were seen in the particle cloud. The one further away from the donor surface
travelled with a velocity slightly lower than that of the fastest particles, whereas the
area closer to the donor propagated with a velocity estimated to be about three times
lower than that of the fastest particles.
The eﬀect of separately travelling transfer products has been seen before in LIFT. Dur-
ing transfer of thin metal ﬁlms with fs-pulses, two plumes travelling at velocities of 300
m/s and 50 m/s were observed (Alloncle et al., 2006). In another publication where
the ﬂyer consisted of a bilayer of aluminium and the polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-
ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV), the latter decomposed and was sep-
arated from the metal layer during transfer (Fardel et al., 2010). It could be speculated
that at high ﬂuence, the molten, highly energetic particles from the vaporised donor
volume break through the solid part of the donor and propagate away from the donor
surface with high velocity. The solid particles (from nearer the donor surface) cannot
gain further momentum other than acquired by impact from some of the fast particles,
as the pressure from the isolated and vaporised absorption volume in the donor ceased
to act on these solid but fragmented particles as occurred during the initial phase after54 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
Figure 4.3: Series of shadowgraph images of fs-LIFT of a Bi2Se3 ﬂyer. Each
frame was taken at a diﬀerent camera delay time. The ﬂuence used was 
130mJ=cm2. The scale bar in the ﬁrst frame (t = 0ns) is 100µm wide, and the
rectangle marks the approximate incident beam position.
absorption of the laser pulse. Kaur et al. (Kaur et al., 2009) on the other hand reportedChapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors 55
Figure 4.4: Series of shadowgraph images of fs-LIFT of a Bi2Se3 ﬂyer. Each
frame was taken at a diﬀerent camera delay time. The laser ﬂuence was 
400mJ=cm2. The scale bar in the ﬁrst frame (t = 0ns) is 100µm wide, and the
rectangle marks the approximate incident beam position.
debris from the edges travelling at a slower velocity then the ejected ﬂyer. Another fea-
ture that the images reveal was a speciﬁc time lag of material ejection which decreases
for increasing ﬂuence, likely explained by a faster pressure build-up at the donor/carrier56 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
interface when using a higher ﬂuence. Moreover, the early material removal at high ﬂu-
ences can be the result of an explosive eruption of material where the vaporised material
acquires energy high enough to drive through the still solid part of the ﬂyer.
An intact ﬂyer is accelerated at a lower speed than particles of a fragmented ﬂyer due
to their lower mass. The divergence of the particle cloud was determined by the cloud’s
slowest particles which were observed at t = 1300ns within a cone angle of 55°. The
fastest particles were concentrated next to the normal to the donor surface and hence
did not further contribute to the spread of the particle cloud. This led to the cloud
forming a pyramid-like shape above the target as seen in the frames at time intervals
of 200ns - 1000ns in Figure 4.4. For times larger than 1300ns the fastest particles
had already travelled beyond the observation window. Nevertheless, some slow particles
were still seen even at a camera delay time of 10µs. The velocity of a ﬂyer was found
by linearly ﬁtting the data points for the ﬂyer propagation distance versus the camera
delay time. As reported before (Kaur et al., 2009) there was some material that was
released around the peripheral region of the ﬂyer which moved separately from the main
part of the material. Intact ﬂyers were observed in about 50% of the cases for ﬂuences
of  90   130mJ=cm2 within an imaged ﬁeld of up to 500µm over which the ﬂyer’s
propagation velocity appeared to remain constant. Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the distance
travelled by a ﬂyer from a bismuth selenide donor versus time.

























Figure 4.5: Plot of Bi2Se3 ﬂyer or fastest particle distance versus time. For
comparison the speed of sound in air (331.3 m/s) is drawn as a dashed line.Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors 57
The plots in Figure 4.5 are for three diﬀerent values of laser ﬂuence at the interface
between carrier and donor. As a reference the speed of sound in standard air (331.3
m/s (Wong, 1986)) is drawn as a dashed line. For ﬂuences above  130mJ=cm2, ﬂyers
fragmented into several particles. For the case of solid transfer achieved for  90mJ=cm2
and  130mJ=cm2, the ﬂyer velocities were deduced as 48  7m=s and 65  10m=s
respectively. As seen in Table 4.1, as expected, the velocity of an intact ﬂyer increased
with ﬂuence.
Laser ﬂuence / mJ=cm2 Velocity / m=s Flyer integrity
 90 48  7 Intact
 130 65  10 Intact
 400 354  12 Fragmented
Table 4.1: Velocity of fastest particle from a fragmented ﬂyer or velocity of intact
ﬂyer for transfer of Bi2Se3 at diﬀerent laser ﬂuences. The value shown is a ﬁt to
the velocity for times larger than 1s.
The values in Table 4.1 are particle velocities that were deduced from a linear ﬁt of the
velocity of the fastest particles for times larger than 1µs or for a ﬂyer in case of intact
transfer. The time delay of 1µs was chosen deliberately within the set of complete data
and as only values for a delay of larger than 0:7µs were available for all the plots, we
have chosen this next nearest larger value of 1µs. As seen in Figure 4.5, the fastest
ejected particles exceeded the speed of sound in air for a laser ﬂuence of  400mJ=cm2
and had a velocity of 354  12m=s. Similarly, for conditions that created a fragmented
ﬂyer during LIFT, velocities of 365 m/s have been seen in other sub-picosecond LIFT
experiments (Zergioti et al., 2002).
4.5.2 Lead zirconate titanate
The transfer behaviour of a second material, the piezoelectric PZT, was investigated
in the following. Donors with a thickness of 1:8µm were transferred for a threshold
of  360mJ=cm2. The much higher threshold ﬂuence value required for transfer as
compared to that for bismuth selenide can be readily associated with the diﬀerent donor
growth conditions and layer thickness. The temporal evolution of the transfer of a
compact ﬂyer is shown in Figure 4.6 which shows a series of shadowgraph images from
LIFT of PZT at a ﬂuence of  360mJ=cm2, taken at varying delay times as shown below
each frame.
The PZT ﬂyer started to emerge from the donor surface after a camera delay time of
about 50ns - 100ns. Throughout the selected frames that were all imaged from diﬀerent
LIFT events, the ﬂyers orientation was seen to be unstable. These diﬀerent frames were
chosen in order to illustrate the tilting of the ﬂyer, which was assumed to be caused by
slight variations in the morphological homogeneity of the donor, as well as the spatial
non-uniformity of the LIFTing laser pulse. This emphasises the importance of the use of58 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
Figure 4.6: Shadowgraph images of a PZT ﬂyer transferred by fs-LIFT. The
scale in the ﬁrst frame (t = 0ns) is 100µm wide. The rectangle in the same
frame sketches the vertical position of the absorbed beam and hence the origin
of the ﬂyer. In some frames (i.e. at t = 2200ns) it is possible to see the mirror
image of the ﬂyer reﬂected from the donor surface below. The transfer ﬂuence
was  360mJ=cm2.
a small spacing between the receiver and the target during intentional fs-LIFT-printing.
Typically, the receiver was placed at a maximum distance of a few microns from theChapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors 59
donor surface so such tilting or spinning would not present much of a problem. To study
the repeatability of intact transfer over a large travelled distance, we repetitively took
images at a ﬁxed delay time of 10µs for diﬀerent transferred ﬂyers. In about half of
the cases, the ﬂyer was still intact at a delay of 10µs. The diﬀerent transfer behaviour
at diﬀerent donor positions for the same delay time and identical laser conditions are
seen in Figure 4.7 which shows six diﬀerent examples for identical delay times and laser
conditions.
Figure 4.7: Shadowgraph of LIFT of a PZT ﬂyer for a ﬁxed camera delay time of
10µs. Each frame represents a diﬀerent transfer event with all other conditions
remaining constant. The scale bar in the ﬁrst frame is 100µm wide, and the
rectangle in the same frame indicates the approximate vertical position of the
beam.
Flyers were either intact and tilted (frames 1 and 5 of Figure 4.7), or broke into several
fragments which travelled with diﬀerent velocities relative to each other (frames 2-4 and
frame 6 in Figure 4.7). However, although appearing to be slightly tilted, the intact
ﬂyers travelled a similar distance which was important for the reliability and accuracy of
the propagation measurements. Another important observation was that besides their
orientation they were travelling in the same straight line normal to the donor surface. Any
fragmented particles were not considered in the calculation of ﬂyer distances. The results
of the shadowgraph experiments that were carried out with a ﬂuence of  720mJ=cm2
did not result in any intact transfer are seen in Figure 4.8.60 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
Figure 4.8: Shadowgraph images of a PZT ﬂyer transferred by fs-LIFT. The
scale bar in the ﬁrst frame (t = 0ns) is 100µm wide, and the rectangle sketches
the approximate incident beam position. In some frames it is possible to see
the mirror image of the ﬂyer on the donor surface below. The transfer ﬂuence
is  720mJ=cm2.
The shadowgrams show the transfer events for LIFT with a ﬂuence which was about two
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it can be clearly seen that material ejection took place earlier than that for LIFT at
threshold ﬂuence ( 360mJ=cm2). During this non-intact transfer, after 50ns, the ﬂyer
that was released from the target surface appears fragmented. As seen in the images
for times larger than 100ns, there is a part of the fragments in the centre that travelled
faster than the main particle cloud. Just as in the case of a Bi2Se3 ﬂyer, for PZT, this led
to the formation of two particle clouds which were clearly observable in the time span of
200ns - 800ns. It was observed earlier that the spatial distribution of material removal
was not homogeneous, as the fastest particles possessed a larger propagation velocity in
the direction of the incident laser beam path than in the direction orthogonal to it (Zeng
et al., 2005). The analysis of the temporal evolution of the ﬂyer revealed a ﬂyer velocity
of  34  5m=s for a ﬂuence of  360mJ=cm2. In one case the velocity was measured
to be as low as  20  2m=s. As seen earlier (Figure 4.5) for bismuth selenide, for PZT
a higher ﬂuence resulted in a transfer of a fragmented ﬂyer with particles that travelled
at velocities that depended on the laser ﬂuence, as seen in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of distance travelled by PZT ﬂyer and fastest particle versus
time. For comparison the speed of sound (331.3 m/s) is drawn as a dashed line.
Solid transfer at ﬂuence of  360mJ=cm2 and fragmented transfer for ﬂuences
of  435mJ=cm2 and higher is shown.
Figure 4.9 shows the distance travelled by a ﬂyer from a PZT donor layer versus time.
As a reference the speed of sound in standard air is drawn as a dashed line. The mea-
surements show, as expected, that the velocity of the fastest particle increased with laser
ﬂuence, from  147  10m=s for  435mJ=cm2 up to a value of  360  15m=s for62 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
 720mJ=cm2. The ﬁtted velocity of a ﬂyer approached an almost constant value which
is shown in Table 4.2.
Laser ﬂuence / mJ=cm2 Velocity / m=s Flyer integrity
 360 34  5 Intact
 435 147  10 Fragmented
 720 360  15 Fragmented
Table 4.2: Velocity of fastest particle from a fragmented ﬂyer or velocity of intact
ﬂyer for transfer of PZT at diﬀerent laser ﬂuences. The velocity was calculated
by a ﬁt to the fastest particle or the intact ﬂyer visible on the shadowgraph
image after 1 s.
As we can see, the velocity of a PZT ﬂyer transferred at a ﬂuence regime above transfer
threshold was lower ( 34m=s) compared to the ﬂyer velocity of a thinner layer of Bi2Se3
( 48m=s) LIFTed in the same regime. With the help of Equation 4.1 the kinetic energy





where A is the cross-section of the ﬂyer, d is the donor thickness, M is the density of the
donor and v is the velocity of the ﬂyer. The unknown amount of debris was, of necessity,
neglected and, so was the exact layer composition contributing to an uncertainty in
estimating the mass and density of the ﬂyers. At transfer threshold for PZT the laser
delivered an energy Elaser of  2  10 6J which was about 450  the ﬂyer’s kinetic
energy. Thus just a small amount of laser energy was actually used for the propulsion of
the ﬂyer. Furthermore, even though the threshold ﬂuence of the two diﬀerent materials
diﬀered by a factor of four, the amount of energy that is transferred into the propulsion
of the ﬂyer remained roughly the same. This means that additional factors such as layer
thickness and the speciﬁc material properties contribute more to the determination of a
material’s transfer threshold rather than just the mass of a LIFTed ﬂyer.
At this stage it was diﬃcult to present a more detailed explanation about the dependence
of ﬂyer velocity on the laser ﬂuence as it would need further study on the proportion of
the laser energy actually used to propel the ﬂyer or particles forward, and the energy
fraction needed for the phase transition and/or decomposition of the ejected material.
A detailed study that describes the energy balance for ns-LIFT can be found in the
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4.5.3 Terfenol-D
The transfer regimes for the magnetostrictive alloy Terfenol-D was investigated, in par-
ticular the regime around the threshold ﬂuence of  145mJ=cm2 and for a higher value
of  460mJ=cm2. The donor layer had a thickness of  500nm. Just above thresh-
old, the ﬂyer was either transferred intact (Figure 4.10(a)) or in a fragmented state
(Figure 4.10(b)) indicating a large sensitivity to ﬂuence and poor repeatability. The
fragments were smaller in size than the diameter of the ablated spot on the donor.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Transfer of Terfenol-D at threshold ﬂuence of  145mJ=cm2. The
camera delay times were (a) 1µs and (b) 500ns. The scale bar in each ﬁgure is
100µm wide. The red arrows indicate the main transfer events.
For a ﬂuence of 10% above threshold a decomposition of the ﬂyer during transfer was
seen in all cases, thus for this donor the ﬂuence window for intact transfer was much
narrower than for PZT and Bi2Se3. As seen in Figure 4.11, the transfer behaviour at
high ﬂuence was qualitatively similar to that of liquid donors (Serra et al., 2009).
Up to a delay time of about 50ns - 100ns, a hemispherical bubble made of donor material
formed above the donor. Later the bubble broke up and fast particles were ejected from
its centre. Due to this behaviour the deposit was expected to be transferred in a molten
state when compared to the largely solid matter that was ejected with ﬂuences around the
threshold ﬂuence for this, and the previously discussed materials. The transfer behaviour
shows similarity to a regime described by Young et al. (Young et al., 2002) who reported
the existence of a plume regime for transfer of ﬂuids at high ﬂuences.
For each of the image sequences taken, we calculated the velocity of the fastest particle.
Transfer above threshold resulted in a blast wave of material wherein the fastest particles
travelled at velocities that increase with laser ﬂuence. For a ﬂuence of  460mJ=cm2 for
instance, particle velocities were measured as high as  562 m/s. As a comparison, the
ﬂyer for ﬂuences around threshold travelled at 140 m/s. This velocity was higher than
that observed for the thicker layers of Bi2Se3 and PZT under similar transfer conditions
and thus followed the propagation characteristics described in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.64 Chapter 4 Shadowgraphy imaging of fs-LIFT from solid donors
Figure 4.11: Surface of Terfenol-D donor after varying camera delays of 0ns to
500ns after the absorption of the femtosecond laser pulse arriving from the side
marked by the rectangle in the ﬁrst frame (t = 0ns). The scale bar in the same
frame is 100µm wide. The transfer ﬂuence was  460mJ=cm2.
4.5.4 Signiﬁcance for LIFT
During these experiments, ﬂyer velocities around the threshold ﬂuence were well below
those observed so far for any other intact ﬂyers observed in the literature (Domke et al.,
2012a). Low ejection velocities during LIFT have been reported before, but neither
for a single, intact ﬂyer, nor was the transfer event captured in an image (Alti and
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showed ﬂyer velocities in the range of 0.1 - 50 m/s (Karlitskaya et al., 2006; Piqué
et al., 2007). In experiments with blister-actuated LIFT of powders and liquids, similar
velocities were observed in low ﬂuence regimes for the slowest particles (Kononenko
et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2010). However, transfer of solid, 0:2µm to 1µm thick donor
material in the nanosecond (Alloncle et al., 2006; Rapp et al., 2009) and sub-picosecond
regime (500 fs) (Papazoglou et al., 2002) showed ﬂyers with a higher propagation
velocity than reported here. Recently, the low velocities found here for intact ﬂyers have
been conﬁrmed experimentally elsewhere (Bartl et al., 2012). Flyer velocity is clearly
a function of donor thickness and also depends on the use of a DRL. To preserve the
integrity of the transferred ﬂyer for successful LIFT a low ﬂyer velocity is desired: A
high kinetic energy increases the ﬂyer’s impact on the receiver and this impact energy
in turn leads to possible breaking of the intact ﬂyer when arriving at the receiver and
this aspect is studied further in Chapter 6. A lower velocity of the ﬂyer also implies that
less drag (drag is proportional to the square of the velocity) is acting on the ﬂyer which
further decreases the possibility of ﬂyer decomposition during transfer. Thus, the higher
the kinetic energy, the higher the chance that drag or impact forces exceed the integral
strength of the ﬂyer.
For the  0:5µm to 1:8µm thick donors used here, images showing the donor surface
for transfer with a ﬂuence just above threshold did not show any trace of shock wave
propagation spreading from the impacted region. In time-resolved studies of LIFT so
far this phenomenon was clearly visible throughout the observed laser ﬂuences (Fardel
et al., 2010; Alloncle et al., 2006). Fardel et al. (Fardel et al., 2010) showed that this
shock wave can interact destructively with the ﬂyer when reﬂected from the receiver
which may result in unsuccessful transfer. Flyers also fragmented induced by such a
shock wave during transfer even without the presence of a receiver. It could be argued
that the shock wave results solely from the use of an auxiliary decomposing polymer
layer used in many LIFT experiments (Fardel et al., 2009b). In contrast however, it
has been observed that a shock wave was created even by local ablation at an interface
of two material layers without such an explosive layer (Menezes et al., 2008). These
authors have also argued that the shock wave transmitted into the area beyond the
donor surface was much weaker than the one reﬂected from the auxiliary foil/air interface
due to a strong acoustic impedance mismatch, which would be an argument for a much
weaker shock wave occurring during LIFT. Zeng et al. (Zeng et al., 2005) imaged the
ablation phenomena for fs and ns laser pulses (wavelength 266 nm) and could distinguish
qualitative diﬀerences in the dynamics of the shock wave, namely the fast decrease of
electron density and plasma temperature for fs-pulses compared to the ns-case. It is
assumed that here the laser energy density was too low to create an observable shock
wave from impact as was reported in other studies (Salleo et al., 2001; McDonald et al.,
2008). Although in previous studies (Fardel et al., 2010) a shock wave was easily detected
via a shadowgraph setup similar to the one used here, such a phenomenon was not seen
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too low to detect such a pressure gradient surrounding the ﬂyer. However, this was not
the case in studies using a very similar shadowgraphy system used by the collaborating
experimenters (Rapp et al., 2009). The relatively low amount of laser energy absorbed in
the donor as a consequence of a relatively small ﬂyer diameter could also have contributed
to the absence of a shock phenomenon which could have simply been too weak to be
observed with the methods used. Certainly, the use of a schlieren system is expected
to have a larger sensitivity and for future work such a system could be employed to
study emerging atmospheric pressure gradients. In summary, for future work it would be
interesting to use a schlieren setup and larger ﬂyers in order to investigate the existence
of shock phenomena occurring during the fs-LIFT of solid donors used here. For laser-
induced forward transfer it is vital to avoid the creation of a shock wave as it is a
possible cause for the destruction of the ﬂyer and hence determines among other factors
the outcome of a successful LIFT experiment.
From the experiments conducted it was concluded that the low ﬂyer speed, the non-
inclusion of a decomposing dynamic release layer and the high acoustic impedance at
the ﬂyer(donor)/air interface contributed to the absence (or reﬂection) of any observable
blast or shock wave preceding or lagging the transferring ﬂyer using this shadowgraphy
technique. As the main objective of the LIFT experiments here was to transfer material
in an intact state, it was of crucial importance to decrease or eliminate factors such
as high velocity and the presence of a shock wave, which would oppose the ability and
reliability of successful transfer of these materials.
4.6 Summary
Shadowgraphic imaging of intact ﬂyers during LIFT from solid donors without the use
of a DRL, and conditions under which the transferred ﬂyer was molten or fragmented
during the transfer process were studied. The main results were that the intact ﬂyers
travelled at a lower velocity than that previously observed in ns- or ps-LIFT of solids, and
that no shock wave was detected during these experiments. This indicated that fs-LIFT
of thick donor ﬁlms without a dynamic release layer could be appropriate for printing
solid and intact material under atmospheric conditions when compared to other LIFT
techniques. In summary, the ﬁrst shadowgraph imaging of femtosecond laser-induced
forward transfer of intact solid thin ﬁlms from targets without DRL was reported. The
ﬂyer velocity detected in a low ﬂuence regime of intact printing was as low as 34 m/s.
Similar results were reported in a later work on solid molybdenum ﬂyers conﬁrming
our ﬁndings (Bartl et al., 2012). The identiﬁcation of a regime for intact transfer with
low ﬂyer speed is important to understand the adhesion and transfer quality seen in
femtosecond LIFT so far (Toet et al., 2000b; Banks, 2008). Such low velocities have the
consequence to reduce forces responsible for the destruction of the ﬂyer during impact




An advantage in using laser-induced forward transfer instead of other deposition tech-
niques is the ability to print sensitive (liquids, biomaterials) and highly ordered (i.e.
crystalline or super-lattice) thin ﬁlms, the synthesis of which generally requires a lattice-
matched (often single-crystalline) substrate and high temperatures during growth. For
device applications the use of such a substrate is disadvantageous as it may be expen-
sive, mechanically rigid and sensitive to subsequent processing steps (etching, annealing),
which is unfavourable for many devices requiring substrates that are inexpensive, me-
chanically ﬂexible and robust (e.g. in solar cells). Furthermore, the optimum substrate
for one active ﬁlm of the device is not an optimum for a second active ﬁlm. Moreover,
during deposition involving dissimilar materials, intrinsic stresses may appear when the
ﬁlms cool down from their deposition temperature, causing bulging, delamination or even
destruction of the thin ﬁlm structure.
A transfer method such as LIFT can overcome many of the above issues when fabricating
such a device involving sensitive or highly ordered thin ﬁlms. The method allows the
eﬀective decoupling of the processes of ﬁlm preparation and device assembly, and hence
permits the individual optimisation of the single materials.
Recently, the desire to manufacture devices onto ﬂexible substrates has gained increased
interest (Kim et al., 2009; Someya, 2012), because of two main reasons. First, ﬂexible
substrates are inherently thinner, and hence lead to lighter and less material-consuming
devices. Second, for novel device structures, there is the need to integrate dissimilar
materials and systems from diﬀerent disciplines, such as electronics, optics, microﬂuidics
and micromechanics, ’lab on a chip’, MEMS or integrated photonics. LIFT is able to
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combine a wide range of donor and receiver materials, and sensitive donors such as
viable biomaterials (Doraiswamy et al., 2006), but also crystalline materials in powder
form have been studied and successfully transferred via LIFT (Kononenko et al., 2010).
Despite these eﬀorts, so far it was not possible to transfer intact layers of single-crystalline
thin ﬁlms, mainly due to their brittleness and the inability to grow donors on standard
carrier glass slides. Many crystalline ﬁlms have a high strength and relatively large forces
are needed in order to enable the shearing-oﬀ of the ﬂyer from such a donor. However,
the increased ﬂuences employed to provide these forces are likely to fracture the ﬂyer
before the transfer process or even damage the donor and receiver. Furthermore, the
ripping of a ﬂyer out of the donor may also occur preferably along crystalline planes
and not along a perimeter chosen by the machining laser beam. For many materials it
was also observed that the force needed in order to eject the ﬂyer during LIFT, is much
smaller than the structural cohesion of the donor material. Crystalline materials are
also often non-isotropic, and mechanical properties can diﬀer greatly in diﬀerent crystal
directions. As a consequence, a ﬂyer rather will often break up before the shear forces
provided lead to a controlled and accurate removal of the ﬂyer.
The pre-machining of donors before the LIFT process was introduced as a technique to
improve edge sharpness, reduce debris and lower the forces needed for ejection of the
ﬂyer during LIFT of zinc oxide (Kaur et al., 2011b; Kaur, 2011). A similar approach was
later adapted for the LIFT-printing of submicron-sized structures in a chromium donor
that was pre-patterned via e-beam lithography (Sametoglu et al., 2012).
In this work, pre-machining was used for crystalline donors prior to LIFT as a solution
to allow transfer of such sensitive materials and to avoid their shattering, improve image
ﬁdelity and enable deposits with smooth side-walls for future use in potential photonic
devices. As an example, the LIFT printing of a thin ﬁlm of yttrium iron garnet (YIG)
grown via PLD was demonstrated. YIG is an magneto-optic material that can be used
in modulators (Nan et al., 2008; Sposito et al., 2013) or as sensors material (Holm et al.,
1984; Nakata, 2000). Many photonic devices require the transfer of intact ﬂyers with
good edge deﬁnition and in their original crystalline phase.
This chapter shows experimental results from LIFT of such pre-machined YIG donors
and emphasises advantages and drawbacks of such a technique. Furthermore, to prove
the ability of LIFT as a tool for the assembly of dissimilar materials, a polymeric coating
was used for the receiver. First, pre-machining techniques are discussed, then the exper-
imental results from LIFT of YIG are shown. Finally, EDX and Raman measurements
to conﬁrm the crystalline nature of the LIFTed donors are presented. It is believed that
in this work, for the ﬁrst time, transfer of single intact crystalline thin ﬁlms via LIFT
has been demonstrated.
The donor ﬁlms in this work were prepared by Tim May-Smith, Katherine Sloyan and
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and Nikitas Papasimakis (all ORC). The experimental work was done jointly with Collin
W. Sones. This work has been published in (Sones et al., 2012c) and was presented in
(Sones et al., 2012a,b).
5.2 Structuring of crystalline YIG
The transfer of epitaxially-grown crystalline layers from a substrate in general and that
of YIG on YAG in particular required the improvement of LIFT due to the diﬃculties
overcoming the atomic bonding between the donor and carrier, and the brittle nature
of the crystalline ﬁlm. Transfer (without laser-based techniques) has been attempted
previously (Levy et al., 1997) but required a time-consuming ion-implantation technique
and the use of chemical etchants (orthophosphoric acid). In general for the (subtrac-
tive) structuring of YIG with non-transfer process steps apart from chemical processing,
reactive ion etching is widely used (Shintaku et al., 1993).
LIFT printing from crystalline donors has been the topic of previous studies, but it was
either from crystalline nanopowder, ejected as a plume of material (Kononenko et al.,
2010) or as nanocrystals embedded in a bilayer structure (Xu et al., 2007). LIFT of
crystalline Ce:YIG ﬁlms has been pursued before using a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
pulsed laser (Nakata, 2000), where the donors were grown via PLD on gadolinium gal-
lium garnet (GGG). While XRD measurements conﬁrmed partially crystalline phases of
the LIFTed layers, the receiver itself consisted of Ce:YIG and would most probably have
inﬂuenced these measurements. Furthermore the authors admit that (1) LIFT was from
several pulses (hence assuming no intact transfer) and (2) that the crystal phase of the
deposits may have changed. The exact morphology and the induced material changes via
LIFT in Nakata’s work thus remain unclear, and there was no evidence of single pulse,
intact transfer of single deposits preserving the donor phase, contrary to what has been
investigated in this thesis.
5.3 Pre-machining techniques
5.3.1 Focussed ion beam
Focussed ion beam (FIB) machining is a technique that utilises accelerated ions for
imaging and for the milling and deposition of materials for device fabrication on the
micro- and nano-scale (Brousseau et al., 2009). During the FIB process, gallium ions
are accelerated and focussed for imaging or machining of a sample surface achieving
resolutions of 20nm and 10nm respectively (Volkert and Minor, 2007). In sputtering
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a yield of about 1-20 atoms per incident Ga atom depending on material, its surface
conditions and other milling parameters. The physical milling via FIB can be chemically-
assisted via reactive species in a gaseous state in order to increase machining yield.
The major drawbacks of this technique are the need for a high-vacuum environment,
relatively low machining throughput and the often undesirable incorporation of gallium
into the machined sample. Furthermore, non-conductive samples have the tendency to
build up charge that consequently interferes with and deﬂects the ion beam and thus
lowers resolution and accuracy. In this case, a charge neutralising gun providing an
electron current to the sample surface was used to limit this eﬀect. However, the main
advantage is the combination of machining, deposition and imaging capabilities (most
systems even provide an additional integrated SEM microscope), and the high precision.
The instrument used in these experiments was a FEI Helios Nanolab (FEI) with FIB
and SEM modules installed.
Prior to LIFT, the donors were prepared in the following way: Circular ring patterns
that had outer and inner diameters of  100:1m and  90:2m respectively were
pre-machined into the YIG donor ﬁlms with high repeatability using the FIB, resulting
in structures seen in Figure 5.1(a). The machined trench width was  0:50:1m. The
accelerating voltage for the ion beam was 30kV for an ion current of 2.8nA. The charge
neutraliser emitted electrons accelerated to an energy of 50eV to 80eV. On average, under
optimised FIB working parameters, milling a circular ring of the dimensions speciﬁed
above required between 23 and 37 seconds. Optionally, this time span could be further
reduced using gas-assisted FIB machining.








Figure 5.1: (a) Microscope image from FIB pre-machined YIG surface. Each row
contained rings with the same machined depth as indicated on the right. The
total ﬁlm thickness was  1m (b) SEM image from FIB test structure showing
trenches of diﬀerent depths d and resulting trench proﬁle and edge quality.
The arrays of rings were milled to diﬀerent depths ranging from  40% to about  100%
of the total thickness of the YIG ﬁlm. In a previous work, the choice of the optimal
machining depth was investigated, but no conclusive optimal ratio of machined depth
to ﬁlm thickness could be determined (Kaur, 2011). As seen in Figure 5.1(b), withinChapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms 71
the FIB-machined trenches, the side walls were nearly vertical and the bottom of the
machined troughs appeared ﬂat. Near the sample surface, the edge corner was found to
be slightly rounded from machining.
5.3.2 Laser ablation
As an alternative to FIB, machining of the donor via laser ablation was investigated.
Laser machining of the donor allowed but did not require a vacuum system, was expected
to be fast, and did not introduce foreign substances to the machined sample. When
using a tightly focussed laser beam, ﬁnely adjusting the peak laser ﬂuence and making
use of multi-photon absorption eﬀects, the achievable feature size of a laser machining
system was below the wavelength of the machining pulse (Joglekar et al., 2003). In
the literature, aspect ratios as high as 1000 have been reported for structures with a
width of a few 100nm (Li et al., 2001; Herbstman and Hunt, 2010), and etch rates of
some tens of nanometres (Zimmer and Böhme, 2005) have been shown. Recently, feature
sizes as small as 400nm and micron-resolution were demonstrated on the setup used
in this work (Mills et al., 2013c), but with materials with high linear absorption, using
an imaged structure and for operation well above threshold. The larger resolutions were
expected from such linearly absorbing materials with granular structure (crystallites with
sizes of 100nm as seen in Chapter 7), and due to the diﬀraction-limited mask imaging
conﬁguration used.
In experiments here, rings with inner diameters of  5m and trench widths of  400 







Figure 5.2: (a) Microscope image from fs-laser single shot pre-machined YIG
surface. Shown are rings machined at two diﬀerent ﬂuences (I1 > I2) (b) SEM
image of YIG surface pre-machined ring, ablated with a single shot and a re-
sulting trench width of  500nm. Some debris from machining of adjacent test
regions is visible.72 Chapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms
The laser used was a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser as described in Chapter 2, for con-
venience the same laser system as used for LIFT allowing straight-forward combination
of pre-machining and LIFT processes, and thus further reducing process time. A more
detailed study on the machining of YIG is found in Chapter 9 (Section 9.4.3).
It was observed that machining of YIG could be achieved with sub-wavelength trench
widths. For the experiments, a DMD object mask as described in Chapter 9 and display-
ing an annular ring was used. The resulting small features were assumed to originate
from two-photon absorption (TPA) processes responsible for ablation of YIG which nar-
rowed the eﬀective ablated region to less than the calculated beam size. This was due to
the probability of TPA being proportional to the square of laser intensity, thus imposing
an eﬀective threshold for the process to occur, thereby limiting the eﬀect to the centre
of the beam with the highest ﬂuence. Ablation through linear absorption for YIG was
expected to be low as seen in the material’s transparency at 800nm (Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Transmission through samples of 1mm thick YAG, 1m GGG on
1mm YAG and 1m YIG on 1mm YAG substrates measured for light between
200   1000nm. The periodic fringes in the YIG spectrum are thin-ﬁlm etalon
fringes resulting from multiple reﬂections occuring during the measurement.
In a previous experiment, it was attempted to transfer GGG from a YAG receiver.
However, the high transmission of both 800nm and 400nm light made it practically
unlikely to LIFT any intact pads from such a target via either linear absorption or TPA.
For the highest ﬂuence available, only damage of the underlying receiver (silicon) was
observed.
The laser-machined trenches showed good edge smoothness, although the side-wall steep-
ness and trough ﬂatness were lower than with FIB-machining. Limitations to this tech-
nique were the appearance of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) for mul-
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reduced by an appropriate choice of machining laser parameters. The machining time of
an annular ring with fs-ablation was much faster than via FIB and was in the range of
1-100ms per machined ring (for 1kHz laser repetition rate). Furthermore, using a DMD
as presented in Chapter 9, ablation of  10   20 rings at the same time would further
increase the machining yield.
The LIFT printing from a laser pre-machined donor is currently under investigation. For
repeatability and due to the resulting high edge quality, here, FIB pre-machined donors
were used for the following LIFT experiments.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Transfer characterisation
The crystalline YIG donor ﬁlms were previously grown onto 10mm  10mm  1mm
yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) carrier substrates via PLD. The YIG donor ﬁlms were
grown to have a thickness of 1µm. YIG depositions were performed in oxygen at a
pressure of  3  10 2mbar by ablating a single-crystal YIG target with a KrF excimer
laser ( = 248nm) with a ﬂuence of 3 J/cm2. The substrate temperature was set at
 1600K, high enough to ensure crystallisation of the ﬁlm, which was veriﬁed by XRD
analysis: the ﬁlm was found to be epitaxial with the same orientation as the YAG (100)
substrate. More details on donor preparation is found in (Sposito et al., 2013).
For LIFT printing, the Ti:sapphire laser system as described in Chapter 2 was utilised.
A circular aperture was imaged, via a pulse with homogenised lateral beam proﬁle, onto
the carrier-donor interface via a 100 objective lens. The pre-machined YIG/YAG LIFT
target was then placed in near proximity to a Paraﬁlm-coated glass receiver for LIFT
maintaining a 0.9m spacing between them enforced by a Mylar spacer (a solid ﬁlm of
polyethylene terephthalate) of similar thickness. Paraﬁlm (Pechiney Plastic Packaging
Company) is the trade name for a paraﬃn/polyoleﬁn blend in shape of a solid foil. The
incident laser ﬂuences that were trialled ranged from 0.2- 5.8 J=cm2. The Paraﬁlm was
applied onto the glass receiver by manually stretching over a microscope slide, and this
process resulted in a  130m thick ﬁlm with surface features with a thickness of a few
microns.
The results for LIFT-printing from pre-machined YIG donor ﬁlms are shown in Fig-
ure 5.4.
Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b) show the top and side-view of two diﬀerent discs LIFT-
printed from a donor that had been FIB pre-machined down to depths of 70%. Results
from LIFTed donors were all from the pre-machined depth of 70% - 80%, but no





Figure 5.4: (a) SEM image of a YIG disc printed via LIFT and (b) another disc
LIFT with similar ﬂuence, viewed with the stage tilted 50.
quality of the side-wall of a LIFTed pad increased with larger pre-machining depth of
the donor. The laser ﬂuences necessary for the transfer of these pre-machined discs
was 5.8 J=cm2. Below a ﬂuence of 1.7J=cm2 not even a partial transfer of the
pre-machined discs was possible. In the SEM image of Figure 5.4(a) that shows the
top-view of a LIFT-printed circular disc transferred from a pre-machined donor, the disc
however appears to be slightly non-circular. This was because the front section of this
disc was slightly embedded in the soft Paraﬁlm that covered the glass receiver and due
to slightly incomplete removal of the pre-machined region. To examine the edge quality
of LIFT-printed pre-machined pads, a second SEM image of another FIB pre-machined
LIFT-printed pad is shown (Figure 5.4(b)). The SEM image of Figure 5.4(b) was taken
with the sample holder tilted to 50. Note that the circular concentric rings that can be
seen on the surface of the LIFT-printed discs in Figure 5.4 were possibly due to incorrect
imaging of the aperture or due to an optical standing wave eﬀect resulting from multiple
reﬂections from within the various carrier, donor and receiver surfaces (Banks et al.,
2009, 2008a), causing local ﬂuctuations of ﬂuence and resulting surface structures across
the ﬂyer surface of the LIFTed pad. Certainly the surface morphology of the Paraﬁlm
coating used was a limiting factor and could most likely be improved by using alternative
receiver coatings such as PDMS which are discussed in Chapter 6. However, it was also an
objective of this study to demonstrate the combination of a highly temperature-sensitive
(melting temperature 330K) and possibly ﬂexible (without the glass support) receiver
with a crystalline ﬁlm grown at 1600K, otherwise very diﬃcult to realise. Paraﬁlm was
also believed to promote adhesion to the pads and at the same time reducing the impact
of the LIFTed pad.
Considering the degree of diﬃculty associated with detaching a section of an epitaxially-
grown (YIG) ﬁlm from the lattice-matched crystalline (YAG) substrate, the quality of
the LIFT-printed disc appeared high with minimal evidence of edge damage or chipping.
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discs, Figure 5.5 shows a sequence of SEM images for pre-machined donor spots (pre-









Figure 5.5: SEM image from a pre-machined YIG donor after LIFT with diﬀerent
laser ﬂuences.
As seen in Figure 5.5, the amount of donor material that was transferred onto the re-
ceiver increased with higher ﬂuence. Above a certain threshold ﬂuence an intact part
of a pre-machined disc was LIFT-printed onto the receiver. The non-uniform LIFT-
printing results (Figure 5.5) at non-optimal ﬂuence could possibly be due to any or the
combination of the following possibilities: a small non-uniformity in the incident laser
intensity proﬁle, which would lead to an even stronger non-uniformity of (the square of)
the intensity, or a possible slight incident laser beam alignment error due to imprecise
stage positioning.
To illustrate the importance of the FIB pre-machining step for eﬀective crystal LIFT,
results for LIFT from non-machined donors were also investigated. There were major
issues related to the shape and edge-quality of the printed pads, and also importantly
with the repeatability of printing. To illustrate this, Figure 5.6 shows a non-machined
donor after LIFT-printing an array of many pads. It is clear from this SEM image that
there was an inherent non-repeatability involved in LIFT-printing from a non-machined
donor.
In comparison to the results shown in Figure 5.4 for LIFT-transfer of pre-machined
donors, the SEM images of Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(a) show the top and angled view76 Chapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms
15mm
Figure 5.6: SEM image of donor that was non-machined prior to LIFT printing.
of an irregularly shaped, and partially fragmented pad, LIFT-printed using a circular





Figure 5.7: (a) SEM image of a YIG disc printed via LIFT from non-machined
donor viewed with the stage tilted 70 and (b) the same disc in top-view. Debris
from a previous experiment in (a) is indicated with an arrow.
The undesirable and- apparently- unavoidable shattering associated with pads deposited
with similar laser ﬂuences, but without the essential pre-machining step is obvious. An-
other reason why the pre-machining of donors can facilitate the control in transferring a
desired shape without a large amount of debris is the reduction of intrinsic stress induced
by such structuring. Via pre-machining intrinsic stresses are reduced which could playChapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms 77
an important role in a controlled removal of the ﬂyer during LIFT (Strawbridge and
Evans, 1995). The SEM image of a non-machined LIFT-printed pad in Figure 5.7(b)
further emphasises the inevitable non-uniformity along its edge and in its thickness.
Also seen in Figure 5.7(a) is a large semi-circular fragmented section (indicated by an
arrow) from a previous non-machined LIFT-printed pad. Such debris resulting from
the fragmentation of LIFT-printing non-machined donors was always observed, and we
attribute this characteristic to the excessive force that the transferred donor pad experi-
ences while shearing-oﬀ from the remaining non-machined donor material. In contrast,
for pre-machined donors, a smaller shearing force consequently resulted in transfer of
donor pads with better edge quality, and almost no fragmentation.
Even though the laser beam size was of the order of the inner hollow ring feature formed in
the donor in Figure 5.6, the corresponding donor region inﬂuenced by this non-machined
LIFT-printing extended over a larger area of the donor with a diameter of  16m.
In contrast, for LIFT-printing from pre-machined donors, the area on the donor inﬂu-
enced by the LIFT-printing was restricted to the size of the incident laser beam used to
implement the LIFT-printing (Figure 5.7(b)).
5.4.2 EDX and Raman measurements
EDX measurements
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements of the deposited dots were
performed to conﬁrm the correct transfer of YIG by quantiﬁcation of the YIG con-
stituents in the pad and donor after LIFT. Figure 5.8 shows the results of an EDX line
scan over a deposited YIG disc from the pre-machined donor onto a Paraﬁlm-coated
receiver. From the expected penetration depth achievable with the available EDX set-
ting, the measurement of the pad and donor also always showed contributions from the
underlying receiver and carrier respectively. Figure 5.8 displays an SEM image of the
measured sample region in which the EDX spectra of selected elements were acquired.
The measurement as shown in Figure 5.8 indicated an increase of the constituents of YIG,
namely Y, Fe and O, when measuring over the deposit region compared to measurements
over the bare receiver. As expected the measurement also revealed a large amount
of carbon on the receiver, from the hydrocarbon polymer. No signiﬁcant amount of
aluminium was measured on the pad or receiver, thus it was expected that the carrier
substrate was not damaged during LIFT.
Figure 5.9 shows the EDX spectra from FIB pre-machined (Figure 5.9(a)) and from an
non-machined (Figure 5.9(a)) YIG donor. These measurements would reveal if elements
of YIG could still be detected in the LIFTed donor spot after ejection of a pad. The
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Figure 5.8: EDX spectrum of a YIG disc transferred via LIFT from pre-machined
donor. The spectrum of a  24m long line path including receiver and deposit
(as displayed in the SEM image left) is shown with scanned elements of O, C,
Y and Fe. No signiﬁcant amount of Al was detected.
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Figure 5.9: (a) EDX spectrum from line measurement over a pre-machined (a)
and a non-machined (b) donor after LIFT printing. The spectra of iron (right,
in turquoise) and aluminium (centre, in green) as counts versus measured arc
length are shown.
concentration of oxygen and yttrium was almost constant over the measured traces. In
the LIFT-aﬀected areas the spectra of iron compared to aluminium showed an about
2 - 3 higher signal indicating a thin layer of remaining iron, and presumingly phases
of YIG, concluding that YIG or constituents of YIG remained partially on the carrierChapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms 79
after LIFT. The evident aluminium spectrum was probably due to the large penetration
depth of the measuring electron beam. The periodic structures on the surface of the
YIG pads seen earlier, e.g. in Figure 5.4, was further evidence of an occurring material
modiﬁcation on the YIG pad surface.
Raman measurements
Finally, to conﬁrm that indeed crystalline YIG was LIFT-printed, micro-Raman charac-
terisation of the circular pads LIFT-printed from pre-machined donors was performed.
The Raman measurements were done using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope. The
Raman scans were acquired with an incident laser wavelength of  = 633nm, and the
grating used had a resolution of 1200 lines/mm. The trace labelled, ’YIG disc (pre-
machined)’ in Figure 5.10 is the micro-Raman scan for a circular disc LIFT-printed from
a pre-machined donor. Since these discs were LIFT-printed onto a Paraﬁlm-coated glass
























Figure 5.10: Micro-Raman measurements of LIFT-printed disc on a Paraﬁlm-
coated glass receiver (pre-machined and non-machined), YIG crystal donor, YAG
carrier and Paraﬁlm-coated glass receiver.
receiver, we had also acquired a micro-Raman trace for an identical Paraﬁlm on glass re-
ceiver that did not have any LIFT-printed material on it. This measurement is shown by
the line labelled, ’Receiver’ in Figure 5.10. The trace labelled, ’YIG donor’ in Figure 5.10
was the measurement for the c-axis orientated YIG crystal which was used for the pulsed80 Chapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms
laser deposition of the YIG donor ﬁlms. Since the YIG donor ﬁlms were grown on to
crystalline YAG carriers, micro-Raman measurements for the YIG donor on the YAG
carriers were also acquired, however, since the contribution to the spectrum from the
underlying YAG donor was overwhelmingly dominant, it was hard to separate the con-
tributions of the YAG and YIG crystal in this measurement, and no such spectrum was
included in Figure 5.10. In order to separate the diﬀerent traces in Figure 5.10, and hence
allow better visual comparison, the scan data was normalised such that the main peaks of
the single spectra were comparable. As an exception, the spectrum of Paraﬁlm, labelled
’Receiver’, was normalised to be similar to the highest peaks attributed to Paraﬁlm in
the traces for the YIG pads on the receiver, for better comparison of these peaks. All
traces have been vertically oﬀset to allow better reading and comparison. The coinci-
dence between at least the ﬁrst ﬁve peaks- marked with vertical dashed lines- observed
in the Raman spectra for the LIFT-printed pre-machined donor pad with that for the
YIG crystal provided convincing evidence of the crystalline nature of the LIFT-printed
pads, as evidenced by the Raman spectrum for crystalline YIG found in the literature
(Chen et al., 2005; White and Keramidas, 1971).
The peaks in the spectrum for the LIFT-printed pre-machined YIG disc at wavenumbers
larger than 1000/cm were a contribution from the underlying Paraﬁlm onto which the
pre-machined YIG disc has been printed, and these have been indicated via the dashed
lines for the spectra for the receiver and the two LIFTed pads in Figure 5.10. The
broadened peaks found around 720/cm in the scan for the LIFT-printed pre-machined
YIG disc were possibly a result of the convolution between the peaks observed for the
YIG donor crystal and the Paraﬁlm. However, the trace for the pad from non-machined
donor did not show this broadening, but it was not clear if this was due to a diﬀerent
phase in the pads or due to a diﬀerent alignment or visibility of the underlying Paraﬁlm
substrate as a result of diﬀerent pad orientations.
5.5 Summary
Successful debris-free, intact, LIFT-printing of FIB pre-machined crystalline YIG pads
with good edge quality has been demonstrated in this chapter, being, to the best of
knowledge, the ﬁrst report of LIFT-printing of single-crystalline thin ﬁlm materials in
an intact state. The crystal phase was conﬁrmed via Raman measurements. Taking
into consideration the degree of diﬃculty that was associated with detaching a section of
an epitaxially-grown (YIG) ﬁlm from the lattice-matched crystalline (YAG) substrate,
these LIFT-printing results were considered to be particularly encouraging. This work
also demonstrated the application of a donor grown at very high temperatures (1600K)
onto a temperature-sensitive receiver otherwise diﬃcult to fabricate. In this work, the
concept of pre-machining of donors was further developed by investigating the possibility
of pre-machining via laser ablation on the same setup used for LIFTing, greatly reducingChapter 5 LIFT of pre-machined single-crystalline thin ﬁlms 81
system complexity and machining speed. It is believed that such pre-machined LIFTing
broadens the range of applications of LIFT for photonic single- crystal devices where
edge quality and feature shape are crucial parameters.Chapter 6
LIFT onto compliant receivers
6.1 Introduction
During LIFT-printing of materials, certain issues may arise that impede successful intact
transfer. Firstly, fragile or brittle materials such as crystals, donors with low mechanical
stability or biomaterials, being subjected to large accelerations during ejection from the
donor and decelerations upon arrival at the receiver, are exposed to possible degradation,
such as cracking, fracture or non-viability in the case of biological material. While the
acceleration of the ﬂyer depends mainly on the process parameters, such as the laser
intensity and the ambient pressure around the setup, the decelerating forces acting on the
ﬂyer during impact are inﬂuenced by the elasticity of the receiver materials involved. The
resulting stress on both ﬂyer and receiver can exceed a critical limit leading to material
failure or cell death (for the case of bio-LIFT). It is thus imperative for successful LIFT
that stress reduction is taken into account by careful attention to the material parameters
involved.
Secondly, the functionality and longevity of a device manufactured via the LIFT process
is also dependent on the mechanical adhesion between the ﬂyer and receiver. In most
cases this is weak as the ﬂyer does not have any physical bond to the receiver, but relies
on mutual surface attraction (by van-der-Waals or electrostatic forces), interface alloying
of a melted and re-solidifying ﬂyer, e.g. seen in the formation of metal nano-droplets
(Banks et al., 2006) or micro-welding through the physical impact process between ﬂyer
and receiver. Maximising the contact area increases the adhesion between ﬂyer and
receiver such as in the case for transfer of liquid or molten materials that are able to
’ﬂow’ and form an intimate contact with the receiver surface and consequently adhere by
alloying or mechanical ’keying’. However, in a solid ﬂyer that has not changed in phase
or physical property during LIFT, the adhesion through ﬂow or alloying such as in liquid
ﬂyers is much lower, and hence other mechanisms are needed to provide adhesion.
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Polymers are a class of material that have previously been used as a receiver for LIFT
(Shaw-Stewart et al., 2011; Ihlemann and Weichenhain-Schriever, 2010), and can act as
isolating, conductive and semiconductor materials in electronic devices. Their mechanical
ﬂexibility makes possible their use in high volume roll-to-roll production as cheap proce-
dures for fabrication and coating of polymers are widely available. A typical viscoelastic
material is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) a silicon-based polymer which is widely used in
MEMS devices, microﬂuidics and contact lithography as it can be shaped on a nanometre
scale (Liu, 2007; Satyanarayana et al., 2005; Sollier et al., 2011). Furthermore, layers
of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) blended with poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)
have been used as receiver/electrode material for LIFTing light emitting diodes (Shaw-
Stewart et al., 2011). Such polymers are also more elastic and less stiﬀ than conventional
glass or silicon receivers, which can help to mitigate the eﬀects of destructive stresses
appearing during impact of the ﬂyer on the receiver.
In this chapter, the introduction of a thin polymer ﬁlm coated on top of a glass receiver
has been studied for chalcogenides where the coating was used in order to mitigate the
eﬀect of stress during the impact process and increase adhesion. In the ﬁrst paragraph,
possible failure mechanisms in the ﬂyer/receiver system are discussed and the necessary
equations describing the impact of the ﬂyer on the receiver are presented. Then, results on
modelling the maximum stresses in the ﬂyer after impact on the bare receiver via a ﬁnite-
element method are shown to elucidate which experimental conﬁgurations are optimum
to minimise the stress distribution which may cause the ﬂyer to fail by cracking. The
eﬀect of a soft or ’compliant’ polymer layer was simulated and strategies were developed
for optimising such layers in terms of their mechanical properties. In the following, a thin
ﬁlm is referred to as ’compliant layer’ if used for mitigating the deleterious eﬀects of the
impact of the ﬂyer on the receiver. As compliant layers, polymers and organic ﬁlms with
a Young’s modulus much smaller than the modulus of the donors were investigated. The
simulation results were compared with experiments of LIFT experiments on compliant
receivers with polymer layers of diﬀerent thickness and Young’s modulus. Adhesion of
pads on receivers coated with diﬀerent types of polymers was compared experimentally.
The donor ﬁlms in this work were prepared by Behrad Gholipour and Kenton Knight (all
ORC). Modelling was in collaboration with Peter Horak (ORC). Mark Spearing is greatly
acknowledged for scientiﬁc input. Parts of this work were presented in (Feinaeugle et al.,
2013a) and have been submitted to (Feinaeugle et al., 2013b).Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 85
6.2 Material failure during LIFT
6.2.1 Mechanisms
The stresses caused during the impact of a ﬂyer on the receiver are mainly not due to
the lattice mismatch such as in grown ﬁlms (intrinsic stresses), but due to the external
dynamic loading after ﬂyer/receiver collision which leads to material failure if transfer
conditions or material parameters are not carefully selected. There are several concepts
describing the resistance of a structure to such fracture.
Impact toughness is the resistance of a ﬁlm to fail via impact taking into account the
maximum energy a material can withstand during impact. Failure in this case always
refers to the structural disintegration (cracking, breaking) of a thin ﬁlm. The (ultimate)
strength of the ﬂyer describes the ability to resist plastic deformation caused by a
certain stress. Brittle fracture occurs as a material failure mode in which the layers
involved break without prior plastic deformation. Furthermore, fracture toughness
describes the ability to resist material failure initiated via an extending crack. Failure
via cyclic deformation is described by fatigue, however for LIFT printing the number
of cyclic deformation during transfer should be low (Kraft et al., 2001). The bending
strength is a measure of the highest stress occurring in a cantilever just before failure
as a consequence of transverse loading of its main axis.
In this thesis, the maximum stress occurring for speciﬁc modelled ﬂyer/receiver conﬁg-
urations was simulated and compared to the material (tensile) strength of the diﬀerent
ﬂyers, which is likely the most crucial parameters for such ﬁlms. Although both the
ﬂyer and the receiver experience similar forces during impact, the main focus lay on the
structural intactness of the ﬂyer after impact, as failure of the receiver substrate was
never observed during the experiments. For a brittle ﬂyer tensile loading is seen as the
most critical fracture mechanism (Strawbridge and Evans, 1995).
In this chapter, LIFT of several brittle materials which have included the chalcogenide
family of bismuth telluride and bismuth selenide was performed. The strength of these
materials as donors however was diﬃcult to predict as it strongly depended on the
donor preparation method. Data for the strength of chalcogenides in bulk, thin ﬁlm
and nano-wires is known from the literature and these values were used for comparison
with the stresses obtained from simulation. Rods of bismuth antimony telluride, whose
chemical structure was similar to bismuth telluride and bismuth selenide, fabricated
from the extrusion of stacked foils possessed a bending strength of  100MPa(Hayashi
et al., 2007). Structures from an alloy of (Bi,Sb)2(Te,Se)3 showed strengths of up to
200MPa(Vasilevskiy et al., 2002). The mechanical failure of thin ﬁlms compared to bulk
has been compared elsewhere (Tong et al., 2010) via simulation and ultimate strengths of
7MPa for bismuth telluride bulk and thin ﬁlm under tensile loading were observed. The
range of the cited strength values emphasises the dependence of this value on material86 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
preparation and hence could only give a rough ﬁgure for the expected strength of our
donor ﬁlms. As a consequence, no absolute stress numbers could be extracted from these
studies conducted here, however, it was still possible to compare diﬀerent sets of LIFT
parameters and donor-receiver conﬁgurations which would reduce ﬂyer damage during
LIFT.
The problem studied here deals with the dynamic collision of two bodies, however due to
its relevance the case of the static contact of two bodies is introduced ﬁrst. The stresses
appearing in the static case of a ﬂyer in contact with the receiver can be described by the
theory of contact (mechanics) which explains the pressure (stress) distribution between
two such bodies.
Hertz studied the behaviour of such bodies without taking into account adhesion, con-
trary to the models of Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR model (Johnson et al., 1971)),
and Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov (DMT model (Derjaguin et al., 1975)). The JKR
model is more suitable for impacting bodies with large contact radius and elastic mate-
rials such as in our case (Ebenstein and Wahl, 2006). The quasi-static case of a ﬂyer at
the time of arriving on a (compliant) receiver is best described by a rigid cylinder (ﬂyer)
loading an elastic half sphere (receiver) after Boussinesq (Boussinesq, 1885). For a con-
stant force the stress distribution component zz between the cylinder and the sphere is
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where r is the distance in the radial direction from the centre of the cylinder with radius r0
penetrating a depth dp into the elastic half sphere (receiver) with Poisson’s ratio P. The





where Y is the half sphere’s Young’s modulus. From Equation 6.1 results that at the time
of impact, stress is highest at the edges of the ﬂyer (r  r0). However, the problem of ﬂyer
collision with the receiver is a dynamic elastic problem. The stresses and deformations
of a linear elastic body in motion are governed by Equation 6.3.
O = M
d2u
dt2   F (6.3)
Where M is the material density and F is an external force applied to the body. The







Where Ou is the gradient of u and OuT is the transpose of Ou. A solution to Equation 6.3
results in elastic waves propagating through the medium with velocities v1 for compres-
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The knowledge of these wave velocities via Equations 6.5 is needed to estimate the
time scales at which the ﬂyer/receiver system is stressed as a consequence of the elastic
waves in the ﬂyer. The stresses appearing in the ﬂyer and receiver as a function of
their mechanical properties and thickness will be compared to their material strength to
estimate the inﬂuence of impact and transfer conditions on ﬂyer integrity. Therefore, the
principal stress directions, that are deﬁned as stress vectors that are normal to a plane in
which no normal shear stresses appear, are calculated for comparison. In the simulation,
positive stresses are tensile and negative stresses are compressive.
6.3 Finite element modelling of LIFT
The moment of impact of the ﬂyer on the receiver during LIFT was modelled via ﬁnite
element analysis software (COMSOL Multiphysics©V4.3) in a temporal range up to a
time t of 2µs after the impact event. The model geometry used is shown in Figure 6.1.
The receiver, ﬂyer and polymer ﬁlm were modelled as cylinders with variable thickness
and radius depending on the donor and receiver materials transferred. The deformation
and the resulting stress on the layer system were extracted with the Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and the density as input parameters of ﬂyer and receiver layers. The
geometry as shown in Figure 6.1(a) was deﬁned in cylindrical coordinates, axially sym-
metric around the z-axis (r=0), with the initial velocity vector deﬁned as positive (i.e.
pointing opposite to the z-axis). This symmetry allowed the reduction of the simulated
geometry to a 2-dimensional plane as sketched in Figure 6.1(b), and thus led to shorter
computational times.
The initial geometry (at t = 0s) assumed the ﬂyer and receiver/polymer to be in contact.















(a)                                                (b)
Figure 6.1: Modelled geometry (a) with the ﬂyer disk (red) shown in the centre
on top of a polymer-coated receiver (white) at the time of impact. The actual
simulated geometry is a 2D-cut through the structure due to its axial symmetry
around the z axis. (b) shows a sketch of the central part of the mesh used for
the simulation.
COMSOL) were deﬁned to emulate an inﬁnite extent of the receiver structure suppressing
the reﬂection of elastic waves, to substantially reduce the otherwise inherent complexity
in the simulation. As the radius of the ﬂyer was much smaller than the real lateral
dimension of the receiver, the error introduced from this procedure should be considered
minimal. The mesh size used was chosen to be much smaller than any of the dimensions
for ﬂyer, polymer and receiver for which converging simulation results were achieved. For
the thinnest layer used for instance, the smallest mesh element size as a function of ﬁlm
thickness was 10nm. For convenience, the simulation time was kept below one hour for
each simulation.
For our model we made the assumption that the donor material was isotropic and that all
materials behaved as linear elastic bodies. Therefore it was necessary to select the model
parameters of polymer thickness and ﬂyer velocity within a regime so that the receiver
strain remained below 50% which was assumed to be a linear regime of their stress-
strain characteristics (Xu et al., 2011). Due to the uncertainties in the exact structure
(amorphous, polycrystalline, fully single-crystal) of the chalcogenide compound, while
the tensile strength will in general depend on the crystalline direction in which the load
is applied, for our case we assumed macroscopic isotropy. It was also assumed that
after impact the ﬂyer was not re-ejected from the receiver but remained tightly bonded
to it. The Young’s modulus of the receiver was assumed to be constant although it is
known that the modulus of polymers depends on the rate of material strain and also on
temperature. For low temperatures and high strain rates, the polymer tends to become
more stiﬀ (Ashby and Jones, 2006). Therefore the Young’s modulus was varied in order
to estimate the eﬀect of such a change in polymer modulus during impact. It was also
assumed, for simplicity, that possible bending or tilting of the ﬂyer before impact didChapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 89
not occur, although this has been observed in previous LIFT experiments (Fardel et al.,
2010; Feinaeugle et al., 2012c).
The propagation times of the elastic waves were calculated and used for the estimation
of the simulation duration and time steps, necessary to observe the maximum of elastic
deformations. Depending on the material, the simulated time step and the maximum
simulated time needed to be adapted according to the values seen in Table 6.1.
Material BiTe PDMS MEH
Longitudonal wave velocity v1/ms 1 3022 84 11000
Propagation time / s 1:65  10 11 5:96  10 10 4:5  10 12
Transverse wave velocity v2/ms 1 1670 25 5880
Propagation time / s 3  10 11 1:98  10 9 8:5  10 12
Table 6.1: Wave propagation velocities v1 and v2 after Equations 6.5 in various
materials and the corresponding transmission time through a 50nm thick ﬁlm.
MEH as a polymer used in organic electronics was shown for comparison.
In short, for this ﬁrst numerical study of ﬂyer dynamics during LIFT a range of assump-
tions concerning both material properties and also impact dynamics have been adopted,
as it was intended to develop a simple model that provides approximate quantitative
predictions yet still allowed to draw reliable conclusions relating to the eﬀects on ﬂyer
survival. However, the numerical model was suﬃciently general such that further reﬁne-
ments can be included in the future.
6.4 Modelling and experiments of LIFT from chalcogenide
donors
6.4.1 Experimental
For the experimental part of this work, ﬂyers of 1µm thick donor ﬁlms of Bi2Te3 and
Bi2Se3 were transferred via LIFT onto polymer-coated glass receivers. Further details on
donor preparation are given in Chapter 2. The glass receivers were coated with layers of
either PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184), diﬀerent photoresists (SU-8, MicroChem and
S1805, Microposit) or a paraﬃn/polyoleﬁn blend (Paraﬁlm, Pechiney Plastic Packaging
Company). The photoresists were applied directly from solution onto cleaned glass sub-
strates and spin-coated. After curing at 90 C the S1805 and SU-8 ﬁlms were measured
via a mechanical proﬁler to have thicknesses of 350nm and 14m respectively. The
PDMS-coated ﬁlms were prepared by spin-coating a ﬁlm of a blend of PDMS monomers
and curing agent onto 1mm thick glass substrates (Menzel microscope slides). Before
spin-coating, the PDMS monomers and the curing agent were mixed in a 10:1 ratio and
subsequently degassed in vacuum (1 mm Hg) as shown in (Braddick et al., 2012). The
resulting PDMS thicknesses were 12m, 18m and 100m. The layers of Paraﬁlm in90 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
contrast were applied via stretching of a solid foil of the ﬁlm onto a cleaned glass slide.
The thickness of the Paraﬁlm foil stretched over the receiver was 130m determined
via a vernier calliper. The chalcogenide ﬂyers were LIFT-printed via the nanosecond
excimer setup as described in Chapter 2. In the following paragraphs, simulated and, if
applicable, experimental results are compared to each other.
6.4.2 Inﬂuence of PDMS layer
The initial (simulated) model geometry was as shown in Figure 6.1, and consisted of a
ﬂyer of 10m radius and 1m thickness. The polymer was chosen to have a minimum
thickness of 2m with mechanical properties similar to PDMS as shown in Table 6.2
taken from the literature and the COMSOL-internal database. The ﬂyer speed was
assumed to be 50ms 1 as a compromise between results of velocities of some tens of
metres per second with similar ﬂyers with femtosecond pulses (Feinaeugle et al., 2012c)
and of some hundreds of metres per second as ﬂyer velocities observed in LIFT with
pulses of longer duration (Sano et al., 2002; Zergioti et al., 2002). The inﬂuence of a
larger range of ﬂyer velocities on stress is simulated later in Section 6.4.4.
Substrate Material Young’s modulus / Pa Poisson’s ratio Density / gcm 3
Flyer BiTe 55GPa 0.28 7.7
Coating PDMS 1:8MPa 0.45 0.97
Receiver Glass 73:1GPa 0.17 2.203
Table 6.2: Default material model input parameters for bismuth telluride ﬂyer,
PDMS compliant layer and glass receiver taken from COMSOL and literature
(Han et al., 2006)(James, 1999).
Figure 6.2 shows the result of a simulation comparing the stress evolution over time in
the direction of the z-axis for a ﬂyer impact event on a receiver with a 12m thick PDMS
polymer layer and for a bare glass receiver.
In a sample without PDMS the maximum stress (compressive and tensile) in the z direc-
tion was larger than  580MPa, compared to   47MPa in a ﬂyer landing on a receiver
coated with 12m PDMS, the latter not exceeding the experimentally evaluated tensile
strength of the investigated material (Vasilevskiy et al., 2002). Within the entire ﬂyer,
the maximum (compressive) stress in any direction reached  275MPa for a polymer-
coated receiver. For an uncoated receiver the stress value attained  2:15GPa. The
maximum stress rate for a ﬂyer on an uncoated receiver was  6:8  1019 Pa/s, for a
polymer coated receiver, in comparison, the stress rate was  1  1015 Pa/s. As a quali-
tative diﬀerence in the stress curves, the main stress oscillation period, measured as the
time when the stress changes from compressive to tensile (became positive), was in the
range of some 1  10 7 s for a polymer-coated receiver compared to a few 1  10 9 s for
a bare receiver. In both conﬁgurations the maximum stress occurred near the edge of the












































































































































Figure 6.2: Average interfacial stress in z direction in border region of ﬂyer after
impact on the receiver for times of 1  10 10 s to 1  10 6 s. Positive function
values show tensile stress, negative values compressive stress.A ﬂyer on bare
glass (a) upon impact experiences about ten times more stress than in the case
of transfer onto a 12m thick PDMS layer (b). The time constant of the stress
oscillation caused by the impact is much shorter for the case of the glass receiver
when compared to the case of a PDMS-coated receiver. The insets show the
results of simulations for a time range of 1  10 10 s to 3  10 10 s
In the following, the simulations were used to discuss for LIFT of a bismuth telluride ﬂyer
transferred onto a PDMS-coated glass receiver the dependence of stress on the Young’s
modulus of the compliant layer, the ﬂyer velocity and the PDMS thickness. The ﬂyer
dimensions were as in the previous section chosen to be close to those of a real ﬂyer
(Feinaeugle et al., 2012c). The compliant receiver radius was 70m and had a thickness
of 50m with low reﬂective perimeter and bottom boundaries in order to reduce simu-
lation time, as discussed previously. A receiver in a typical LIFT experiment generally
consists of a block of glass or silicon with 0:3mm to 1mm thickness and a 20mm ex-
tension in both lateral dimensions. The default parameters used for simulation for such
ﬂyers are shown in Table 6.2. During the parametric simulations, the Young’s modulus
of the receiver was varied over a range of 1  105 Pa to 1  1011 Pa and the polymer
thickness was varied over the range of 2µm to 100µm as seen in Table 6.3. The ﬂyer
terminal velocity was modelled over a range of 10ms 1 to 200ms 1.
BiTe on PDMS/glass
Velocity / ms 1 Young’s modulus PDMS / Pa PDMS thickness / µm
Default 50 1:8  106 12
Range 10 to 200 1  105 to 1  1011 2 to 100
Table 6.3: Default model parameter and value range for parameter sweep for
the diﬀerent models.
To visualise the diﬀerences when using a polymer and a bare glass receiver, both geome-
tries were simulated at 3ns after ﬂyer impact. Figure 6.3 shows the occurring von Mises92 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
stress within the two geometries. The von Mises stress is a scalar ﬁgure that can be used
to describe the stress state of a body. Material failure occurs if the von Mises stress
exceeds a certain previously deﬁned value. Here, it described the state of a point in the
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Figure 6.3: Figure showing von Mises stress (Pa) in a cut through two simulated
ﬂyer-receiver geometries for a time after impact of 3ns. A bare glass (a) and
recevier coated with 2m of a compliant layer (b) was used. The edge of the
ﬂyer is indicated with an arrow (1) and the elastic wave-front within the receiver
is indicated by dashed lines (2).
marked as (2), seen in the colour variations propagated much faster in glass than in the
polymer. In the case of a polymer-coated receiver, the wave experienced a delay due
to the low propagation velocities in the polymer. Furthermore, the stress level at the
interface of ﬂyer and polymer is much lower than in the interface of ﬂyer and glass. The
impact energy is preferentially translated into deformation (not shown in Figure 6.3 of
the softer polymer, rather than in increased stress levels as in the case of the harder glass
receiver. The location of highest stress occurring during the entire simulated time is the
edge of the ﬂyer (arrow (1)). For a PMDS-coated receiver, the temporal evolution in the
ﬁrst 30ns is shown in Figure 6.4 where the von Mises stress is plotted for the simulated
geometry.
The evolution of diﬀerent stress modes oscillating within the ﬂyer are seen in the dis-
similar stress (colour) distributions as a function of time. The sequence also shows the
diﬀerence in wave propagation in PDMS and glass, leading to a delay of 25ns that the
elastic wave needed to propagate through the polymer.
6.4.3 Variation of PDMS thickness
The thickness of PDMS was varied in the simulation, as for speciﬁc applications of
LIFTed devices the compliant layer thickness may need to be ﬁxed as part of speciﬁcally
designed structures such as membranes. The relationship between stress appearing inChapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 93
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Figure 6.4: Figure showing von Mises stress (Pa) in a cut through two simulated
ﬂyer-receiver (BiTe on PDMS/glass) geometries for a time after impact between
2ns to 30ns. Stress is scaled to its respective maximum value.94 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
the ﬂyer and the polymer thickness modelled is shown in Figure 6.5, where the maxima
of the principal stress have been plotted as a function of PDMS thickness for a slow ﬂyer
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Figure 6.5: Modulus of maximum of principal stresses for a receiver with varying
PDMS coating and for a ﬂyer velocity of 10ms 1. The sign (not shown) is
positive for the ﬁrst and second, and negative for the third principal stresses
respectively. Lines are a guide to the eye.
The maximum stress of  68MPa appeared for a PDMS thickness of 4 –5m for all
principal stress directions. The overall maximum stress saturated at a value of 25MPa
for transfer on PDMS with thickness of 20m and higher for which the ﬂyer experienced
the maximum of its vertical displacement of 0.95m.
For comparison, LIFT experiments were carried out with a ﬂuence of  80mJcm 2 which
was established as the optimal transfer ﬂuence from trial-and-error measurements. The
process window for material release of the ﬂyer, and to remain in the solid state, was
found to be for laser ﬂuences between  70mJcm 2 where donor material started to
be ejected and 150mJcm 2 for which the ejected particles started to be subjected to
complete melting. Figure 6.6 shows the results of LIFT transfer of bismuth telluride
pads onto a PDMS-coated receiver with varying thickness.
a)                                  b)                                 c)
Figure 6.6: Deposits of BiTe on receivers coated with 12m (a), 18m (b) and
100m (c) thick PDMS layers. The scale bar is 200m.Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 95
A pad transferred onto 12m and 18m thick PMDS adhered well to the receiver with
only slight corrugations on its surface. As an example in Figure 6.6b), the corner of
the transferred pad on 18m PDMS showed cracking accompanied by strong surface
corrugations. These corrugations were seen in all the LIFTed pads independent of the
receiver and were believed to be caused by the partial melting induced by the laser
transfer pulse. The circular rings (Airy disk shaped) seen on the pad surface were
caused by dust on optics further down the optical train, and/or the carrier surface or
imperfections of the carriers modulating the incident laser intensity. A pad transferred
onto a 100m thick PDMS ﬁlm cracked and showed signs of delamination causing the
pad to bend upwards as seen in the left part of the deposit (indicated by a circle in
Figure 6.6c)) although lower stress levels during transfer were expected from simulation.
The pad destruction in these cases may result from repeated collisions of the ﬂyer with
the carrier due to the large ﬂyer/compliant receiver displacement which was not within
the modelled simulation. The hypotheses that the ﬂyer deposited onto a thicker polymer
ﬁlm would consequently bend to a larger radius after impact and thus lead to fracture,
and that a thick polymer ﬁlm led to increased and prolonged bending causing fracture
via fatigue were not conﬁrmed by simulation.
After LIFT onto bare glass receivers the ﬂyers fragmented as suggested also from sim-
ulation. Although the model inferred that the smallest (maximum) stress occurred for
both very small and very large polymer thicknesses, experimental results showed that
only very thin layers were suitable due to the possible issues discussed earlier. However
as shown in Figure 6.6, even when transferring onto a non-ideal thickness of PDMS,
successful LIFT of intact ﬂyers was possible contrary to the case without any polymer
layer. When transferring even more fragile materials than the chalcogenides used here,
an optimisation of the compliant receiver thickness is important for minimising stresses
during LIFT.
6.4.4 Inﬂuence of ﬂyer velocity
As a default value, all the previous simulation had been carried out assuming a ﬂyer
velocity of 10ms 1 and 50ms 1 in the absence of any velocity measurements for intact
LIFT without a DRL. In previous studies and in Chapter 4, the ﬂyer velocity was found
to depend strongly on laser ﬂuence, ﬂyer mass, donor-receiver spacing and surrounding
ambient pressure to name just a few (Kaur et al., 2009; Shaw-Stewart et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore the presence of a DRL will inﬂuence the ejection mechanism and consequently
the ﬂyer speed as well. In a parametric study therefore, to estimate the error introduced
via the uncertainty of ﬂyer velocity, the velocity was varied over a range of 10ms 1 to
200ms 1 corresponding to the possible extremes of ﬂyer velocity conserving a linear be-
haviour of our model. As seen in the simulation of a model with a polymer-coated (20m
PDMS) receiver, the ﬁrst principal stress found within the ﬂyer increased approximately96 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
linearly with velocity as shown in Figure 6.7.
Consequently, in order to reduce the stress acting on the materials involved, the con-
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Figure 6.7: Maximum of ﬁrst principal stress in ﬂyer for diﬀerent ﬂyer impact
velocities at impact on the receiver. The PDMS coating was 20m thick. Lines
are a guide to the eye.
ditions under which the ﬂyer is only subjected to low transfer velocity, and thus a lower
ﬁnal kinetic energy, was preferred to a higher ﬂyer velocity, and consequently increased
impact energy, which caused a higher resultant stress compared to the slower ﬂyer as
seen in LIFT with fs pulses in (Bartl et al., 2012) and Chapter 4. This has also been
conﬁrmed experimentally, where LIFT at two diﬀerent ﬂuences for nanosecond pulses
was compared, under the assumption that a higher ﬂuence translates into a higher ﬂyer
velocity. Figure 6.8 illustrates the result of ﬂyers transferred at diﬀerent laser ﬂuences,
from which it was clear that a pad LIFTed at high ﬂuence (Figure 6.8b)) showed cracks
and an increased amount of debris compared to a ﬂyer transferred at optimal ﬂuence
(Figure 6.8a)).
a)                                   b)
Figure 6.8: Comparison of ﬂyer transferred onto 12m PDMS at ﬂuences of
80mJcm 2(a) and 120mJcm 2 (b). In the observed range, ﬂyer velocity in-
creases when transferred with an increased laser ﬂuence. The scale bar is 200m
wide.Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 97
6.4.5 Inﬂuence of receiver stiﬀness
Additionally, when using a polymer such as PDMS whose glass transition temperature is
relatively low (150 C), changes in both material temperature (via impact from the ﬂyer)
and strain rate can cause variations in the Young’s modulus of several orders of magni-
tude (Ashby and Jones, 2006). Hence, it was diﬃcult to estimate the correct Young’s
modulus for the polymer following a ﬂyer impact. Furthermore the polymer behaved
viscoelastically, with the consequence that the elastic model assumed here overestimated
the resulting stresses and the simulated values were an upper limit for the stress within
the ﬂyer when transferring onto a polymer-coated receiver. Figure 6.9 shows the max-
imum ﬁrst principal stress when varying the Young’s modulus of the compliant layer
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Figure 6.9: Maximum of ﬁrst principal stress versus the Young’s modulus of the
compliant polymer. Stress increased approximately linearly with the Young’s
modulus around the assumed default value for PDMS indicated by an arrow.
For high values of the modulus approaching that of the underlying glass receiver,
the stress approximated to  150MPa. The line is a linear ﬁt to the simulated
data.
The default value of the Young’s modulus for the compliant polymer layer was 1:8MPa
(as for unstrained PDMS at room temperature) which showed a minimum of the ﬁrst
principal stress of  50MPa. The tensile stress (positive sign) steadily increased up
to 150MPa when increasing the Young’s modulus to 100GPa, showing that a polymer
compliance with reduced Young’s modulus led to a lower absolute stress in the transferred
ﬂyer. Such information is useful in the design of a compliant layer when using materials
other than PDMS as polymer layer which can have a much higher Young’s modulus.98 Chapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers
6.4.6 Experimental comparison of adhesion
Chalcogenide pads transferred onto diﬀerent compliant receivers were compared experi-
mentally in terms of intact transfer and their adhesion. Possible mechanisms for adhesion
of pads on polymer receivers are were mentioned brieﬂy in the introduction of this chap-
ter and are discussed further in Section 8.7.1. Deposits from a bismuth telluride donor
were transferred via LIFT onto glass receivers coated with thin ﬁlms of the polymers
SU-8, Paraﬁlm, S1805 and PDMS. In contrast to other experiments, the imaging (ob-
ject) aperture was selected to be either rectangular resulting in ﬁnal pad dimensions of
420m x 355m or with a geometry with a higher aspect ratio (width to length of
520m x 270m). The result of a typical transfer onto a receiver coated with S1805
is shown in Figure 6.10a).
a)                                 b) c)
Figure 6.10: Deposits of bismuth selenide (a) and bismuth telluride (b,c) on
S1805 (a), SU-8 (b) and Paraﬁlm (c). The scale bar is 200m in all cases.
When LIFTing onto S1805, the ﬂyer fractured following transfer and loosely distributed
fragments were found on the receiver. The eﬀect was seen for all ﬂuences in the window
for solid transfer. When repeating these experiments with a bare glass receiver, in most
of the cases the ﬂyer also shattered or could be found deposited at a site remote from
that intended after the disassembly of donor and receiver. For the case of S1805 as a
coating for the receiver, the adhesion of the ﬂyer was always low, following the same
trend as for a bare glass receiver.
The adhesion quality for the ﬂyer on the receiver was deﬁned to be low when the pad
could be removed by either a second-long pulse of compressed nitrogen, or in a further
test by applying a commercially available Scotch tape. Deposits that remained intact
after such treatments were considered to have good adhesion. As shown in Figure 6.10b),
for a receiver coated with SU-8, the ﬂyer remained intact with the ﬂyer’s surface showing
buckling as a consequence to poor adhesion. Independent of the receiver coating, a thin
part of the boundary of the deposit separated from the ﬂyer during transfer as seen earlier
(Kaur et al., 2009). These fragments appeared as debris remaining in close proximity to
the main part of the deposit on the receiver.
Paraﬁlm was also used as an alternative to the spin-coated polymer ﬁlms due to its
ready availability as single sheets and the possibility for coating onto glass by simple
stretching. As shown in Figure 6.10c), a deposit was successfully transferred largely inChapter 6 LIFT onto compliant receivers 99
an intact state. However the surface of the Paraﬁlm foils used showed both defects and
scratches with depths of the same order as the donor thickness and lengths of several
tenths of microns. In many cases these imperfections led to fragmentation and partial
removal of the deposited ﬂyer as these locations were expected to show increased stress-
initiated cracking. The overall adhesion of these pads was generally high. The roughness
of the Paraﬁlm improved following annealing in a furnace at  70 C for 10 minutes,
but this process step did not substantially reduce the occurrence of cracked pads. For a
receiver coated with a layer of PDMS, pads showed good adhesion for speciﬁc thicknesses
of PDMS as already shown earlier in Figure 6.8. Table 6.4 summarises qualitatively the
transfer results for diﬀerent receiver/polymer combinations used.
Receiver Glass S1805 SU8 Paraﬁlm PDMS
Thickness 1mm 350nm 14µm 130µm 10µm 18µm 100µm
Deposit quality - - + + ++ + -
Adhesion - o o + ++ ++ +
Table 6.4: Compilation of experimental results from LIFT experiments onto re-
ceivers coated with diﬀerent polymers and relative comparison of transfer result.
The qualitative scale represents: ’-’ Bad, ’o’ Fair, ’+’ Good, ’++’ Excellent.
Although no complete parametric study on the adhesion as a function of the diﬀerent
polymers was performed, the result performed on typical ﬁlm thicknesses of the S1805
and SU-8 layers showed an inferior adhesion compared to PDMS. Paraﬁlm showed rela-
tively good adhesion of LIFTed deposits, however, the surface roughness was relatively
high and increased the likelihood of cracking of the transferred pads. On consideration
of the criteria for intact transfer and good adhesion, a thin (10m) layer of PDMS per-
formed best for successful LIFT of the printed chalcogenide pads. This was in good
qualitative agreement with the modelled result that suggested the existence of an opti-
mum intermediate thickness for which stress in the ﬂyer upon impact is minimised.
6.5 Summary
The impact of a thin donor ﬁlm on a solid receiver substrate during laser-induced forward
transfer using a time-dependent ﬁnite element analysis was modelled and the resulting
stresses for the case of coated and uncoated receivers were compared. The introduction
of a polymer decreased the stress ﬁgures by around an order of magnitude. Experimental
results conﬁrmed that a polymer layer not only improved the transfer of brittle donor
material, but also increased the adhesion of the ﬂyer on the receiver. Thin coatings
of S1805, SU-8, Paraﬁlm and PDMS were compared experimentally as compliant and
adhesive receiver layers. A  10µm to 20µm thick layer of PDMS enabled the transfer
of intact deposits with good adhesion for LIFTing 1m thick chalcogenide donors.Chapter 7
LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
7.1 Introduction
The deposition of complex materials for the fabrication of energy harvesting microgener-
ator devices is of great interest for applications such as remote sensing (Zhu et al., 2009)
and waste-energy recovery (Saqr and Musa, 2009). A fundamental requirement therefore
is that methods of device fabrication need to become more ﬂexible due to the need to
co-assemble several diﬀerent materials onto one ﬁnal planar device (Snyder and Toberer,
2008). In addition, the increasing tendency towards fabrication of devices on more me-
chanically ﬂexible substrates requires the ability to sequentially print onto polymer ﬁlms
to facilitate roll-to-roll mass production (Organic Electronics Association, 2011). The
crucial factor however when printing complex functional materials is that the material
properties should not be degraded or compromised beyond acceptable limits by any such
fabrication step.
The eﬀects of laser-induced modiﬁcations during LIFT within the ﬂyer have been studied
before. For sensitive materials and the example of biological donors, it has been shown
that it was possible to maintain the materials’ viability after LIFT (Hopp et al., 2005;
Doraiswamy et al., 2006). In another example of LIFT-printing of conductive lines,
the resulting deposits showed an increase in resistivity for gold (Germain et al., 2007)
and copper (Oosterhuis et al., 2010; Grant-Jacob et al., 2013b) compared to the metals’
respective bulk value. Recently, the multilayer LIFTing of light emitting diodes (LED)
showed a degradation due to contamination during the process for some of the LED
systems. However the performance of other LEDs improved due to diﬀerences in the
interfaces within the transferred multilayers (Shaw-Stewart et al., 2011). In most of
the cases, the modiﬁcations via LIFT were not directly observed but inferred from a
modiﬁed functionality of a device fabricated via LIFT when compared to a conventionally
manufactured device.
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In this chapter the LIFT of thermoelectric donors is reported. Thermoelectric thin ﬁlms
can be modiﬁed through micro- and nano-engineering process steps in such a way that
the mobility of charge carriers and the scattering of phonons are increased within those
layers as shown in (Christensen et al., 2008; Kadel et al., 2010). While the latter con-
tributes to a decrease in the thermal conductivity, the former results in an increased
electrical conductivity, and this increases the eﬃciency of the thermoelectric material.
Thus the microstructure, and hence the phase of the ﬁlms is crucial for the ﬁlms’ ther-
moelectric performance, and LIFT is a method that could preserve such a microstructure
during fabrication. Furthermore, the ability to print onto a polymer with low thermal
conductivity has advantages for the fabrication of thermoelectric devices, and hence it
was a further objective to demonstrate the transfer onto such polymer receivers.
In the following, the LIFT-printing of thin ﬁlms of thermoelectric bismuth selenide (with
nominal composition of Bi2Se3 or abbreviated in the following as ’BiSe’), bismuth tel-
luride (Bi2Te3 or ’BiTe’) and bismuth antimony telluride (Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3 or ’BST’) is
presented. The suitability of the LIFT process was evaluated for printing of functional
materials by comparing their morphological and thermoelectric properties before and af-
ter LIFT. Structural modiﬁcations in the ﬂyer were observed via SEM, EDX and (micro-)
XRD analysis. Finally, the printing of large areas was investigated as a basic require-
ment for device fabrication on a large scale such as in eventual sheet-to-sheet or even
roll-to-roll basis.
This work was a collaboration with Elena Koukharenko (ECS, University of Southamp-
ton) who performed the Seebeck measurements. The donor ﬁlms were deposited by
the Novel Glass & Fibre group (ORC), in particular by Behrad Gholipour and Kenton
Knight with input from Dan Hewak. The micro-XRD analysis was assisted by Kon-
stantin Ignatyev (Diamond synchrotron). This work has been published in (Feinaeugle
et al., 2013f) and was presented in (Feinaeugle et al., 2011, 2012d,e).
7.2 Chalcogenide compounds as thermoelectric materials
The most common thermoelectric materials used in applications operating at ambient
temperatures are bismuth-based chalcogenides (Snyder and Toberer, 2008). Their large
Seebeck coeﬃcient around room temperature make it a material group of choice for the
fabrication of a thermoelectric generator (TEG). Several research groups have demon-
strated working generators and this was important in order to compare a LIFT-fabricated
TEG with existing ones as a reference (Glatz et al., 2009; Bottner et al., 2004). An eﬃ-
cient thermoelectric material is deﬁned by a large ﬁgure of merit ZT (or zT), explained
in more details in Section 8.3.3. The ﬁgure of merit of some common materials is shown
in Figure 7.19. Figure 7.19a) displays commonly used n-type and Figure 7.19b) p-type
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of ﬁgure of merit ZT for several common n-type and
p-type doped materials as a function of temperature. The compound ’TAGS’ in
b) has the chemical composition (AgSbTe2)0:15(GeTe)0:85. The ﬁgure was taken
from (Snyder and Toberer, 2008).
Chalcogenides are covalent or ionic compounds consisting of at least one element from the
chemical group 16 (O, S, Se, Te, Po). In theory, oxygen compounds fall into this category
as well, however, usually they are referred to as oxides. Chalcogenides are of greater
scientiﬁc and technological interest due to their optical, thermoelectric and electrical
properties. Most chalcogenides also have semiconducting properties (Mytilineou, 2002),
and many chalcogenides are transparent in the optical regime. Chalcogenides also have
large non-linear optical properties and are photosensitive making them interesting for
phase-change applications- they are actually well-known for storage of data for rewritable
optical memory. A further large application ﬁeld of chalcogenides is the area of thin ﬁlm
solar cells (on the base of e.g. CuInGaSe) (Hewak, 2011; Hewak and Gholipour, 2012).
7.3 Results
Most of the LIFT experiments presented in this chapter were carried out on the nanosec-
ond KrF excimer laser setup described in Chapter 2. For comparison, some initial results
of femtosecond LIFT of chalcogenides are shown as well.
The donor ﬁlms had been previously deposited by RF sputtering at room tempera-
ture from targets with composition of Bi2Te3, Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3 and Bi2Se3 respectively
onto 1mm thick UV-transparent fused silica (Saint-Gobain Spectrosil) or quartz (Saint-
Gobain Vitreosil) carriers to trial thicknesses of 0.27, 0.36, 1 and 1.4m, measured
with a mechanical contact proﬁlometer, also shown in Section 2.6.2.2.
The receiver substrates consisted of polymer-coated glass (ns-LIFT) or mono-crystalline
silicon (fs-LIFT). One polymer was Paraﬁlm which was stretched to cover the supporting
glass substrate. The Paraﬁlm had a thickness of 13010m and was chosen due its
elastic mechanical properties which was believed to reduce the stress on the pad when104 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
impacting on the substrate during transfer, a topic that was discussed in detail in Chap-
ter 6. Furthermore the polymer had a relatively low thermal conductivity (Demirbas,
2006) in the range of 0:15Wm 1 K 1 to 0:35Wm 1 K 1 (Ukrainczyk et al., 2010) which
is advantageous for testing of the pads’ thermoelectric properties. A microscope image
of the surface of a Paraﬁlm-coated glass receiver is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Microscope image of the surface of a Paraﬁlm-coated receiver and
inset with detail of surface after annealing for 30 minutes at 70 C.
In order to lower the Paraﬁlm surface roughness, the ﬁlm was annealed at a temperature
of 70 C for 30 minutes, which was just above the melting point of one of the ﬁlm’s main
constituents (paraﬃn wax). The resulting surface is shown in the inset of Figure 7.2.
Via annealing, the surface impurities/scratches seen in the untreated ﬁlm were largely
reduced. However, the partial melting and resolidiﬁcation of the ﬁlm led to an increase
in surface hardness and hence, some part of the ’damping’ of the ﬂyer impact was lost.
The adhesion between ﬂyer and coating also decreased after annealing. For some of
the experiments, a PDMS-coated receiver was used with a thickness of 10m and ﬁlm
preparation was described earlier in Chapter 6. During LIFT the donor-carrier composite
was in contact or maintained at a distance of some microns from the receiver using ap-
propriate spacer materials such as a commercial polyethylene terephthalate ﬁlm (Mylar).
The resulting LIFTed deposits were analysed by optical and electron microscopy, EDX,
XRD, micro-XRD (I18 beamline at Diamond) and Seebeck coeﬃcient measurements
(custom-made Seebeck instrumentation unit) as described in Chapter 2.
7.3.1 Transfer characterisation
7.3.1.1 Femtosecond LIFT
In initial experiments, pads of BiSe were LIFT-printed onto silicon via femtosecond
LIFT. The pad dimensions achievable with a Ti:sapphire laser were expected to be up
to a limit of  100µm   100µm for a maximum pulse energy of 2mJ. For these
experiments a Pi-shaper homogeniser was used. This would be suﬃcient however for theChapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 105
characterisation of the material’s transfer behaviour and for the future manufacturing
of micron-size devices. A parametric study of fs-LIFT with silicon as a receiver as a
standard material for microelectronic devices was therefore carried out. The analysis via
XRD or measurement of the Seebeck coeﬃcient demanded larger areas, requiring the
use of the excimer nanosecond laser system, and these experiments are shown in later
sections.
The donor had a thickness of 300nm and was in close contact with the receiver during
LIFT. A rectangular aperture was used as the object mask resulting in pad sizes of
30m  30m using a 50 objective lens. The threshold ﬂuence, above which intact
deposits were transferred, was found to be 9010mJ=cm2. Pads were referred to as
’intact’ if they did not show major signs of molten and resolidiﬁed material, and the pad
size was expected as from the size of the de-magniﬁed image of the aperture. In contrast,
in pads LIFT-printed at high ﬂuences, melting was seen via radial splatter spreading over
the receiver adjacent to the transferred pads. This regime was referred to as non-intact
or molten transfer as described in Section 3.2.2. The window for intact transfer was
between 9010mJ=cm2 and 20015mJ=cm2, and results from printing in this regime
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Figure 7.3: Microscope images of fs-LIFTed deposits from a 300nm thick bismuth
selenide donor. The eﬀect of ﬂuence on pad morphology is shown. The scale
bars are 20m wide.
Even in the intact regime, some pads showed cracking, presumably due to the impact on
the relatively hard Si receiver or slight inhomogeneities in the spatial ﬂuence distribution
of the laser beam. Above 200mJ=cm2, all deposited pads showed severe cracking, and
some parts of the pad were not correctly printed as seen in Figure 7.3b). On further
increasing the laser ﬂuence above 350mJ=cm2, pads showed increased amount of splat-
ter that was found up to a few microns away from the pad as seen in Figure 7.3c). The
adhesion of pads increased however for increasing laser ﬂuence: For pads transferred in
an intact state, the adhesion was low. In the high ﬂuence regime, molten and resolidiﬁed
material was expected to assist the bonding by acting as ’solder’ between the pads and
the receiver.
For pads transferred at a ﬂuence larger than 200mJ=cm2, arrays of pads could repeatedly
be printed. However, pads in the range between 200mJ=cm2 and 350mJ=cm2 showed
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Figure 7.4: (a) Microscope images of arrays of BiSe pads transferred at a ﬂu-
ence of (a) 440mJ=cm2 and at (b) 290mJ=cm2. The pads transferred at
the higher ﬂuence had a larger area and are surrounded by splatter, indicating
partial melting during LIFT. Adhesion of these pads was good. In comparison,
the pads transferred at lower ﬂuence were found in intact state, but showed se-
vere cracking. Furthermore, these pads show bulging (indicated by arrow) and
delamination from the carrier. The scale bars are 30µm wide.
The diﬀerence between ’intact’ and ’molten’ transfer is further emphasised in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5 shows the SEM image of ﬂyers transferred in the two diﬀerent, intact and non-
intact, regimes (Figure 7.5a) and c)), depending on the laser ﬂuence used. Figure 7.5b),d)
also show images of the corresponding donor sites after LIFT.
Hardly any sign of melting was seen in Figure 7.5a)and b), and the surface of the pad
is only slightly corrugated. The cracking and debris were presumably due to the impact
of the pad on the receiver or slightly non-homogeneous lateral laser ﬂuence. In Fig-
ure 7.5c),d), the increased amount of laser energy contributed to melting of a larger part
of the donor surface and splatter was seen on receiver and re-deposited on the donor as
a consequence.
As seen in these results, it was evident that LIFT-printing of chalcogenide material via
fs-LIFT seemed feasible, but not particularly useful for any practical device application.
However, the resulting structures, as these initial results suggest, still suﬀer from pad
cracking or splatter from increased donor surface melting. However, it is believed that
LIFT on more compliant receivers would result in more reliable intact and crack-free
LIFT of such thin chalcogenide donors when transferred with a laser ﬂuence slightly
above threshold.
7.3.1.2 Nanosecond LIFT
In the ns-LIFT experiments, layers of BiSe, BST and BiTe were transferred with laser
ﬂuences in the range of 50 –450mJ=cm2. The lateral demagniﬁcation ratio from the
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Figure 7.5: SEM image of (a) a ﬂyer transferred on a silicon receiver at threshold
ﬂuence and (b) a corresponding image of the donor with a ’ﬂyer’ that coincidently
was not completely released and shown to better compare edge quality of pad
and corresponding donor. Only the transferred pad surface showed minor signs
of melting, but no splatter was seen on the receiver. (c) SEM image of a pad
printed at high ﬂuence with radial splatter from molten material and (d) its
corresponding donor. The donor showed major signs of molten and re-deposited
material in the form of splatter and small droplets.
resultant ﬁnal LIFTed pad sizes were up to 15mm2. The transfer characteristic for thick
( 1µm) and thin ( 0:4µm) donors were investigated as representative for the LIFTed
donors.
Thick donors
The transfer behaviour of a  1µm thick BiTe donor with the receiver in contact is
described ﬁrst. For low ﬂuences below 70mJ=cm2, no donor ablation or transfer occurred
was observed. At a ﬂuence of 70 - 75mJ=cm2, a pad from the donor was transferred to
the receiver as seen in Figure 7.6. When increasing the pulse energy above this threshold,
transfer of a deposit up to a ﬂuence of 300mJ=cm2 was observed. However, for a ﬂuence
between 100 –300mJ=cm2 and near the threshold ﬂuence of 70 –75mJ=cm2, transfer
occurred with a pad that showed an increased amount of cracking, which was not the case





Figure 7.6: Photograph of Bi2Te3 deposits from a donor with  1m thickness
on a Paraﬁlm-coated receiver. The transfer ﬂuence for each pad is indicated
below each frame. The scale bar is 250m wide.
the incident spatial pulse ﬂuence were responsible for a non-uniform pad release at low
ﬂuences which in turn caused cracks in the resulting pad. For high ﬂuences, the excess
laser energy was transformed into an increased ﬂyer velocity which on impact onto the
receiver was responsible for the formation of the cracks observed. The optimal ﬂuence
for transfer for intact pads without cracks was 100mJ=cm2. An intact pad was referred
to as a pad that has been transferred without complete melting of the entire pad volume
during transfer and which did not show deep cracks that led to electrical disconnection
of the pad structure, which for ns-LIFT was important later in the (thermo-)electric
characterisation of pads.
Above 300mJ=cm2 only disconnected and non-localised particles of the donor were trans-
ferred, leading to contamination of the receiver. The disintegration of ﬂyers during LIFT
has been observed before in the literature. During or after pad release from the donor,
breaking up of ﬂyers was observed with nanosecond (Mattle et al., 2012b) and femtosec-
ond LIFT (Feinaeugle et al., 2012c). For some materials such as metals or alloys and
for very thin ﬁlms, on further increasing the ﬂuence it was possible to completely melt
through the donor layer, and nano- and micro-droplet transfer was observed for such
ﬂuences and small separations between donor and receiver (Banks et al., 2006). This
droplet-formation regime, also observed for ns-pulses, was not considered in our study.
Nevertheless, the transfer behaviour of the thinnest donors (< 500nm), diﬀering from
that of the thicker donors is discussed later on.Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 109
When increasing the separation between donor and receiver and using a receiver with low
elasticity such as glass or crystalline silicon, only in a very few cases were the transferred
pads found in an intact state and no systematic study of the transfer behaviour was
possible. The adhesion of the pad fragments on such an inelastic receiver was very low
for the regimes observed in this study and a similar observation was made for fs-LIFT.
The pads transferred onto Paraﬁlm however showed good adhesion. As described in
(Bohandy et al., 1986), a ’tape test’ was used to investigate pad adhesion on the receiver.
A pad was considered to show good adhesion if it resisted the superﬁcial application of
an adhesive tape and was not removed by a pulse with pressurised nitrogen. This was
the case for an intact pad whose bottom surface was in close contact with the Paraﬁlm
receiver after transfer with a ﬂuence of 100mJ=cm2. However, if the deposit’s surface
was corrugated, cracked or non-ﬂat relative to the receiver surface, such as in non-ideal
LIFT conditions, then the tape removed parts of the pad, and such a pad was considered
to show low adhesion.
For a donor thickness of 0.27, 0.36, 1 and 1.4m, Figure 7.7(a) showed within the
measured error no clear trend of the threshold ﬂuence variation with the donor thick-
ness, although it was expected from previous experiments, that the threshold ﬂuence
for LIFT transfer increased for increasing donor thicknesses. The optimum ﬂuence for
intact transfer (100 mJ=cm2 for a 1m thick donor) was found to be between 10%
(thinnest donors) up to 50% (thick donors) above the diﬀerent donor’s individual trans-
fer thresholds. The transfer regimes for the other investigated donors, namely BiSe and
BST, showed a similar qualitative behaviour to the regimes described above for bismuth
telluride. It also had to be considered that the lateral ﬂuence distribution within the
machining laser beam was not perfectly homogeneous, and hence a certain error in deter-
mining the exact threshold had to be taken into account. As a quantitative comparison,
Figure 7.7(b) shows the diﬀerence in ﬂuence threshold of all three materials for 1m
thick donor ﬁlms. The diﬀerence in these values was attributed to the materials’ diﬀer-
ent mechanical (strength), thermal (melting point) and optical (absorption) properties,
of which the latter two are listed in Section A.2.
In order to make better use of the large pulse energy with the available laser system,
a study was carried out evaluating what practical pad size was achievable on the laser
system used. Figure 7.8 shows the largest deposits, each printed with a single shot,
yielding a pad area of 15mm2.
For this study, the pad size was only limited by the tolerances in donor-receiver spacing
due to the manual assembly of target and receiver, and the practical receiver sizes. A
further restriction was the homogeneity of the donor during sputtering onto the carrier
substrate. In theory, the laser under optimum conditions could deliver an energy allowing
the printing of a single pad of area 3.2cm2.110 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms











































































Figure 7.7: (a) Transfer threshold ﬂuence for various bismuth telluride donors
with diﬀerent thicknesses. (b) Dependence of transfer threshold ﬂuence on donor
material for a 1m thick donor.
10mm
a)                                         b)
Figure 7.8: Photograph of (a) BiSe and (b) BiTe pads from  1m thick donors
with areas up to 15mm2. Some of the pads show surface cracks and the upper
row of BiTe pads was not completely transferred caused by non-optimal donor
quality and/or donor-receiver spacing. The scale bars were 10mm wide.
The inﬂuence of the receiver-coating can be seen in Figure 7.9 that shows the range of
intact transfer for pads from BST donors. While in Figure 7.6 showing BiTe pads, the
surface of the transferred material onto Paraﬁlm was to some extent non-homogeneous,
the pad morphology of a deposit transferred onto PDMS is largely homogeneous (Fig-
ure 7.9a)). Thus, in the case of a Paraﬁlm receiver, the inhomogeneities were attributed
to be a consequence of the roughness of the receiver. For the example of BST pads
shown in Figure 7.9, no surface damage was seen in microscope images other than di-
agonal parallel lines originating from cleaning steps during donor preparation. It is also
believed that the good adhesion of the chalcogenide pads on PDMS limited bulging and
delamination that sometimes was observed as a reason for damage in pads LIFTed onto
Paraﬁlm.Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 111
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Figure 7.9: Microscope image of 1m thick bismuth antimony telluride pads
transferred with (a) 90mJ=cm2 and (b) 120mJ=cm2. The diﬀerent colour
of the pad surfaces is caused by the diﬀerent surface roughness as a result of a
diﬀerent transfer ﬂuence. The diagonal lines across the surface are from streaks
in the carrier substrate.
Thin donors
In LIFT from donors with thickness of >500nm, the main goal was intact transfer, for
which the maximum laser ﬂuence investigated was 300mJ=cm2 for some of the thick
donors. In this range, the ﬂyers were transferred in fragmented state with increased
amount of melting found in the deposited fragments. In thinner donors however, an
additional transfer regime was observed occurring below a ﬂuence of 300mJ=cm2. As an
example, a 380nm thick BiTe donor was used in the following. The transfer threshold
was 70mJ=cm2 for these very thin ﬁlms (Figure 7.7(a)) and intact transfer was observed
above this ﬂuence. Between 100mJ=cm2 and 180mJ=cm2, the transferred ﬂyers were
fragmented and had low adhesion, similar to the behaviour in thick donors. Above a
ﬂuence of 180mJ=cm2 however, only a very thin pad was found on the receiver, but due
to the relatively large roughness of Paraﬁlm, no analysis of the pad was possible. Even
a 1m Mylar spacer, or the use an annealed Paraﬁlm receiver to decrease roughness, did
not improve the pad quality or observability. The annealed receiver provided even less
impact damping and less adhesion to the ﬂyer, therefore ’intact’ deposits were partially
delaminated and incomplete.
In order to observe the resulting deposits in a range of 100-300mJ=cm2, ﬂat and smooth
glass receivers were used for LIFTing of thin donors. Figure 7.10 shows pads transferred
with ﬂuences between threshold of 70mJ=cm2 (on Paraﬁlm) up to 300mJ=cm2 (on
glass).
For the glass receivers, the resulting deposit height, and the remaining machined donor
depth and its variation (roughness) were analysed via a Stylus proﬁler (Figure 7.11).
Additionally, as a measure for the change in surface morphology via LIFT, the pad
brightness was measured via an optical microscope. For intact transfer around threshold,112 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms





Figure 7.10: Photographs of pads LIFT-printed from a BiTe donor with 380nm
thickness. Pixels deposited at a ﬂuence of 70 –90mJ=cm2 were on a Paraﬁlm
receiver while those deposited at higher ﬂuences were on glass. The Paraﬁlm
was annealed prior to deposition in order to reduce surface roughness. However,
the annealed receiver provided less impact damping and less adhesion to the
ﬂyer, therefore ’intact’ pads were seen partially delaminated and incomplete.
in general, the donor was removed almost completely, only a thin, about 30nm-50nm thick
structured layer remained. The intact pads within this ﬂuence range were transferred
onto Paraﬁlm with roughness in the same range as the expected pad height. Thus, no
reliable direct measurement of pad height was possible, but it was assumed that the
pad height was about 905% of the original donor height. This was due to the small
laser-aﬀected volume of the LIFTed pads, the low amount of scattered debris and the
thin remaining donor ﬁlm on the carrier.
Before, such an increase in feature height was observed for pads transferred at relatively
high ﬂuences. For the thin BiTe donor, a decrease of machined donor depth was measured
in the LIFT-aﬀected areas. The roughness or the feature height of the remaining donor
however, experienced a relatively sharp increase between 150 –200mJ=cm2 from below
50nm up to 120nm. At the same time, the pad thickness decreases from about 300nm
(not shown in Figure 7.11) down to 170nm. Both phenomena deﬁned the transition
between two transfer regimes, one resulting in intact (but fragmented) pads, the other oneChapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 113
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Figure 7.11: Height of pad LIFTed from a  380nm thick BiTe donor onto a glass
receiver (blue dots). The donor thickness is indicated with a dashed line. The
corresponding machining depth (green traingles) and roughness (black squares)
of the donor surface are shown as well. The red line shows the normalised
brightness of the pads. Data for pad height transferred below 180mJ=cm2 could
not be measured. For intact pads transferred slightly above the threshold ﬂuence,
the pad height was assumed to be 905% of the original donor height (not
shown).
leading to non-intact deposits. It was assumed that between 150 –200mJ=cm2, the pad
fragmented or melted through before its ejection from the donor and hence the pad in this
range was expected to be constituted from largely molten particles. During LIFT in this
regime, a large part of material volume remained on the donor, increasing its roughness.
At the same time the donor was ablated to a smaller depth. The donor roughness had a
maximum around a ﬂuence of 200mJ=cm2. Within the regime of non-intact transfer, the
pad thickness was highest for this ﬂuence of 200mJ=cm2. For even higher ﬂuences above
250mJ=cm2 the pad height decreased and material re-deposition onto the LIFT target
was observed. The measured brightness of a pad observed via a microscope showed
a steep decrease during the already mentioned regime transition, meaning that more
light is diﬀusively scattered which was presumably the result of the increase in surface
roughness of the LIFTed pad. For pads transferred above 250mJ=cm2 the brightness
only changed marginally indicating that the pad surface was not much further roughened
by the increasing ﬂuence.
Although particles from the thermoelectric donor were transferred in this non-intact
regime for very thin donors, the resulting pad quality was low, the pad did not form a
clean intact deposit and had relatively low adhesion. The resulting deposits consisted114 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
of single, re-deposited particles and were of no great interest for later device fabrication
from intact ﬁlms.
7.3.2 Morphological and composition analysis
7.3.2.1 Deposit morphology
To track how the surface of the material was altered due to the inﬂuence of the laser
pulse during transfer, donor ﬁlms and LIFT-transferred pads were imaged via SEM.
Figure 7.12 shows the images of BiTe donor ﬁlms with three diﬀerent thicknesses (0.27,
1 and 1.4m), from which it was seen that the grain size of the 270nm thick ﬁlms was
estimated to be smaller than 100nm.
Figure 7.12: SEM photograph showing the surface of (a)0.27m, (b) 1m
and (c) 1.4m thick bismuth telluride donor ﬁlm. The scale bars are 1m
wide.
The 1.4m thick ﬁlm in Figure 7.12c) showed regular features which compared to the
0.27m thick ﬁlm in Figure 7.12a) were much more rounded. For both ﬁlms the grain
size was much smaller than the intended ﬁnal lateral pad dimensions which is crucial
for achieving transfer with good edge quality, as otherwise the pad may not shear oﬀ
along the border of the laser-irradiated area, but break along grain boundaries. When
comparing the donor surface to that of a pad transferred via LIFT in an intact state, as
seen in Figure 7.13, it was seen that only a small part of the actual layer was damaged
by the incident laser pulse acting on the donor material.
Figure 7.13 emphasised this by showing the edge of a fragment of one LIFT-printed pad
which was slightly angled towards the laser-aﬀected surface. The opposite surface which
was not directly aﬀected by the laser showed an unmodiﬁed surface structure as seen in
the donor in Figure 7.12b). Both the SEM image in Figure 7.13 and the XRD spectrum
(shown later in Figure 7.16) reveal that the poly-crystalline structure of the donor could
be partially preserved through the thickness (1m) in a LIFT-printed pad. On the side
of the pad that had previously absorbed the single laser pulse, structures that could be
associated with molten material were observed. The side view of the transferred pad did
suggest however that the melted region did not extend further than an estimated 100nm
into the ﬁlm.Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 115
Figure 7.13: Compilation of SEM images from a LIFT-printed pad. The side
previously facing the laser shows signs of melting and resolidiﬁcation while the
side of the pad facing the receiver shows original structures as grown via sput-
tering. The transferred Bi2Te3 pad was  1m thick. The central image shows
a side view of the pad angled towards the laser-aﬀected side.
Although just a very thin layer of the pad was aﬀected by the thermal eﬀects occurring
during transfer, it was observed that an increased ﬂuence of 120mJ=cm2 caused features
that were much larger than just 100nm. For such pads, as shown in Figure 7.14, beads
or blisters with a height of up to 700100nm emerged during transfer. Care needs to








Figure 7.14: SEM images from a fragment of a printed 1m thick bismuth
telluride pad. The images show in angled perspective the two surfaces and
sides of the fragments. The ﬁnely dotted black lines indicate the edges near the
receiver-facing surface of the pad. The dashed white lines show the pad edge
near the carrier-facing side of the deposit. On the receiver side, the morphology
is similar to the one of the as-grown donor surface. The carrier (laser-aﬀected)
side showed signs of melting and resolidiﬁcation in form of blisters with a height
up to 700nm.
In Figure 7.15 the surface of a pad transferred via femtosecond pulses was compared116 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
to the surface of a nanosecond-LIFTed pad. It was assumed that the observed larger
structures and roughness seen in the ns-LIFTed pad was due to an increased amount
of melting caused by the longer laser pulses and strong absorption of the UV radiation.
Therefore, it was concluded that LIFT with the help of the used femtosecond laser system
reduced the induced surface damage for intact transfer of chalcogenides.
1mm 1mm
a)                              b)
Figure 7.15: SEM image of bismuth selenide pads transferred via LIFT with (a)
femtosecond and (b) nanosecond pulses with ﬂuences just above threshold. The
ﬂyer printed with a nanosecond system shows a higher roughness supposedly
caused by stronger melting occurring during ns-LIFT.
7.3.2.2 Powder XRD analysis
The X-ray spectra for a 1m thick bismuth telluride donor, the transferred pad ﬁlms
and the blank receiver, measured via a powder XRD instrument described in Chapter 2,
were compared in order to investigate the morphological change induced by ns-LIFT.
It was expected that the structure of the pad transferred would be modiﬁed by the
absorbed laser pulse and the aim of the XRD analysis was to determine the induced
change in the crystalline structure of a transferred pad when compared to the original
donor. In the XRD spectra shown in Figure 7.16, the peaks which were attributed to
the receiver material (Paraﬁlm) were visible at the values of 2 6.5, 8.5,21.5 and
24 (Standard ICDD PDF card data 00-040-1997 and 00-040-1995), indicated by red
dotted lines.
A diﬀraction peak from the preferential (015)-plane of the trigonal R3-m unit cell of
Bi2Te3 was identiﬁed at a 2 angle of 28.4 in the donor and at 2 28.7 in the
LIFT-printed pad (Standard ICDD PDF card data 00-002-0524). This was in agreement
with existing work by (Feutelais et al., 1993). The identiﬁed peaks corresponded to a
lattice spacing dlat between 3.210.1Å and 3.240.1Å. The diﬀerence in the position
of the peak between donor and pad was due to slightly diﬀerent sample conditions, such
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of XRD spectra of Paraﬁlm receiver, bismuth telluride
donor and transferred pad. For 2 28.4, the (015)-plane of the R3-m space
group unit cell of Bi2Te3 was identiﬁed in the donor and for 2 28.7 in the
pad. The shift of peak position from donor to pad is due to slightly diﬀerent
sample (mounting) conditions. However, the spectrum of the pad shows a further
peak around 2 29 that indicated the likely appearance of additional phases.
receiver substrate and the donor ﬁlm. The prevalence of a single diﬀraction peak over
other peaks in bismuth telluride has been seen earlier for thin ﬁlms deposited at low
temperatures (Pang et al., 2009).
In the spectrum of the pad, the bismuth telluride peak appeared to be broadened com-
pared to the donor ﬁlm which suggested that some phase transformation within the
pad may have occurred during transfer. The broadening of the observed peak could be
attributed to the convolution of adjacent and non-resolved peaks (owing to the measure-
ment limitations) contributed via the diﬀerent phases that now constituted this modiﬁed
pad material. Broadening could also be related to strain as it was nevertheless possi-
ble that the modiﬁcation of the surface layer in a transferred pad created strain on the
underlying thin ﬁlm. However, a reduced grain size, or in other words a loss of crys-
talline order could also be a possible explanation for the peak broadening. In general,
an amorphous phase of the material has a very broad peak, but a single crystalline layer
diﬀracts a very sharp peak visible in the XRD spectrum. In theory, both eﬀects can be
measured from the amount of broadening along diﬀerent diﬀraction peaks in a spectrum.118 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
In practice, however, these eﬀects interfered such that a conclusive quantitative analysis
was not possible.
The calculated XRD spectrum of bismuth used for comparison (from Standard ICDD
PDF card data 04-010-9927) showed several diﬀraction peaks between 2 28 and
29.5 attributed to the (200)-plane. Hence, it was believed that such material modiﬁ-
cations with new phases of Bi2Te3 and possibly elemental Bi in the pad were possible due
to laser-induced melting and resolidiﬁcation in the absorption volume of the pad. The
observed broadening therefore was possibly a result of the convolution of one or several
such peaks namely the (015)-plane from Bi2Te3 and the several peaks corresponding to
the (200)-plane of Bi. For pads transferred at high ﬂuences from thin donors (non-intact
regime), no diﬀraction peaks from a chalcogenide phase could be distinguished indicating
the loss of phase during transfer.
7.3.2.3 Microfocussed XRD analysis
The I18 beamline located at the Diamond synchrotron is a facility used for the analysis of
material samples via micro-focus X-ray ﬂuorescence (micro-XRF), X-ray absorption ﬁne
structure (micro-EXAFS) and X-ray diﬀraction (micro-XRD). The latter method was
used here for the observation of the dependence of the crystalline structure of ns-LIFTed
chalcogenides on laser ﬂuence.
The diﬀerence in micro-XRD compared to a table-top powder or thin ﬁlm XRD system
lies in the ability to tune the energy of the incident X-rays and the possibility to focus the
radiation to a smaller beam size of 3m. Details on the functionality of the Diamond
synchrotron are found in (Mosselmans et al., 2009). The tuning allowed the investigation
of the crystalline structure of thin ﬁlms embedded within or on the backside of a carrier
substrate. The X-ray energy is therefore tuned to be in a range that is largely transmitted
by the sample hence allowing diﬀraction to be observed. To give an example, silicon
dioxide with 1mm thickness has largest transmission at high X-ray energies (60% at
20keV) while for a crystalline, 1mm thick YAG substrate the transmission has a maximum
(of 2.3%) at 17keV. The micro-focus analysis was carried out in order to estimate the
degree of phase modiﬁcation, pads from a bismuth telluride donor ns-LIFT-deposited
onto Paraﬁlm-coated microscope glass slides had experienced. Contrary to a conventional
powder-XRD instrument, it was possible to precisely locate and measure the surface of
a single transferred pad, and not only an average over an entire receiver with several
LIFT-printed pads, debris and bare receiver.
In this experiment, x-ray photons with an energy of 16.8keV (0.738Å) were focussed on
the backside of the sample and the diﬀracted X-ray photons were collected with a CCD
sensor from the opposite sample side. The resulting 2D-pattern, as shown in Figure 7.17Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 119
for the example of a silicon reference, was in the shape of circular rings that were centred
at the position of the sample.
Figure 7.17: Two-dimensional micro-XRD spectrum from a poly-crystalline sil-
icon sample. Bright radially symmetric rings indicate material-speciﬁc crystal
planes from grains with random orientation within the sample. Bright spots
within these rings (green arrow (2)) are due to diﬀraction of crystal planes of
grains with the same orientation, hence they indicate a preferred orientation of
grains in the poly-crystal. The centre, indicated by a red arrow (1) is at the
position of the incident beam and that was covered with a beam block for sensor
protection and contrast enhancement.
For analysis the collected CCD images were integrated, meaning that the acquired 2D
image of the spectrum as shown in Figure 7.17 was transferred into a 1D plot of intensity
versus distance measured from the centre of the spectrum. This distance was then
translated into a crystal lattice spacing dlat with the help of the Bragg diﬀraction equation
presented in Chapter 2 and knowing the corresponding X-ray energy and sample-sensor
distance. The resulting plots of diﬀracted intensity over lattice spacing dlat were then
analysed and compared with data from the literature.
During the micro-XRD analysis, the spectra of LIFT samples previously transferred
with diﬀerent laser ﬂuences in the range of 70mJ=cm2 to 114mJ=cm2 were recorded
(Figure 7.18). The peak attributed to the (015)-lattice plane of bismuth telluride was
identiﬁed for dlat 3.15 –3.2Å in all samples also seen earlier in the powder spectrum
and in literature (Feutelais et al., 1993).
Diﬀerences in peak height were due to slight uncertainty in sample orientation and beam
ﬂux between samples and hence no absolute quantitative evaluations were made. As
seen in Figure 7.18, an additional peak at dlat 3.1Å appeared for deposits transferred
at high ﬂuences (83 –114 mJ=cm2). It was believed that this peak indicated that within
a bismuth telluride deposit transferred with a high laser ﬂuence, a new phase was formed.
A possible candidate was bismuth with its (200),(001) or (020)-planes (Akselrud et al.,
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Figure 7.18: XRD spectra of bismuth telluride deposits previously transferred
via laser-induced forward transfer shown for a lattice constant between 2.2Å
–3.4Å. In addition to the large peaks at dlat 3.15Å for deposits transferred at
high ﬂuences (shown as parameter) a further peak at dLAT 3.1Å was observed.
Further peaks seen for dlat <3Å are attributed to the polymer and glass sub-
strates. The diﬀerences in relative intensity between spectra was due to diﬀerent
illumination conditions and is therefore not to scale.
powder XRD spectra seen in the last paragraph in Figure 7.16, a broadened/new peak
appeared at 2pow 28 and 29.5, where 2pow is for the angle in the powder diﬀrac-
tion spectrum. The relation between 2 and dlat is described by the Bragg equation
Equation 2.2 which shows that dlat is proportional to 1/sin() for the same incident
wavelength, so the spectra for a powder XRD and a micro-XRD, recorded with the help
of diﬀerent wavelengths, have a diﬀerent scale when plotting as a function of 2, but
not for a a function of dlat. The range of 2pow 28 –29.5 observed in the powder
XRD spectrum is hence equivalent to a lattice spacing of dlat 3.130.1Å –3.280.1Å.
Despite the observed mutual shift between powder- and micro-XRD spectra which was
probably due to a diﬀerent sample mounting, both sets of spectra show the occurrence
of a peak or a convolution of peaks corresponding to a smaller lattice constant dlat for a
LIFTed sample when compared to the donor.
The peak at dlat 3Å seen in the lower ﬂuences (70 –104mJ=cm2) was not repeated
in the sample LIFTed at the highest ﬂuence. However, this sample showed a relatively
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the receiver substrate. It was assumed that the peak at dlat 3Å (possibly belonging to
the (015),(105) or (008)-plane of Bi1Te1, or the (018)-plane of Bi4Te3 (Yamana et al.,
1979)(PDF data 01-075-1095 and 01-075-1096)) in the lower ﬂuence samples was not
visible due to this broad peak appearing in the spectrum for the sample LIFTed at the
highest ﬂuence, and hence was not an indication of a phase transformation. Furthermore,
transfer at the ﬂuences observed was of intact nature, and hence some part of the bulk of
the pad was expected to remain unmodiﬁed. As a consequence, only new peaks within
a spectrum were expected for a LIFTed pad compared to the donor, and it was not
expected that already existing peaks seen in the donor spectrum would vanish in the pad
spectra after LIFT.
Comparing the diﬀerent spectra related to pads transferred at diﬀerent ﬂuences helped in
understanding the induced changes within bismuth telluride pads in order to optimise the
laser-induced forward transfer process for the manufacturing of thermoelectric devices.
It also showed that transfer with near threshold laser ﬂuence minimised the undesired
modiﬁcations to the LIFTed pad.
7.3.2.4 EDX composition measurement
An important objective of this thesis was to determine whether any structural change
induced in the surface region of transferred pads contributed to a change in any of the
physical properties of the thermoelectric material. To quantify this, measurements via
EDX were made to see how the composition of the LIFTed deposit deviated from the
initial composition of the donor ﬁlms. As mentioned earlier the as-sputtered compositions
of the diﬀerent materials were Bi2Te2:75, Bi0:7Sb1:7Te3:5 and Bi2Se2:55 respectively. For
pads LIFTed from bismuth telluride donor ﬁlms the tellurium content decreased from
57.9% to 56.7% (atomic percent) and for pads LIFT-printed from a bismuth selenide
donor ﬁlm, the selenium content decreased from 56% to 54.5%. When measuring the
compositional change from donor to deposit in bismuth antimony telluride, no decrease
in the content of 29% of antimony and 59% of tellurium was detected. However, when
taking into account that donor and LIFTed pads have a diﬀerent surface roughness and
ﬂatness, the uncertainty in measuring the composition via EDX was estimated to be
5%, which means that the detected diﬀerences between donor and pads could also be
due to speciﬁc measurement conditions and hence the percent level diﬀerences may not
be that signiﬁcant.
7.3.3 Thermoelectric characterisation
From the composition alone, the majority carrier type in a chalcogenide compound can-
not be determined as this also depends on the structure and phase of the material. The
sensitivity of doping to exact composition can be seen in Figure 7.19. Slight changes of122 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
tellurium content in bismuth telluride can rapidly change the majority carrier type from
n-type to p-type.
Figure 7.19: The Seebeck coeﬃcient in a bismuth telluride alloy depending on
its Te content. The printed material has a composition of Bi2Te2:84 which cor-
respond to 58 at% of telluride. Figure taken from (Rowe, 1995).
As seen in the compositional measurements, the determination of the doping type accord-
ing to Figure 7.19, the resulting donor and pad composition were expected to be p-type.
As the structure of the sputtered donors was not exactly known and the EDX measure-
ment had only a limited accuracy of 5%, experimental conﬁrmation of the majority
carrier type was essential and this was performed via Seebeck coeﬃcient measurements
as detailed below.
The inﬂuence of LIFT transfer on the thermoelectric conversion ability was evaluated by
measuring the Seebeck coeﬃcient for 1m thick donors and their corresponding LIFTed
deposits. The Seebeck coeﬃcient (or ’thermoelectric power’) quantiﬁes the Seebeck eﬀect
that describes the voltage measured in a circuit consisting of two dissimilar conductors
(or semiconductors), whose junctions are maintained at diﬀerent temperatures. To de-
termine this coeﬃcient, a custom-made Seebeck measurement setup was used which was
calibrated against a polycrystalline bismuth standard. The accuracy of measuring the
absolute Seebeck coeﬃcient was 5%. Measuring at an average temperature of 300K,
the donor layers of BiSe and BiTe had an average Seebeck coeﬃcient of -1211V=K
and -641V=K respectively, values comparable to those found in the literature for thin
ﬁlms prepared via sputtering (Bottner et al., 2004) and chemical vapour deposition (Al
Bayaz et al., 2003). Both types of materials were n-type semiconductors as indicated
by the negative sign of the Seebeck coeﬃcients and for bismuth telluride this was the
opposite of what was expected from Figure 7.19 and underlined the importance of See-
beck measurements. In the next chapter (Chapter 8), results from thermoelectric deviceChapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms 123
characterisation measurements are shown where the doping type was conﬁrmed to have
the same sign as here in the Seebeck measurements.
As shown in Figure 7.20, the modulus of the values for a printed pad of bismuth selenide
and bismuth telluride decreased to -938V=K and -491V=K respectively, which

































































Figure 7.20: Seebeck coeﬃcient of 1m thick bismuth telluride, bismuth se-
lenide and bismuth antimony telluride for the donor ﬁlms and for the deposits
after transfer at 300K. The graph indicates a decrease of Seebeck coeﬃcient of
about 236%.
When measuring the Seebeck coeﬃcient of bismuth antimony telluride (Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3),
the donor ﬁlms were seen to be p-type with a Seebeck coeﬃcient of 1778V=K. After
transfer, the Seebeck coeﬃcient of the deposits decreased to 1423V=K. This was a
comparable value for a non-optimised thermoelectric material (as in this case) found
in the literature where values in the range of 50V=K - 120V=K for a non-optimised
electro-deposition method and 200V=K and 250V=K after optimisation were mea-
sured (Kuleshova et al., 2010). Another study has reported values of 154V=K and
191V=K for DC sputtered ﬁlms, and 218V=K and 304V=K for ﬁlms after annealing
(Bourgault et al., 2008). Thus, the measured Seebeck coeﬃcients for LIFT-printed pads
were believed to be high enough for use as an element for thermoelectric generation.124 Chapter 7 LIFT of chalcogenide thin ﬁlms
7.3.4 Up-scaling of machining speed and throughput
Within the e-LIFT-project an aim was to evaluate the ability to use LIFT as a fabri-
cation tool in diﬀerent areas of micro-fabrication. Therefore our use of the nanosecond
LIFT system incorporating a commercial laser (Coherent, COMPexPro 102 F) allowed
the evaluation of the extent to which LIFT could potentially be used in commercial
applications in terms of throughput and speed. Thus, a brief calculation based on the
results of LIFT from chalcogenide donors was performed.
For LIFT of chalcogenides as an example, it was assumed that the required ﬂuence on
target was about 100mJ=cm2. Only the central part of the machining laser beam with
homogeneous ﬂuence was useful for LIFT-printing which reduced the available energy to
80%. The overall losses in the optics and due to the carrier were estimated to be 20%.
The nominal energy per pulse from the system was 0.4J for a beam area of 24mm x




 0:8  0:8 =   0:14J=cm2 (7.1)
Via magniﬁcation of the spatial pulse proﬁle to obtain a ﬂuence of 100mJ=cm2, an area
of 2.56cm2 (demonstrated here: 0.15cm2) could be machined per pulse. With the help
of adequate automation, via scanning of the laser beam or via the use of computer-
controlled mechanical stages, the full repetition rate of 20Hz could be exploited and
hence an area of 51cm2(3cm2) could be printed in one second. In a roll-to-roll system
with a web (substrate roll) width of 50mm, the web transportation speed could be as high
as 10cm=s (0.6cm=s) which is in the range or even faster than some of the known roll-
to-roll systems for electronics, even with the pad size presented in this work (Fraunhofer
COMEDD, 2013)(Applied Materials, 2012). It is therefore believed that in terms of speed
and achievable throughput, it would be possible to use LIFT in a commercial system.
However, reliability and printing from and on ﬂexible substrates would need to be topic
of further investigations. Further requirements in order to achieve this will be discussed
later particularly in the conclusions of this thesis.
7.4 Summary
We have shown the successful nanosecond laser-induced forward transfer of three solid
thermoelectric donors, the chalcogenides Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3, previously
prepared via RF sputtering. Thin ﬁlms with maximum areas of  15mm2 have been
printed onto polymer-coated substrates and for the example of bismuth telluride donors
of 0.27, 0.36, 1 and 1.4m thickness, the morphology and transfer behaviour were
analysed. The femtosecond LIFT of bismuth telluride onto silicon receivers was studied
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Thermoelectric properties before and after deposition have been investigated. The bis-
muth selenide and bismuth telluride ﬁlms were single phase poly-crystalline structures
with small grain size of below 100nm. Seebeck coeﬃcients for BiTe, BiSe and BST were
-491V=K, -938V=K and 1423V=K respectively. These values were 236%
lower when compared to the coeﬃcients of the donor ﬁlms. XRD analysis showed how-
ever that the polycrystalline phases were preserved and only relatively small damage to
the surface of the pads was observed during the intact transfer regime depending on the
laser ﬂuence used. The experiments have shown that LIFT is a valuable tool for the
fabrication of structures from sensitive, semiconducting materials over macroscopically





In this chapter the results obtained during thermoelectric (TE) generator fabrication
via laser-induced forward transfer are discussed. The motivation for this work comes
from the evidence that although LIFT has been widely applied for deposition since 1986
(Bohandy et al., 1986), some of its main advantages, such as the ability of intact transfer
and the capability of rapid prototyping have not been fully evaluated yet. Speciﬁcally
there is hardly any work of using LIFT for the fabrication of semiconductor devices from
intact inorganic materials. In conventional fabrication methods of thin ﬁlm devices, the
structure and growth behaviour of a layer depends on the thermal and morphological
properties of the underlying substrate. The phase, the dislocation density and the in-
trinsic stress distribution of a layer are inﬂuenced by the lattice parameters of both ﬁlm
and substrate. To avoid stresses within a ﬁlm during growth (e.g. when cooling down
from the deposition temperature), the thermal expansion should ideally be similar for
ﬁlm and substrate, and all these requirements limit the combination of certain materi-
als with speciﬁc substrates. A transfer method such as LIFT aims at overcoming this
inherent restriction of a physical deposition method by transferring structures from a
thin ﬁlm that has been grown prior to the transfer process. The resulting morphology
and physical properties of the transferred structure do therefore not rely on matching
substrate properties. However, it is also accepted that the nature of the substrate must
not lead to the destruction of the ﬂyer during transfer and its surface must also allow
adhesion of the ﬂyer material on the substrate, and these aspects were discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
This chapter addresses the intact transfer of thermoelectric materials while ideally main-
taining their physical properties and mechanical structure required for fabrication of
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highly eﬃcient devices. This will not only demonstrate the capabilities of the LIFT
method by creating entire devices, but is important for thermoelectric generators on
substrates with low thermal conductivities which reduce parasitic heat conduction that
would otherwise lower the eﬃciency of the ﬁnal device. Additionally, the mechanical
properties of a polymer substrate are helpful when acting as a ﬂexible substrate. This
is a requirement not only for consumer devices (lightweight, ﬂexible), but also are of
advantage when using those devices on (non-planar) human skin.
Firstly, the physical eﬀects governing a conventional thermoelectric generator are pre-
sented, followed by the diﬀerent designs and realisations of such a device. The motivation
of fabricating such a thermoelectric energy harvester with the materials selected will then
be explained. The morphology and the electrical and thermoelectric characteristics of the
LIFTed generators will be shown for diﬀerent donors (Bi2Se3, Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3 and Bi2Te3)
and receiver substrates (Paraﬁlm and PDMS), and lastly, results from a generator made
from LIFTed elements on a laser-sintered substrate (Nylon) will be shown. Part of this
work has been published in (Feinaeugle et al., 2013c) and was presented in (Feinaeugle
et al., 2013d,e).
8.2 Thermoelectric devices
Thermoelectric devices ﬁnd use in various applications, such as in temperature mea-
surement sensors, heating or cooling, and energy conversion in environments where a
temperature gradient is present (e.g. spacecraft, remote sensor networks) (Bell, 2008;
Fleurial, 2009; Leonov et al., 2007). Conventionally, in non-LIFT processing, these de-
vices typically are manufactured either from metals or semiconductors on substrates
compatible with high vacuum and possibly high temperature process steps, and they
require additional lithographic processing for device manufacturing.
However, particularly in energy harvesting applications, there is an increasing need for
techniques to manufacture small and ﬂexible thermoelectric generators using highly ef-
ﬁcient thermoelectric materials (Snyder, 2008). We therefore present the fabrication
of such a device via use of LIFT resulting in a thermoelectric generator on a polymer
substrate while preserving the phase, and ideally the Seebeck coeﬃcient of the ther-
moelectric materials used. While laser-annealed TE devices were fabricated before, the
TE legs were made from annealed particles and not intact thin ﬁlms (Lechner et al.,
2007) as in our case. As donors, non-optimised chalcogenides with the constituents of
bismuth (Bi), antimony (Sb), tellurium (Te) and selenium (Se) were chosen as standard
thermoelectric materials for harvesting thermoelectric energy around ambient tempera-
tures. In Chapter 7, LIFT of these donor ﬁlms in an intact state with surface areas of
15mm2 was demonstrated preserving their thermoelectric properties to 80% of their
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materials have been LIFTed before (metals, Ge2Sb2Te5, CoSb3, FeSi2), their physical/or
functional properties have not been characterised nor have TE devices been fabricated
via LIFT before (Tseng et al., 2011; Dumitru et al., 2007; Narazaki et al., 2008).
8.3 The thermoelectric eﬀects
8.3.1 Thermoelectric conversion
The Seebeck eﬀect describes the electrical potential that is generated within any isolated
(semi-) conducting material that is subjected to a temperature gradient (Rowe, 1995).
When measuring this potential the connected electrodes themselves are subjected to
this eﬀect experiencing the same voltage but with reversed polarisation, and overall no
voltage could be measured. Hence the Seebeck voltage of a conductor is always measured
against a reference (the electrode material). A coeﬃcient Si called the Seebeck coeﬃcient





where VSB;i is the Seebeck voltage and T the temperature diﬀerence across the conduc-
tor. This eﬀect is reversible, and is then called the Peltier eﬀect that explains the eﬀect
of heat absorption at the junction of two conductors A and B with an electric current i
ﬂowing in them. The Peltier eﬀect is described via:
d
dt
(QAB) = ABi (8.2)
where QAB is the total absorbed heat at the junction and AB is the Peltier coeﬃcient.
A third thermoelectric eﬀect is the Thomson eﬀect which explains the absorption or
emission of heat in a current carrying conductor along which a temperature gradient is







where  is the Thomson coeﬃcient of the material. All these eﬀects can be considered
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8.3.2 Origins of the Seebeck eﬀect
The appearance of these thermoelectric eﬀects is explained by the diﬀusion of charge
carriers at diﬀerent temperatures and their interactions with the lattice. In particular
two eﬀects are responsible for the diﬀerence in carrier concentrations when a temperature
gradient is present in a material with an ’open-circuit’ conﬁguration, namely charge
carrier diﬀusion and phonon drag. In a metal assuming ’free’ conducting electrons,
the disequilibrium observed when a temperature gradient is present can be explained
by the diﬀusion currents of ’hot’, more energetic electrons towards the ’cold’ end of the
metal, leading to a potential diﬀerence. However the interactions of the charge carriers
with the lattice cannot be neglected in a real material, hence the phonons- or lattice
waves- with a net energy ﬂow from hot to cold regions interact with the electrons present
and lead to the electrons’ transport towards one end of the material, an eﬀect which is the
so-called phonon drag (MacDonald, 1962). However, apart from electron diﬀusion and
phonon drag, electron scattering and collision eﬀects need also to be taken into account
when estimating the Seebeck coeﬃcient of a material. In particular the sign of the
Seebeck coeﬃcient depends on the dominant scattering mechanism for a particular lattice
temperature, hence the same material might have positive and negative thermoelectric
powers depending on its actual temperature.
In the bismuth telluride system an n-type doped material used in our studies, the thermo-
electric power has a maximum at around 300K. Absolute values of around 200-300V/K
have been reported for n-type and p-type doped bismuth telluride (Mishra et al., 1997;
Kuleshova et al., 2010) and about 100V/K (Al Bayaz et al., 2003) and 300V/K for
alloys of Bi, Se, Te and Sb. The major charge carrier type (p-type or n-type) of bis-
muth telluride is heavily inﬂuenced by its composition or by the occurrence of impurity
atoms within the alloy and eventually its phase structure, therefore this value needs to be
experimentally determined by Seebeck coeﬃcient or Hall eﬀect measurements. Bismuth
telluride and bismuth selenide crystallise in a rhombohedral structure, hence the thermal
and electrical conductivity of these materials have an anisotropy with relative ratios that
are dependent on their exact composition in the range of 2.7 and 4.8 for bismuth telluride
at room temperature, which is to consider for any ﬁnal device fabrication (MacDonald,
1962).
8.3.3 Thermoelectric eﬃciency
For evaluation of the eﬃciency of a thermoelectric generator, a ﬁgure of merit Z is
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where Sp, p and p are respectively the Seebeck coeﬃcient, electrical resistivity and
thermal conductivity for a p-type doped material (n-type doped materials are marked
with subscript ’n’). There is another, commonly used, ﬁgure of merit ZT which is
equivalent to Z multiplied by the average temperature T (= (TH   TC)=2) of the hot
(TH) and cold (TC) junctions. The overall eﬃciency, TEG, of the thermoelectric system
which is the ratio between the electrical energy delivered to a load and the amount of
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1 + ZT + TC=TH
(8.5)
The ﬁrst factor of Equation 8.5 is the Carnot eﬃciency C. For a TEG with high
eﬃciency two conditions should be fulﬁlled. First, the temperature diﬀerence between
hot and cold junction should be high in order to maximise the Carnot eﬃciency C.
Second, the merit (or TEG) eﬃciency term (the second term in Equation 8.5) increases
with increasing ZT factor for a ﬁxed temperature quotient TC=TH as seen in Figure 8.1.
In modern thermoelectric materials ZT is around 1 (Snyder and Toberer, 2008) but
can reach values of about 2.4 (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2001).
























Figure 8.1: Merit eﬃciency versus ﬁgure of merit ZT in a thermoelectric gener-
ator for a temperature gradient of 30K at 315K average temperature.
This means that ideally, the Z factor in Equation 8.4 and for a speciﬁc average tempera-
ture should be as large as possible via maximising S and minimising  and . However,
these physical properties are closely mutually related and the attempt to optimise one
property is in general accompanied with a ’de-optimisation’ of the second or third prop-
erty. In a semiconductor such as in the investigated materials, the thermal conductivity
for instance has two components, contributions from the lattice and from the charge car-
riers, that add up to the total thermal conductivity. When trying to reduce the number132 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
of charge carriers to reduce thermal conductivity (e.g. via diﬀerent growth conditions),
the electrical resistivity would experience an unwanted increase at same time. Further-
more, the electrical conductivity is also a function of the TE leg dimensions. However,
in this work the TE elements’ dimensions were not optimised for reasons of maintaining
dissimilar TE elements at equal size for better comparison and due to restrictions of the
measurement setup.
8.4 Design considerations
A thermoelectric device makes use of the thermoelectric eﬀects for applications of heat-
ing, cooling or energy harvesting. For eﬃcient conversion of electric currents into thermal
energy or vice versa, the elements of a thermoelectric device need to be optimised in terms
of their geometry and physical properties as discussed in the last section. For a thermo-
electric energy harvester as in our case, the Seebeck eﬀect is responsible for the conversion
of thermal into electrical energy. The Seebeck coeﬃcient is temperature-dependent, thus
it is crucial to choose materials with a maximum of their Seebeck coeﬃcient at the tem-
peratures range occurring in the surrounding environment of the device. In fact two
dissimilar materials A and B with a large diﬀerential Seebeck coeﬃcient SA-SB are de-
sired. In most thermoelectric generators the output voltage is the addition of the single
thermoelectric elements’ voltage as a consequence of the elements’ connection in series.
In LIFT, one of the limiting geometrical factors is the donor thickness (the thickest solid
donors LIFTed are in the range of some micrometers) and thus depending on the device
design the donor thickness directly translates into the thickness of the pad and the TE
element.
Minimising the resistivity of a thermoelectric material can be achieved by optimising the
deposition conditions while maintaining the Seebeck coeﬃcient constant (Al Bayaz et al.,
2003). In the literature, in order to further decrease resistivity, thermoelectric ﬁlms were
annealed after deposition. This however led to either a decrease or an increase of the
Seebeck coeﬃcient (Bourgault et al., 2008), hence the requirements of the ﬁnal device
in terms of output voltage and resistivity need to be carefully selected. Additionally the
mutual coupling of the physical properties deﬁning the TEG’s eﬃciency makes it diﬃcult
to fabricate materials with large ﬁgure of merit ZT.
However, it has recently been shown that nanoscale modiﬁcation of thermoelectric ma-
terials can increase thermal conductivity while only slightly decreasing the electrical
conductivity (Sootsman et al., 2009). This is explained by enhanced scattering of lattice
waves whose wavelengths are in the order of the inter-atomic distances (MacDonald,
1962). It is therefore possible, via engineering on the nanoscale, to decouple the mutual
relationships between ,  and S.Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 133
The actual design of a thermoelectric generator is deﬁned by certain parameters such
a the minimum practical required output voltage or the available lateral dimensions.
The minimum practical output voltage required for commercial devices is in the order






Figure 8.2: Possible designs of a thermoelectric generator in (a)lateral-lateral,
(b)lateral-vertical, (c)vertical-vertical and (d)’Swiss roll’ fashion. Figures (a-c)
were taken from (Glatz et al., 2009)134 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
The generator in this study was designed for planar operation for which the thermo-
electric element orientation was in the plane of the substrate (Figure 8.2a)), as opposed
to other designs that utilise thermoelectric elements that are oriented orthogonal to the
substrate plane (Figure 8.2b),c)). The latter designs are termed vertical-vertical designs
as the TE elements are oriented orthogonal to the device plane. The TE elements can
therefore be arranged within the volume above the substrate and hence increase the inte-
gration density of elements compared to a purely planar design with the associated cost
of more complex assembly that is required.
As a synthesis of the two approaches a ’Swiss roll’ design was proposed, a generator that
in a ﬁrst step can be fabricated in a planar fashion, and in a second step, assembled in a
vertical arrangement to form a more complex 3-dimensional structure (Chen et al., 2011).
This design increases the power density of the generator using simple, planar fabrication
tools. The generator is based on a lateral-lateral generator realised on a ﬂexible substrate
that is then rolled in a spiral to form a lateral-vertical generator (Figure 8.2d)).
The designs feasible via LIFT in a single manufacturing step (apart from the lateral-
vertical design that would need an additional assembly step) are shown in Figure 8.3,
as the typical donor, and hence TE element, thickness falls into the  m scale, most











(a)                                 (b)                              (c)
Figure 8.3: Thermoelectric generators in lateral–lateral design. The TE elements
are oriented parallel to the substrate plane. Cold and hot junctions are located
on opposite sides of the devices as indicated by blue (cold junctions) and purple
(hot junctions) colours.
The temperature diﬀerence applied between the ’hot’ and ’cold’ junctions was 30K. The
important design diﬀerences illustrated in Figure 8.3 relate to their use of additional
electrodes between individual thermoelectric materials and in the geometry of the element
layout. Using L-shaped elements as in Figure 8.3a) has the advantage of increasing the
eﬃciency in coverage of the substrate with active generator elements without the need
of pre- or post-deposition of junction electrodes. However, incorporating such electrodes
as shown in the generator in Figure 8.3b) can decrease dopant diﬀusion between p-
type and n-type elements and hence reduce degradation when choosing an appropriate
metal. Junction electrodes also have the advantage of facilitating thermal contact to an
external heat source or sink; however such a metallisation step increases complexity toChapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 135
the fabrication of the device. The device in Figure 8.3c) avoids such junction electrodes
and uses I-shaped thermoelectric elements which are less eﬃcient in using substrate space
but have the advantage of increasing the simplicity of the device design as well as using
the donor on a (rectangular) LIFT target more eﬃciently.
8.5 Choice of TE materials
Although it is possible to demonstrate the fabrication with highly ordered or nano-
engineered materials via intact LIFT, for comparison with the literature, a standard
thermoelectric material was chosen as a base for the generator. This was also due to
the availability of testing equipment and the desire to fabricate a generator on a ﬂexible
substrate for the possible future use of a generator operating around ambient tempera-
ture. An example, which is not part of this thesis, would be the harvesting of waste heat
on home appliances. The ﬂexible substrate could also allow the applicability of such a
TEG as a ﬁrst step towards the possible realisation of a ’Swiss roll’ generator structure.
For the temperature range around ambient temperatures, materials in the material sys-
tem Bi-Sb-Te show the highest Seebeck coeﬃcients and ﬁgures of merit ZT (Snyder and
Toberer, 2008). The chalcogenides Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3, characterised in
Chapter 7 were therefore selected as TE donors.
8.6 Characterisation of TEG
8.6.1 Model
The fabricated thermoelectric generators consisted of n-type and p-type doped elements
directly connected in series. In order to estimate their electrical behaviour an equivalent
circuit model for the thermocouples seen in Figure 8.4 was proposed. This was necessary
for the estimation of the internal resistance of the generator. The model was used
to compared the measured characteristics with modelled ones in order to extract the
resistance and diode parameters of the generator.
The generated thermoelectric voltage Vtc is represented by a controlled voltage source
that depends on the product of the applied temperature gradient T and the temperature-
dependent Seebeck coeﬃcient S(T) (compare Equation 8.1). Additionally, a resistive el-
ement, Ri, is connected in series with the voltage source (S(T)T) and represents the
contributions of the resistivity of the thermoelectric elements and their mutual contact
resistance observed at their interface. The p-n junction formed by the n-type and p-type
doped thermoelectric elements is represented by the diode element D. The generator cur-
rent, itc, through the thermocouple without an applied thermal gradient was modelled





Figure 8.4: Proposed electrical circuit model of the junction of a thermoelectric
generator.







Where i0 is the junction’s reverse bias saturation current, Ri is the internal resistance,
nd is the junction’s ideality factor, q0 is the elementary charge, k is Boltzmann’s con-
stant and T the absolute temperature. The ideality factor describes how accurately
the junction current is approximated by the current equation for an ideal diode. The
diode parameters were extracted from the measured I-V characteristics. Applying the









ndkT >> i0 (8.7)






















(1   RiG) (8.10)
with G (conductance) as the slope of the I-V plot.Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 137
Plotting
@ log(itc)
@Vtc versus G results in a graph with a slope
q0log(e)
ndkT Ri from which Ri can
be extracted. The remaining parameters nd, k and T are known, as the ideality factor
can be determined from the intercept of the plot with the y-axis. In a similar manner,
it is also possible to plot the conductance divided by the current versus the conductance
to obtain the value of the series resistance and ideality (Aubry and Meyer, 1994). Both
methods will be used later to determine the series resistance of the LIFTed generators.
8.7 Results
All LIFT experiments in this chapter were carried out on a setup with a 248nm laser
source as described in Chapter 2. The TEG fabrication was carried out in a sequential
two-step process, where ﬁrst, the TE legs from donor A were sequentially transferred,
and subsequently, donor A was replaced with donor B which was LIFTed onto the same
substrate completing the device.
8.7.1 Inﬂuence of TE element shape
As seen in Figure 8.2, the choice of a lateral-lateral design allows selecting between I-
shaped and L-shaped TE elements. The best design needs to take into account factors of
integration density, eﬃciency, protection against uncontrolled heat dissipation, dopant
diﬀusion, element adhesion, mechanical stability, complexity and substrate design. The
optimal dimensions of the TE legs for instance were determined via Equation A.6. How-
ever, for LIFT of brittle materials, the mechanical strength of a ﬂyer and the transfer
parameters determine the quality of transfer and may even limit the applicability of
certain materials as donors. Similarly, the combination of several dissimilar materials
can cause stresses at the interfaces of these layers as shown in Chapter 6. In this sec-
tion, the transfer quality depending on TE element shape and on receiver material is
observed experimentally. Furthermore, the adhesion of TE legs on diﬀerent receivers
and on pre-patterned electrodes is studied.
Due to its advantages in providing a dopant diﬀusion barrier and providing good thermal
contact to the external heat source and heat sink, the design in ﬁgure Figure 8.3b) was
considered for fabricating a TEG via LIFT. The receiver was coated with Paraﬁlm as
described in Chapter 7. On top of the Paraﬁlm-coating, gold-nickel electrodes were
evaporated. The p-type and n-type doped TE legs were LIFTed sequentially with about
200100m overlap with the metal contacts, and the resulting TEG is seen in Figure 8.5.
The photograph shows that the TE legs were transferred in one piece and in a largely
intact state. However cracks within the structure are also seen in the deposits caused
by increased stress during transfer. Deposit adhesion on Paraﬁlm was good compared138 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
Figure 8.5: Thermoelectric generator in lateral-lateral design with pre-
evaporated electrodes and LIFTed TE elements.
to adhesion on the metal pads where the chalcogenide ﬁlms showed rolling up of their
edges and partly incomplete material transfer.
It was concluded that the LIFT-printing of non-melting chalcogenide ﬂyers onto metal
did not lead to successful transfer as the metal caused cracks in the chalcogenide and
the mutual material adhesion was insuﬃciently small to establish any useful electrical
contact. Adhesion on Paraﬁlm was good but the repeatability of LIFT experiments
was too low to allow LIFT printing of a TEG without structural damage. As seen in
Chapter 7, these issues had been resolved by using PDMS as receiver coating. Despite
the advantages of PDMS, initially, Paraﬁlm was studied as receiver coating due to the
ease of its applicability (by simply stretching over a glass carrier). However, the ﬂyers
transferred onto metal contacts still showed an increased occurrence of material failure.
To test the suitability of PDMS as a receiver coating for a device, the TE legs were de-
signed as seen in Figure 8.3a) where no pre-patterned electrodes were used and electrical
contact relied exclusively on the mutual bonding of dissimilar TE legs. The schematic
and the microscope image of a typical L-shaped deposit is seen in Figure 8.6.
The microscope image taken with bottom illumination shows how a crack caused material
failure in a deposit. The crack originates from the re-entrant corner region of the L-shape
where increased stress is acting on the ﬂyer. It is likely that this crack was created during




Figure 8.6: Schematic of LIFTing a lateral-lateral TEG with L-shaped elements
transferred onto PDMS. The microscope image of a deposit shows a crack orig-
inating from the corner region of the L
path and hence to device failure. However, cracks caused by receiver imperfections of the
substrate were not seen for PDMS compared to Paraﬁlm. The objective for fabrication
of an intact receiver was to reduce the complexity of the TE leg in a way that the created
stresses were not concentrated in a single spot which would lead to an increased crack
initiation probability. Therefore the design in Figure 8.3c) was proposed allowing the
creation of serially connected TE elements without junction metallisation and with a
simple leg structure. As a drawback, the integration density (the ratio of TE leg pair
number per substrate area) was lower than in the ﬁrst two designs. LIFTing with such
I-shaped elements resulted in deposits with a minimal amount of material damage and
the resulting TEGs are seen in the next paragraphs.
Another critical factor for successful LIFT was the amount of overlap between TE ele-
ments to form a thermocouple junction. Experiments showed that a lateral overlap of
about 200100m was ideal for a 500m wide ﬂyer. Narrower or larger overlap widths
caused either insuﬃcient contact between elements or material delamination and junction
failure respectively. The contact between elements was crucial for correct functionality
of the TEG and the bonding mechanisms in intact LIFT are reviewed in the following.
Considering the possibility of partial melting initiated by the compressive forces during
impact, a possible bonding route is the formation of an interfacial adhesive interface
where n-type and p-type materials melt and resolidify in a thin layer providing adhesion.
For non interface forming scenarios- the two phases of the two dissimilar donors do not
mix- adhesion is either provided by van-der-Waals forces, by forming intimate contact
via mechanical pressure or by mechanical keying of the two surfaces. Some of the possi-
ble bonding mechanisms are sketched in Figure 8.7 which shows a side-view from a TE
junction transferred in a sequential two step process. The interface roughness is exag-
gerated to emphasise the possible bonding mechanisms. Intimate contact via mechanical
pressure is caused by the stress acting on the capping ﬂyer from the elastic deformation









Figure 8.7: Side-view of a device LIFT transferred in a sequential process to
deposit two dissimilar donors. Possible bonding mechanisms occurring in LIFT
are shown.
From experimental evidence, a further bonding mechanism was identiﬁed. Despite LIFT-
ing the TE elements in a largely intact state, the border area of the deposits showed signs
of melting. It is assumed that molten donor material from the interface was expelled
laterally and reached the border regions. The volume of molten material at the perime-
ter of the TE element helped in ’soldering’ the two dissimilar elements together and to
increase electrical and thermal contact. A thermocouple of BST and BiSe elements in
which this eﬀect could be observed is shown in Figure 8.8.
Figure 8.8: Microscope image of a LIFTed thermocouple with BST and BiSe TE
elements. Both elements show molten and resolidiﬁed material at their perime-
ter (bright, highly reﬂecting areas) that assist in establishing mutual electrical
contact (area indicated by arrow).
In the following paragraphs, TEGs with a design fabricated from ’staggered’ legs areChapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 141
thermo-electrically characterised. Some devices were fabricated with metal contacts ap-
plied after the LIFT process as seen in Figure 8.3b) in order to avoid cracking and low
adhesion as seen in a device with metal contacts pre-patterned on the receiver. For some
of the devices in staggered design, the thermocouple were additionally metallised for
contact improvement.
8.7.2 Bismuth selenide as n-type doped material
Thermoelectric generators in a staggered design with I-shaped elements (1.5mm x 0.5mm)
were fabricated via LIFT of bismuth selenide and bismuth antimony telluride as n-type
and p-type thermoelectric elements respectively. The donor ﬁlm thickness was  1 m.
The receiver was coated with  10 m thick PDMS. The optimum transfer ﬂuence was
90mJ/cm2 for bismuth selenide and 95mJ/cm2 for bismuth antimony telluride. Although
bismuth selenide was very brittle and had the tendency to fracture upon impact, it was
possible to manufacture several working TEGs. Figure 8.9 shows a thermocouple of such
a fabricated TEG.
Figure 8.9: Photograph of a LIFTed TEG thermocouple on PDMS substrate.
The inset shows a magniﬁed microscope image of one of the thermocouple junc-
tions. The thin white arrows indicate the two TEGs, the red arrow points at a
test structure. The scale bar of the inset is 200µm wide.
The thermoelectric characterisation of such a generator is seen in Figure 8.10(a) showing
the Seebeck voltage versus applied temperature diﬀerence between hot and cold junctions.
The Seebeck coeﬃcient as the Seebeck voltage shown in Figure 8.10(a) for a speciﬁc
temperature diﬀerence was extracted and plotted in Figure 8.10(b) resulting in values











































































Figure 8.10: (a) Seebeck voltage and (b) Seebeck coeﬃcient as a function of
temperature diﬀerence for diﬀerent numbers of thermocouples in a bismuth se-
lenide/bismuth antimony telluride generator.
element generators were measured via heating with a single Peltier element (Figure 8.11).
The eﬀective Seebeck coeﬃcient was in the range of 50-80V/K, and this higher valueChapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 143
(compared to the measurements with a resistor) was believed to come from a more
exact estimation of temperature at the hot junction. However, the Seebeck coeﬃcient
is much lower than the expected 235V/K from the measurements of single LIFTed TE
elements of bismuth selenide (-93V/K) and bismuth antimony telluride (142V/K) seen
in Chapter 7. An explanation for that is the possible degradation of bismuth selenide
donors, e.g. via diﬀusion of dopants between the dissimilar TE legs.































































Figure 8.11: Seebeck voltage and Seebeck coeﬃcient as a function of temperature
diﬀerence for a bismuth selenide/bismuth antimony telluride generator measured
via a Peltier setup.
Following this work, the next stage involved seeing whether the replacement of bismuth
selenide by bismuth telluride would increase the output voltage of a LIFTed TEG.
8.7.3 Bismuth telluride as n-type doped material
In the following, bismuth telluride and bismuth antimony telluride were studied as ele-
ments for a thermoelectric generator. The optimum transfer ﬂuence was 90mJ/cm2 for
bismuth telluride and 95mJ/cm2 for bismuth antimony telluride. The receiver was a
microscope glass side coated with a 10m thick layer of PDMS. The measured thermo-
electric voltage for diﬀerent temperature diﬀerences is seen in Figure 8.12(a) from which
the Seebeck coeﬃcient was extracted as plotted in Figure 8.12(b).144 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
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Figure 8.12: (a) Seebeck voltage and (b) Seebeck coeﬃcient as a function of
temperature diﬀerence for diﬀerent numbers of thermocouples in a bismuth tel-
luride/bismuth antimony telluride generator.
The maximum achieved Seebeck coeﬃcient for a thermocouple was 170V/K. ThisChapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 145
compares to an expected value from the combined Seebeck coeﬃcient of the single ele-
ments of 191V/K and shows that bismuth telluride is more suitable for use in a TEG
than bismuth selenide for the n-type doped TE element in terms of output voltage.
The current-voltage characteristics of a single TE element later used for resistance extrac-
tion are shown in Figure 8.13. It shows the exponential behaviour of the current versus
voltage of a thermocouple as well as the asymmetric characteristics of the thermocouple
when biased in the forward or backward directions.
























Figure 8.13: Current-voltage characteristics of a bismuth telluride/bismuth an-
timony telluride generator.
8.7.4 Metallisation of junctions
8.7.4.1 Electrical characterisation
For the fabrication of a thermoelectric generator, a design with metallisation at the
respective hot and cold junction was considered. Such a metallisation was introduced
as diﬀusion barrier for dopants from the dissimilar TE materials on the one hand (for a
design with non-overlapping TE elements), and for improvement of contact resistances
on the other hand (for a design with overlapping TE elements). Here the metallisation
was applied after the LIFT process as opposed to previous trials where the receiver was
structured before LIFT. In the latter case, the low adhesion of TE elements on the metal
contacts made it impossible to fabricate a working TEG.146 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
Metal contacts applied after LIFT deposition of the TE elements were fabricated via
manual drop-casting of silver (Ag) paste onto the junctions of the TE elements. The
(contact) resistances between metal and TE elements were extracted from the current-
voltage behaviour of the junction shown in Figure 8.14 and are compiled in Table 8.1.









Figure 8.14: LIFTed thermocouple and measurement points for electrical char-
acterisation.




- Ag droplet 9.10:01  10 3
Table 8.1: Measured resistances between contact points
Furthermore, in order to estimate the contribution of the contact resistance to the overall
thermocouple resistance, the resistance contributions from the TE element were calcu-
lated. With the resistivity values measured via a 4-point probe (Table 8.2 and Appendix
A) and knowing the dimensions of a TE element with length l and interface cross section
A, Ohm’s law (R =   l=A) gives the contribution for a single TE leg. The average
dimensions of the TE elements are seen in Figure 8.15. The measurements show that the




1500 x 500 µm µm
Figure 8.15: Schematic of the printed thermoelectric legs with approximate di-
mensions. The standard thickness of an element is 1m.Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 147
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Table 8.2: Resistivity and resistance of a LIFTed TE element as shown in Fig-
ure 8.15 for the diﬀerent chalcogenide materials used in the experiments.
The resistance of a thermoelectric leg was an order of magnitude larger for BiSe than
for BiTe or BST, which emphasises further that a combination of BiTe and BST was
most suitable for TEG fabrication. To further reduce the contact resistance of staggered
TE elements as in Figure 8.3c), the thermocouples of a TEG were metallised via drop-
casting of Ag nanoparticles solution. The junction I-V characteristics were measured
and compared before and after Ag ink application. The current-voltage characteristics
of such a thermocouple can be seen in Figure 8.16.
For the extraction of the series resistance, the diode equation (Equation 8.6) in its con-
ductance form was plotted as shown in Section 8.6.1. In Figure 8.17, the measured values
are plotted as
@ log(I)
@V and G=I versus conductance G. The extracted series resistances
using this model were 10.40.5k
 and 8.00.5k
 for an ’as-LIFTed’ and Ag-metallised
sample respectively.
In the Ag-metallised samples, the resulting thermocouple resistance is largely limited by
the resistance of the leg material itself, as the contribution from the contact is much
smaller. For a LIFTed sample the resistance of a thermocouple is about 10.4k
 while
after Ag treatment, this value is reduced to about 8k
. Thus, in the LIFTed sample the
contact resistance is, depending on the sample, in the range of 2.50.5k
. The ideality
factor of the I-V plot is about  4:3 for a LIFTed sample and  14 for a thermocouple
after Ag deposition. The latter shows that the model is only a rough approximation to
the actual I-V behaviour of the metallised samples resembling more to that of an ohmic
contact than to that of an ideal diode. When ﬁtting the data to a (linear) ohmic I-V
model, the extracted resistance was 8.2-8.5k
 which was in the same range as the value
obtained via our model.
Within post-metallised samples, two failure modes appeared when using non-ideal metal
deposition parameters. First, the application of very diluted nano- or microink, in some
samples, led to cracking of the TE elements at the interface of metallisation and element.
Such material failure was probably caused by stress build-up within the ﬁlm during drying
and consequent shrinking of the metal pad. Second, the casting of very large amounts
of low viscous inks led to ink ﬂow between the interface of the pads or between pad
and receiver causing bulging or even delamination and cracking of the TE element. The
two failure modes are illustrated in Figure 8.18(a) (cracking in silver-micropaste) and
Figure 8.18(b) (bulging and cracking after application of silver nanopaste).148 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators























































Figure 8.16: Current-voltage characteristics for a single thermocouple with and
without metallisation in (a) linear and (b) semi-logarithmic scale.
Experiments showed that it was even possible to LIFT-print the metallisation pads in
a third process step after LIFT of the TE donors, however the experience in LIFTing
molten metals on a large-scale could not be established without excluding possible con-
tamination to the remaining substrate. For thermocouples on which LIFT of 100nm
aluminium was trialled, no measurable improvement was seen in the resistance of the
junctions.
8.7.4.2 Measurement of thermoelectric power
The Seebeck voltage of the metallised TEGs was measured and compared to non-metallised
devices. For a single junction after treatment with Ag nanopaste, the measured Seebeck
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Figure 8.17: I-V measurements plotted in conductance form for parameter ex-
traction. Two diﬀerent sets of curves for a thermocouple as LIFTed and after
treatment with Ag nanopaste are compared. The dotted and dashed lines are a
guide to the eye.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.18: Stress-induced cracking (a, b) and bulging (b) during metallisation
of TE junctions via silver ink.
Figure 8.19. As an example, for a temperature diﬀerence between the hot and the cold
junction of 5.40.1K, the Seebeck voltage was almost three times smaller for a Ag-treated
thermocouple than for an ’as-LIFTed’ one.
The reduced Seebeck voltage was probably caused by diﬀusion of Ag into the TE elements
causing a reduction in Seebeck coeﬃcients of the n-type and p-type doped materials.150 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators

































Figure 8.19: Seebeck voltage as a function of temperature gradient for a ther-
mocouple of a BiTe/BST generator. The voltages for the as-LIFTed and the
Ag-metallised are compared.
8.7.5 Inﬂuence of annealing
Due to the relatively high resistivity of the TE materials used, donors and thermo-
electric generators were thermally annealed and the inﬂuence on morphology and TE
performance was evaluated. Two approaches were pursued, whereby the LIFT fabrica-
tion of TEGs from pre-annealed donor ﬁlms and the subsequent annealing of LIFTed
TEGs from as-sputtered donors.
Firstly, the change in resistivity after annealing is described. The annealing step consisted
of heating of the TE donors in ambient atmosphere at 300 C for 70min. Care was taken
in the heating and cooling steps not to exceed a heating rate of 5 Cmin 1 to limit
intrinsic stresses in the donor ﬁlms. The temperature was chosen to be larger than the
re-crystallisation temperatures, estimated to be above 100 C (Gholipour, 2012), but well
below the materials melting points (see Section A.2).
As Figure 8.20 shows, the resistivity had a very diﬀerent trend depending on the material
composition. In bismuth telluride donors annealing clearly decreased their resistivity.
Comparing BiTe donors and LIFTed pads showed that the transfer process also decreased
a pad’s resistance as expected from the resistivity value of the donor. This may have been















































Figure 8.20: Resistivity of the chalcogenide materials used. For comparison,
the donor, LIFTed pad and annealed donors are listed. The annealed bismuth
selenide donors had a resistance that was larger than 1
m and hence above the
measurement range (indicated by an arrow).
after annealing- donor, pads and annealed donors had a resistivity of some  10 3
m.
For bismuth selenide a decrease in resistivity from donor to pad was observed, despite
the large values for  of > 10 1
m. After annealing however,  increased to values
that could not be detected with the available setup which made this treated material
unsuitable for any further fabrication step.
From annealed donors of BiTe and BST, TEGs were fabricated via LIFT and their
thermoelectric performance was evaluated. Figure 8.21 shows the Seebeck voltage versus
applied temperature gradient for TEGs from as-sputtered and annealed donors two weeks
after LIFT and 4 months after LIFT deposition. For a temperature gradient of about
30K, the output voltage for a thermocouple of the as-LIFTed generator was 1.7mV ,
compared to 1.2mV of the annealed TEG after 2 weeks and 1.1mV after 4 months.
Thus, annealing of BiTe and BST led to an improvement in resistivity, however the
Seebeck voltage decreased for such treated donors and pads. A similar behaviour has
been observed before in the literature for bismuth telluride ﬁlms (Huang et al., 2009).
When trialling LIFT deposition from annealed donor ﬁlms, it was not possible to obtain
intact transfer as ﬁlms became more brittle than as-sputtered ﬁlms, possibly due to
stresses in the annealing process. Therefore for device fabrication it is suggested that
ﬁlms are either optimised during sputtering prior to LIFT, or annealing is done after
device fabrication as determined for the results in this section.152 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
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Figure 8.21: Seebeck voltage for a thermocouple of an as-LIFTed TEG, after
annealing and the annealed sample 4 months after LIFT.
8.7.6 TEG on a laser-sintered substrate
In a further experiment, the LIFT deposition of TE elements onto a diﬀerent receiver
material was investigated, a monolithic substrate of polyamide (PA, also: Nylon). The
objective of this part of the study was to trial a more rigid substrate than the elastomers
used and to test the possibility to deposit a structure via a direct-write method onto
a ’3D-printed’ substrate, hence representing a device entirely manufactured via laser-
based rapid-prototyping techniques. The receiver substrate was a 2:7mm thick Nylon
block previously manufactured via laser-sintering of PA granulates. During this process
the receiver was made via consecutive, layered local melting of granulates and following
solidiﬁcation to form a coherent monolithic structure of PA. The sintering of the Nylon
(PA2200) was previously carried out on an EOSINT P printer (EOS GmbH). The p-type
element consisted of 1m thick Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3 and the n-type doped element was 0.4 m
thick Bi2Te3. The current-voltage characteristics of a thermocouple from the LIFTed
device is plotted in Figure 8.22.
The extracted resistance of the thermocouple was 40.20:5k
. The reverse saturation
current i0 was  3 A.
The thermoelectric behaviour can be seen in Figure 8.23 where Seebeck voltage is plotted
versus applied temperature gradient. The external heating for testing this device was
via a 25W resistor. The resulting Seebeck coeﬃcient for the device was 1163V=K.Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 153











































Figure 8.22: Current-voltage characteristics of a thermocouple of the TEG
printed onto a PA substrate with current axis in (a) linear and (b) semi-
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 8.23: Thermoelectric voltage as a function of temperature diﬀerence for
a thermocouple of the TEG LIFTed onto PA. The line is a guide to the eye.
The drawback of using PA was the low adhesion of the chalcogenide elements on the
receiver. This led to delamination of the thermoelectric elements after some time and
eventually limited the lifetime of the device. However, it is easily possible to encapsulate
the generator e.g via casting PDMS polymer and hence ﬁxing the generator structure
on the substrate. This process would also limit eﬃciency-reducing heat transfer via air
convection over the substrate.154 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
8.8 Error in thermal measurements
For error estimation in the thermoelectric measurement, the diﬀerent approaches used to
heating the hot and cold junctions were compared. In thermal measurements for TEGs
the introduced error can be crucial for the functionality of a TEG (Snyder and To-
berer, 2008). For evaluation of diﬀerent thermoelectric measurement setups, the Seebeck
voltage of a single thermocouple was measured with diﬀerent heating/cooling strategies
(Peltier element or resistor) for a temperature diﬀerence between 0K and 25K with the
cold junction kept at 300K. The measured points were ﬁtted to a linear function between
0K and 25K with the curve intercepting the y-axis at a Seebeck voltage of 0V. The
result is shown in Figure 8.24 with the Seebeck voltage <0.
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Figure 8.24: Thermoelectric voltage versus temperature diﬀerence for a single
thermocouple and diﬀerent test setup conﬁgurations
For the setup with a single resistor (not shown in Figure 8.24), the slope of the linear
ﬁt was -36.91.0 V/K. When replacing the resistor with a Peltier element the slope
decreased to -89.93.0 V/K, while for the case of two Peltier elements the value for
the slope of the S-T curve was -1074.0 V/K. The introduction of the Peltier elements
increased the modulus of the measured voltage by more than 2 times, whereas the relative
improvement with active cooling of the cold junction compared to the resistor setup was
about three times. This increase in measured Seebeck voltage when using two Peltiers
to using a single Peltier was believed to originate from decreasing the uncertainty in
knowing the correct temperature of the cold junction. The increase in measured voltage
when using the Peltier setup compared to heating with a single resistor is also believed
to come from the uncertainty in determining the exact temperature of the resistor at
the heated junction, due to an inhomogeneous spatial temperature distribution on the
surface of the resistor.Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 155
8.9 Comparison with existing generators and discussion
Concerning the LIFT-manufacturability of these thermoelectric devices, it was estab-
lished that the thermoelectric materials’ adhesion onto the polymer substrate is suﬃcient
for evaluation of the functionality of the device. The fabrication of a device on a ﬂexible
substrate without the need for an attached glass receiver also seems feasible as the glass
only serves as additional support during LIFT. With appropriate automation, it would
be possible to scale the device to achieve element areas ranging from 100m2 to several
mm2. Drawbacks of LIFT were seen in the choice of elemental shape as the laser-induced
transfer exposes the elements to be transferred to acceleration and deceleration forces.
Thus, depending on the materials involved one must consider the mechanical strengths
of the structures to be transferred. For the L-shaped elements, the stress acting on cer-
tain geometrical features (corner region) was expected to be increased initiating cracking
and material failure (Ashby and Jones, 2006). Furthermore it was possible that such
non-symmetrically shaped elements tilt and shatter during transfer.
To help assess the performance of this LIFT-printed device, a comparison based on
the performance of conventionally-fabricated generators on ﬂexible substrates from the
literature (Francioso et al., 2011; Delaizir et al., 2012; Jo et al., 2012; Hsiao and Wu,
2011) is shown in Table 8.3, in which the area, Seebeck voltage, resistance, output power

















Inactive to active material ratio 0.23 0.88/3* 1.75/27.4* 1.47
Seebeck coeﬃcient/
leg pair [V K 1]
Material 409 350 - 191
Device 108 210 93 170
Max. el. power/ leg pair [W](T=30K) 0.0014 0.05 0.18 0.0013






] 3.8 103 394 21.25 104
Leg pairs/area [cm 2] 76  33/25* 4:5/0.16  90
Table 8.3: Comparison of LIFTed device with thermoelectric generators fabri-
cated on ﬂexible substrates. Where two values are given, the numbers relate
to values calculated with areas from horizontal and vertical projection of the
3D structure of the TEGs (indicated by a *). Numbers are calculated from
references given in the table.
The eﬃciency factor  as given by Equation 8.11 was proposed in (Glatz et al., 2009).
 =
P0
AgT2 (8.11)156 Chapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators
where output power is given by P0, area is Ag and temperature diﬀerence is T. The
values calculated in Table 8.3 were for a single thermocouple junction and for a tempera-
ture diﬀerence T = 30K. The output power was taken for a (matching) load resistance
resulting in maximum output power. The areas needed for calculation of some of the
parameters in a vertical design (marked with an asterisk) were measured as follows: One
area (in italics) was the device area as projected onto the substrate plane, a second area
(in non-italics) was deﬁned as the device area parallel to the substrate normal. Areas of
the lateral designs were deﬁned as projected into the substrate plane.
All devices in Table 8.3 used chalcogenides as the active materials and incorporated either
polyimide (PI) or PDMS matrices/substrates. The dimensions of single thermoelectric
elements were several millimetres in all cases. The Seebeck coeﬃcient of single elements
was maintained via LIFT as only a small volume was subjected to a change in phase
during fabrication. However, the electrical resistance of the generator was highest in our
study due to the non-optimised donor ﬁlms and the higher contact resistance occurring at
the junctions. Nevertheless the overall eﬃciency factor , used as a measure to compare
output power and device area, was comparable or superior to other designs. Due to the
scalability of our design, the integration density could readily be increased by simply
reducing the demagniﬁcation factor in the LIFT imaging setup. The minimum size of
our elements was restricted by the available thermoelectric measurement setup only. The
calculated maximum output power extractable per leg pair of the device was 1.3nW, a
value comparable to the other lateral-lateral devices (Francioso et al., 2011).
The thermoelectric generator was fabricated from non-optimised donor ﬁlms and hence
it was believed that with improved ﬁlms the performance of such generators could be
increased noticeably. Moreover, the uncertainty in temperature measurements when
characterising these thermoelectric generators due to imperfect thermal contacts of the
measurement equipment may also have overestimated the measured temperature gradi-
ent and hence underestimated the resulting performance (Snyder and Toberer, 2008).
Overall, the performance of the LIFTed device was comparable to existing lateral-lateral
devices on ﬂexible substrates. The produced output of  15mV would be suﬃcient for
driving commercial boost circuits which demonstrates that the LIFTed generator could
be used, e.g. for driving microelectronic devices on the surface of the human body.
The aim of this chapter was to evaluate the possibility to fabricate a working thermoelec-
tric generator via LIFT, and to demonstrate the capability to assemble complex devices
while largely maintaining the structure of the materials transferred. As a direct-write
technique, LIFT is unrivalled in terms of fabrication speed, further allowing the use of
sensitive and structured substrates and enabling the application of highly-ordered donor
ﬁlms, unlike other liquid or paste-based direct-write approaches. The possibility of intactChapter 8 Fabrication of thermoelectric generators 157
transfer is promising for manufacturing devices from complex donor ﬁlms with optimised
thermoelectric properties.
8.10 Summary
This chapter discussed the fabrication of thermoelectric energy harvesting devices via
LIFT with a nanosecond excimer laser. The main mechanisms of thermoelectric conver-
sion were addressed and diﬀerent possible designs for a thermoelectric generator were
presented. Thermoelectric generation was identiﬁed as a ﬁeld where materials with com-
plex (nano-) structures need to be assembled to form a device ideally on a substrate with
low thermal conductivity and mechanical ﬂexibility to ﬁnd use, e.g. in the harvesting of
heat gradients found near the surface of the human skin, e.g. for medical applications.
For comparison to existing devices, standard chalcogenide thermoelectric materials were
used here.
In the experimental part, various generators in planar design were fabricated via sequen-
tial LIFT of diﬀerent thermoelectric semiconductors with n-type (Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3) and
p-type (Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3) doping with large Seebeck coeﬃcients around room temperature
(Snyder and Toberer, 2008). The transfer quality depending on laser ﬂuence, element
shape and material was studied. The eﬀect of post-annealing and metallisation for op-
timisation of performance was also investigated. The use of diﬀerent polymer-coating
on the receiver had an inﬂuence on both adhesion and deposition quality during LIFT.
The role of melting and device element overlap in order to establish mechanical, thermal
and electrical contact was observed. Via LIFT transfer of a generator onto 3D-printed
Nylon, a device was fabricated uniquely via laser-assisted methods. The performance
of the best LIFTed TEGs was comparable to other TEGs found in literature using a
polymer matrix or substrate. The maximum output voltage per thermocouple in such a
generator was 170V=K at a resistance of 10k
.
The work covered in this chapter showed the ﬁrst demonstration of devices fabricated
via intact LIFT of inorganic thermoelectric semiconductors. It also illustrated how LIFT
is beneﬁcial in device fabrication by demonstrating the possibility to transfer onto (pos-
sibly) ﬂexible polymers, to sequentially transfer and eventually to largely conserve the
phase of a poly-crystalline donor, not possible with conventional manufacturing tech-
niques.Chapter 9
Spatial light modulation for additive
and subtractive laser-processing
9.1 Introduction
For the fabrication of complex devices via LIFT, it is desirable to use object masks of
a generally arbitrary (i.e. user-deﬁned) shape for deﬁnition of speciﬁc diﬀerent device
elements onto the donor. This requirement renders the use of a ﬁxed aperture as the
imaging object as impractical if not impossible. Any (diﬀractive) solid aperture mask
(sometimes referred to as shadow mask) is an optical stencil consisting of elements that
need to be mechanically connected to the aperture frame, hence cannot include isolated
and unsupported islands. Although the thermoelectric generator fabricated via LIFT
(Chapter 8) required masks with only relatively low complexity, successful LIFT also
depended on using an object with smooth edges, and hence being able to quickly adapt
and optimise the chosen object aperture is highly desirable for repeated and reliable
rapid-prototyping via LIFT.
A reﬂective or transmissive mask deposited on a transparent window can overcome some
of the limitations of an alternative diﬀractive mask as it can reproduce isolated features.
A spatial light modulator (SLM) is a realisation of such a mask that permits both fast
switching of its individual elements, and rapid updating of the desired patterns. Modern
spatial light modulators based on reﬂective micromirrors realised in MEMS technology
are able to provide switching rates of more than 1kHz allowing the reconﬁguration of
the mask in real time while synchronising with the machining laser pulses.
Machining via an SLM as a mask can be realised via stigmatic imaging or holographic
(far-ﬁeld) projection onto the workpiece. When imaging, the object mask is loaded as a
bitmap image onto the SLM and machining is performed at the resultant image plane of
the system. On the other hand, holographic imaging has the advantage of eﬃcient use of
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laser energy, however the computational time for converting an image into its equivalent
Fourier transform hologram can be relatively high, although recently eﬀorts have been
made to reduce this time (Buckley, 2011). Hasegawa used a holographic projection
system with a LC-SLM for projection of multiple foci for machining of glass (Hayasaki
et al., 2005) (Hasegawa et al., 2006). Other groups have studied a similar technique used
for laser marking (Parry et al., 2011) and machining (Kuang et al., 2008). SLMs were also
used for correcting focussing imperfections for writing in the bulk of materials (Simmonds
et al., 2011) and for the laser decal transfer of silver pastes (Auyeung et al., 2010), the
ablation of gold (Kaur, 2011), in lithography (Pauﬂer et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2005), for
aberration correction (Simmonds et al., 2011) and during multiphoton-polymerisation
(Mills et al., 2013e). Temporal pulse shaping via an SLM has also been utilised for the
machining of materials (Weiner, 2000).
In this chapter, a digital micromirror (DMD) SLM was used as reconﬁgurable spatial ob-
ject mask for the fabrication of micron-scale features via femtosecond LIFT and ablation.
The general operating principle of a SLM is presented ﬁrst and the physical eﬀects when
using coherent light for the case of a DMD are discussed. The setup for fs-machining
is presented and initial results for the LIFT-deposition and ablation of solid metal and
chalcogenide donors are shown. Finally the application of the laser system for the large
area machining of YIG single-crystal thin ﬁlms and as means of donor pre-machining is
discussed.
Simulations, calculations and theoretical considerations in Section B.4 were partially
provided by Ben Mills. The donor ﬁlms were prepared by Behrad Gholipour and Alberto
Sposito (both ORC). Parts of this work have been published in (Mills et al., 2013c) and
were presented in (Mills et al., 2013a; Eason et al., 2013b; Mills et al., 2013b).
9.2 Spatial light modulation via a DMD
9.2.1 Principle
A spatial light modulator is a device that acts as a programmable intensity ﬁlter or
phase delay element for incident light, thereby altering the light’s phase and/or am-
plitude. The active area of an SLM is designed in a pixelated manner allowing the
modulation of the spatial proﬁle of a beam. SLMs can operate in either reﬂective or
transmissive mode. In theory, any refractive or diﬀractive optical element, such as a
shadow mask or a chirped diﬀraction grating could act as an SLM, however it is more
common to deﬁne SLMs as programmable, pixelated, computer-controlled devices. The
most common variants of SLMs are liquid crystal displays (LCDs) (Johnson et al., 1993)
and microelectromechanical-based (MEMS-based) (also: microoptoelectromechanical or
MOEMS) arrays such as the digital micromirror array used in this work.Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 161
In MOEMS the pixels consist either of diﬀractive or reﬂective elements whose tilt or shift
can be controlled via electrical signals (Trisnadi et al., 2004; Dauderstädt et al., 2009;
Texas Instruments, 2010). The main focus in this work consisted in using the DMD
as an object mask for structuring of materials either via additive LIFT printing, or via
the ablation of a thin ﬁlm. The DMD in question were the DLP1700 and DLP3000
micromirror devices (Texas Instruments), widely used in video projection, as described
below.
A DMD consists of an array of micron-scale mirrors that in operation can be switched
between two deﬁned positions. Electrostatic attraction between the mirror and an elec-
trode situated under the mirror on the chip substrate drive the mirrors between these
two tilt positions (Greywall et al., 2003). Incoherent light incident at a ﬁxed angle is thus
locally reﬂected into two possible angles. A schematic of a part of the mirror array is
shown in Figure 9.1, while a more detailed description of single chips used in the experi-
ments here are found in Section 9.2.3. For this work, a DMD was preferred over a liquid
crystal-based system due to their faster switching times of below 1ms, the availability of
the system as an element of a standard projector and being an intrinsically simpler and
cheaper system without the need for ineﬃcient polarisation optics. Furthermore, it has
been observed earlier that femtosecond pulses distorted the orientation of liquid crystals
and hence caused aberrations in a transmitted laser pulse (Enikeeva et al., 2005). It
has also been reported that the damage threshold for LC-based devices is too small for
reliable use in laser-machining (O’Keeﬀe et al., 2010).
Figure 9.1: Schematic of nine mirrors within a DMD array. The positions of
mirror, via, electrodes and hinges are shown and the approximate deﬂection of
single mirrors is indicated. Taken from www.dlp.com (©Texas Instruments)
9.2.2 Illumination via coherent light
For projector applications in combination with an incoherent white light source, the
DMD chip acts as a mirror array whose individual elements can be switched ’on’ and162 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
’oﬀ’. For coherent radiation the chip needs to be seen as a combination of a mirror and
a 2D-grating. For an element pitch dM of 7.6m and a ﬁll factor of 92% (Cimatti
et al., 2009; Texas Instruments, 2010), the resulting mirror size (a) is approximately
7.4m for a DLP3000 DMD chip (Texas Instruments, 2012). In order to determine
the behaviour of reﬂected and diﬀracted light from the DMD array for simplicity, only
one dimension is considered initially and the second is considered later. For light with
wavelength  incident at the grating normal, the intensity maxima are found at an angle





where m is the integer indicating diﬀraction order and dM is the mirror pitch. The inten-
sity from each order I() follows a square sinc-squared distribution similar to the far-ﬁeld
intensity distribution known from diﬀraction of a single slit described via Equation 9.2.






where a is the mirror width and I(0) is the peak intensity of the 0th order (Hecht, 1998).
Thus, the resulting (intensity versus angle) spectrum from the DMD is a distribution of
discrete orders whose intensities follow this sinc-squared envelope function. Figure 9.2
illustrates the geometrical conﬁguration of such a grating and the resulting spectrum.
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Figure 9.2: Diﬀraction grating with normal incidence and resulting intensity
versus angle spectrum.
Additionally, the specular reﬂection due to the mirror surfaces of the grating that follows
the relation stating that the incident angle i is equal to the reﬂected angle r measured
with respect to the grating surface normal has to be considered in such a DMD array.Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 163
Furthermore during normal operation, the mirrors of the DMD are tilted at an angle of
tilt  12deg with respect to the chip normal which in projector operation is used for










Figure 9.3: The DMD working principle for a beam of coherent light at an
incident angle of 57°. For a pixel in the ’on’ position the blazed diﬀraction
maximum is steered into the optics at an angle of 33°. In the ’oﬀ’ position, the
resulting pattern is dumped into a beam block at an angle of 81°. The indicated
angles correspond to the ones in the experimental setup used here.
As a consequence the angle r at which the specular reﬂection, found via Equation 9.3,
is tilted by twice the blaze angle and this specular reﬂection and the 0th diﬀraction order
do not coincide any more as in the case of an unblazed grating with normal incidence.
r = i + 2tilt (9.3)
The new blazed conﬁguration is shown in Figure 9.4.
The functionality of such a reﬂective blazed grating is exempliﬁed for two following
special cases.
In the ﬁrst case the reﬂected angle is assumed to be normal to the chip surface, hence r =
0°. The corresponding incident angle is found via Equation 9.3 and equals i =  24°.
In order to ﬁnd the equivalent diﬀraction orders for this case of non-normal incidence,
Equation 9.1 is extended to Equation 9.4.
sin(d;m)   sin(i) = m

dM
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Figure 9.4: Schematic of a blazed grating with non-normal incidence. The diﬀer-
ence between the intensity versus angle spectra from the specular reﬂection oﬀ
the mirror faces and from the diﬀracted orders due to the periodic arrangement
of the mirrors is shown. Due to the blaze angle of the mirrors, the maximum of
the resulting spectrum (shown below) is shifted oﬀ the 0th diﬀraction order and
in a general example the blazed order is ’-1’.
The diﬀraction order m, found at (d;m), which is close to coincide with the direction
of the reﬂected light is calculated from Equation 9.4 to be m = 3:84. Hence for this
conﬁguration, the specular diﬀraction is close but not coincident to the fourth diﬀracted
order.
A second example illustrates the case (also called Littrow condition) in which the incident
angle is equal to the reﬂected angle (i = r), which is valid for an incident angle equal
to the blazed grating angle (i = tilt). The resulting diﬀracted order in direction of the
reﬂected angle after Equation 9.4 follows:
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In general, the objective of blazing is to bring the specular reﬂection and one diﬀracted or-
der in coincidence. For the general case and an arbitrary chosen incident angle, one must
solve Equation B.1 (in Section B.2) which fulﬁls the condition r = (d;m) for a desired
diﬀraction order. A graphical approach to this is found in the appendix (Appendix B.2).
The choice of incident angle depends on several factors and is mostly driven by the desire
to concentrate a maximum of power in the selected (reﬂected) order. However, there are
also other considerations, for example an incident angle 6= 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area illuminated under mirrors that are in ’oﬀ’ position and hence increases the proba-
bility of damage to the underlying electronics. Moreover, the reﬂectivity of a mirror is
a function of incident angle. The same accounts for the (not displayed) cover window
of the chip and modifying the incident angle will result in a change in transmitted laser
power. Finally, practical considerations such as space restrictions will prefer a certain
combination of incident and reﬂected angle.
For this ﬁrst prototype used in the following experiments, an incident angle of 57° was
selected for which a reﬂected angle of 33° was calculated following B.2. This corresponded
to the 6th order which was used to image the projected objects from the DMD onto the
interface/surface of the machined samples. The choice of these non-optimised angles
allowed a higher ﬂexibility in placement of optics and analytical instruments.
9.2.3 DMD chipsets and devices
In a previous work (Kaur, 2011), a DMD chip with a dedicated development environment
(DLP Discovery Kit 4100, Texas Instruments) was used for ablation experiments. The
mirror pitch in this system was 13.6m with a total mirror area of 14mm  10mm.
However, the operation in conjunction with a femtosecond system was not stable and suf-
fered from interference leading to sporadic resetting and failure of normal chip operation.
This erroneous operation mode was not encountered using the current chip generation
(DLP1700, DLP3000) embedded within pico-projector environments.
The DLP1700 chipset within the Pico projector (Texas Instruments) device consisted
of a DMD chip with an array of 1024  768 mirrors (pixels) whose mirror states were
controlled via an integrated CMOS memory. The Pico projector device featured three
LEDs (red, green, blue) that could be synchronised with images loaded onto the DMD
in order to display colour movies at frame rates of 60Hz. The block diagram of the
projector is shown in Figure 9.5. This DLP1700 chip was used for the LIFT experiments
of gold (Au) as shown in Section 9.3.1.
A further device (Acer C20) used for the remaining experiments, ablation and LIFT of
the chalcogenide donors, contained the DLP3000 chip with a resolution of 608  684
pixels and a total mirror area of 6.6mm  3.7mm. In comparison to previous DMD
versions, the mirror hinge axes were not arranged parallel to the base line of the chip,
but formed a checker board pattern rotated by 45° as sketched in Figure 9.6.
This had the advantage that the blazed orders were diﬀracted in a propagation plane
parallel to the table setup without the need to rotate the DMD. For visible illumina-
tion and an incident angle of 24°, the optical eﬃciency of the DMD was 68% (Texas
Instruments, 2012) and taken as an estimation for our experiments carried out at an
incident angle of 57°. For use of the DMD for LIFT or ablation, the LED illumination166 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
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Figure 9.5: Block diagram of the Pico projector system conﬁgured for projec-
tion of digital images and movies. At the bottom right, photographs of the














Figure 9.6: Schematic showing the mirror orientation and organisation within a
DLP3000 DMD array.Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 167
was disassembled and the exposed DMD was incorporated into the setup as shown in
Figure 2.8.
9.3 LIFT printing via a DMD
In the following, two classes of donor materials were studied: Au and chalcogenides
(Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi0:5Sb1:5Te3). Au as a donor has been used in regular LIFT ex-
periments before (Germain et al., 2007; Kuznetsov et al., 2012) and the transfer charac-
teristics of the chalcogenides were already studied in Chapter 7. The 100nm thin metal
donor Au was expected to transfer in a molten state, while for the chalcogenide donors,
the deposits were expected to be printed in an intact state. As no DRL was used in these
experiments, there was some interfacial melting of the chalcogenides in the absorption
volume but not over the entire bulk of the donor. The ﬂuence at the carrier/donor in-
terface was a function of the feature size of the object to be LIFTed (see Section B.4).
Furthermore, the appearance of stress within a ﬂyer also depended on the complexity
of the transferred shape. Therefore, the LIFT process was studied as a function of the
donor material, the feature size and the complexity of the transferred shape.
9.3.1 Gold on silicon
The following experiments were carried out with a DLP1700 DMD chip. Deposits were
printed with a ﬂuence of 1.3J=cm2, and the transfer threshold was 0.5J=cm2, similar to
a threshold reported in the literature (Germain and Tsui, 2003; Kuznetsov et al., 2012).
The donor consisted of an evaporated gold ﬁlm, 100nm thick. The projected image that
was loaded onto the DMD was a dark circular dot on a rectangular bright background,
and is shown as inset in Figure 9.7(a). Reﬂecting and non-reﬂecting areas as deﬁned by
the tilt angle of the single mirrors are shown in white and black respectively. Results of
LIFT-printing of Au are shown in Figure 9.7.
Figure 9.7(a) shows a microscope image and Figure 9.7(b) an SEM image of a similar
LIFTed gold pad on silicon. The deposits showed signs of melting as expected from
LIFT of thin gold ﬁlms at ﬂuences well above their threshold. Some limited amount of
debris could be seen in the surrounding of the pad. The pad in Figure 9.7(b) consisted
of an uninterrupted donor layer thus demonstrating the ability to LIFT isolated and
unconnected features which cannot be fabricated with an aperture mask. The feature of
the deposit with a larger width also had a larger thickness than the narrow part seen in
Figure 9.7(a) and this was expected from the lower intensity incident on small features.
The capability of conveniently switching from one bitmap to a second was conﬁrmed via
printing of an object followed by its complementary structure in two consecutive steps.





Figure 9.7: (a) Microscope image of LIFTed deposit from Au donor on Si re-
ceiver. The inset shows the corresponding projected DMD bitmap. Black colour
corresponds to areas on the DMD where mirrors are in ’OFF’ position. The
bitmap was not to scale. (b) SEM image of a similar deposit.
The complement showed some incomplete areas which was due to damaged mirrors on
the DMD chip.
Figure 9.8: Microscope image of LIFTed Au deposit onto Si. The deposit on
the left was printed via projection of a -symbol, on the right, a deposit with
an image where all the mirrors switched to their complementary positions. The
non-LIFTed parts within the right pad were due to damaged optics. The dotted
rectangle around the left deposit indicated the DMD chip area.
The corresponding donor of similar LIFT experiments is shown in Figure 9.9. In the
image, a region corresponding to a LIFTed -shape at the left and two ablated regions
from failed LIFT experiments of a complementary -shape are shown on the right. The
red arrows indicated the -features that should have remained on the donor, but one
was completely removed and another one remained partly on the donor. In our case, this
was due to a poor donor quality and an excessive ﬂuence.Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 169
Figure 9.9: Microscope image of donor corresponding to Figure 9.8. Donor
imperfections and high ﬂuences can lead to undesired ablation of non-illuminated
features (indicated by red arrows).
9.3.2 Chalcogenides
9.3.2.1 LIFT of bismuth telluride
For the following experiments, LIFT from a 0.4m thick bismuth telluride donor was
studied. No spacer was used between donor and glass receiver. The ﬂuence was in
a range of 25 –200mJ=cm2. A receiver of Paraﬁlm-coated glass receiver was used in
order to increase adhesion of LIFTed deposits and eventual debris. The projected masks
consisted of letters, the Light-symbol (a structure shown e.g. in Figure 9.15) and other
objects shown in Figure 9.10.
For an annular ring (Figure 9.10b)) the LIFT ablation threshold was determined to be
80mJ=cm2. However, for a circular spot as shown in Figure 9.10d), material ejection
from the donor was observed for a ﬂuence as low as 45mJ=cm2 without intact deposits
found on the receiver. It was believed that the apparent lower threshold was probably
due to mis-imaging of a circular spot and machining at the focal point of the objective.
For a ﬂuence of 60 –70mJ=cm2, the letter E was transferred in an intact state. For
deposits from an image with very small features such as in Figure 9.10c) only scattered
debris was found at a similar ﬂuence for which the ideal transfer threshold was in the
range of 100mJ=cm2.
For the largest LIFTed features, the words LIFT and the Light-symbol, no sharp thresh-
old was observed, and for a ﬂuence as low as  30mJ=cm2, only debris was detected
for such large features. However, when using the inverted complementary images of
these words (non-illuminated letters and illuminated background), a threshold of 45
–50mJ=cm2 was apparent. Within those LIFTed features, the non-laser-illuminated170 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
Figure 9.10: Bitmaps of some of the projected test features for DMD-LIFT.
White areas deﬁne mirrors that were in ’on’ position. Letters and the Light-
symbol were also used.
parts (letters) did not remain on the donor but were removed together with the LIFTed





Figure 9.11: Optical microscope image of pads LIFTed for (a) the complemen-
tary image of the word LIFT and for (b) the letter E projected into the DMD.
The surface of such a pad was smooth in the non-illuminated areas and showed signs
of machining in the illuminated ones (increased roughness). From previous observations
it was seen that a rough surface was caused by melting and resolidiﬁcation while the
smooth surface was assumed to originate from delaminated, but non-irradiated areas.
The delamination was expected to occur locally in cases where a separating force on the
donor and induced by the ﬂyer ejection was higher than the bonding of the donor on the
carrier.
For a donor with 0.8m thickness, the transfer threshold for the letter E increased from
60 –70mJ=cm2 observed for a 0.4m thick donor to about 150 –175mJ=cm2. For anChapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 171
annular ring (or the letter O) and for a letter C the threshold ﬂuence was 120mJ=cm2.
The SEM image of the letter O without removed inner area and for a letter C is shown
in Figure 9.12.
5mm 5mm
a)                                               b)
Figure 9.12: SEM image of two bismuth telluride deposits in shape of letters O
(a) and C (b).
For a letter E intact transfer was not seen as either the letter fragmented on the receiver
or a pad was printed for a ﬂuence Ie & 200mJ=cm2 with a perimeter stripped as shown
in Figure 9.11(b). The printing of a letter with its perimeter stripped was also observed
for the other letters (C, O). However, this eﬀect was only observed for Ie & 200mJ=cm2.
In general, a structure with a large amount of ﬁne features led to an increased threshold
ﬂuence. A more complex structure was also likely to shatter during transfer. For a
ﬂuence well above threshold transfer of a structure including a surrounding perimeter
area was observed.
9.3.2.2 Inﬂuence of donor composition
The inﬂuence of the donor material used on the transfer results was studied in the
following. Bismuth telluride, bismuth antimony telluride and bismuth selenide were
used as donors, all between 0.4 –1m thick. For comparison two diﬀerent shapes were
displayed and printed on a 12m thick PDMS-coated glass carrier. A rectangle with
dimensions of 101m  151m and the letter O with transverse (i.e. largest) outer
diameter of 111m were selected as transferred objects. For bismuth telluride deposits,
an increasing amount of debris emerging from the perimeter of the structure was observed
(Figure 9.13).
In particular in the letter O deposit, the radial distribution of thin, sub-micron-wide
fragments was a dominant eﬀect during LIFT depositions. The pads cracked in several
spots but the overall structure was still clearly discernible. In the letter O deposit, the
central circular area was unintentionally removed from the donor as well (bright central
area). This was also the case for bismuth antimony telluride, where the central part172 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
Figure 9.13: Optical microscope images of DMD-LIFTed shapes from chalco-
genides donor. The top row shows deposits from a rectangular bitmap while
the bottom row shows deposits from a bitmap displaying the letter ’O’. The mi-
croscope illumination is set in a way that deposits and debris contrast with the
dark PDMS-coated glass receiver in the background. All scale bars are 15m
wide.
was still attached to the transferred structure. The rectangular deposit for BST was not
transferred in an intact state. For this material, the amount of unintended debris, i.e.
from areas neighbouring the machined area, debris was lowest for all donors. For bismuth
selenide deposits for instance, debris was found originating from broken deposits, but also
from areas adjacent to the removed region on the donor. Most of the deposits from a
BiSe donor were not found in an intact state. When analysing the donors from which
the deposits were removed, all materials showed a regime for which clean donor removal
was observed and for those ﬂuences LIFT-printing could be shown as well.
It is believed that the diﬀerence in pad quality observed among diﬀerent materials was
related to diﬀerences in mechanical properties, such as the mechanical strength. For
LIFT-printing of very small structures, the tendency of a speciﬁc donor to transfer an
increasing amount of debris (bismuth telluride) or to break during transfer (bismuth
selenide) needs to be considered in the evaluation of materials to be LIFTed onto speciﬁc
receivers.
9.3.2.3 LIFT of smallest features
In the following the smallest achievable feature size transferred in an intact state was
studied for a rectangular object from a 0.8m thick donor. The widths of the printed
rectangular objects were equivalent to 7, 27, 67 and 110 mirrors on the DMD (1 mirror
corresponds to a 0.08m horizontal dimension). The rectangles were printed with aChapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 173
threshold ﬂuence of 100mJ=cm2, and the ﬂuence that produced the best pad quality
was 110mJ=cm2. At the latter ﬂuence a rectangular deposit was printed with dimen-
sions of 2.7m  12.1m (27 mirrors) as seen in Figure 9.14(a). A rectangle printed
from an image with 67 mirror width resulted in a 6.3m wide pad.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.14: (a) Microscope image of smallest rectangle printed from a 0.8m
thick bismuth telluride donor. (b) SEM image of 0.4m thick bismuth telluride
donor with removed rectangular area showing smallest ablated width for back-
ablation (laser pulse incident from carrier side).
For comparison, LIFT from a 0.4m thick donor was trialled in order to decrease
the printed feature sizes. Although the minimum ablated feature size was reduced to
1.50.1m seen in the ablated donor after LIFT (Figure 9.14(b)), no intact deposit
was found on the receiver. For such a narrow rectangle, the ablation threshold was at
200mJ=cm2 which is about two times higher than expected. From all these studies,
as a summary, it appears that the smaller the pad area, the higher the aspect ratio of
pad width to donor thickness, and therefore the absence of an intact deposit might also
have been due to the fact that at such an increased ﬂuence, the ﬂyer velocity is higher
and the transfer is does not fall within an intact regime any longer as seen earlier in
shadowgraphy experiments (Feinaeugle et al., 2012c).
In conclusion, two trends were observed. First, the threshold depended on the feature
size, and second, the intact transfer of the resulting objects depended on donor-carrier
adhesion and the mechanical strength of the donor material.
9.4 Parallel ablation via a DMD
The use of a spatial light modulator is attractive for the parallel and hence faster removal
of material when using a homogenised pulse with a modulated spatial proﬁle compared
to using a simple focussed laser pulse as in conventional ablation. The use of an SLM
approach means that neighbouring areas could be ablated in parallel opposed to a se-
quential manner for a focussed laser pulse. The ablation of thin ﬁlms via DMD arrays174 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
was presented via two examples: the ablation of chalcogenides donors to compare results
from DMD-LIFT seen earlier, and the ablation of YIG crystalline ﬁlms grown on YAG
substrates.
9.4.1 Test of feature size during ablation
Bismuth selenide with a 300nm thickness was used as the donor for evaluating the small-
est machinable feature size. The objective used had a de-magniﬁcation of 50 and
resulted in a illuminated area on the donor of 55m  70m. The test structure
was a Light-symbol loaded onto the DMD. When ablating the donor with a ﬂuence of
660mJ=cm2, the observed smallest features were between 0.8m and 2m.
20 m m
Figure 9.15: Microscope image of front ablated donor (left) with a Light-symbol
projected onto the DMD. The ﬂuence was  660mJ=cm2. The ablated area was
 55m  70m. The bitmap loaded onto the DMD was shown on the right,
white areas correspond to mirrors in the ’on’ position.
For ablation of the donor with the laser pulse incident from the carrier side (back ab-
lation), the achievable features sizes seen in the donor were larger than in the case of
direct ablation, e.g. for a bismuth selenide donor this was initially 3m.
In further work for the ablation of chalcogenide ﬁlms, the minimum feature size of
0.4m was achieved via front-ablation, with features in the same range as the thickness
of the ablated ﬁlms (Mills et al., 2013c). In order to further decrease this resolution, it
was believed that even thinner, highly absorbing ﬁlms with isotropic properties, high
melting point and small grain or crystallite sizes grown on a carrier substrate with large
thermal conductivity would be required, and this is the topic of ongoing work, beyond
the scope of this thesis.
9.4.2 Application to pre-machining of chalcogenides
The pre-machining of donors was the topic of Chapter 5 and in the following, the comple-
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of annular rings ablated via a DMD-setup to demonstrate the ability to pre-machine a
typical thermoelectric 0.4m thick, bismuth telluride donor used for LIFT. The ablation
of these rings were carried out with the laser pulse incident from the carrier side. Very
clean ablation down to the glass carrier substrate (black) and suﬃcient edge accuracy
estimated below one micron was achieved.
1 m m
Figure 9.16: SEM image of DMD-ablated trench from an annular ring in a 0.4m
thick bismuth telluride donor. The granular structure of the donor can be seen
in the light areas. The dark background is the glass carrier. The inner and outer
diameter of the machined channel were 10m and 14m respectively.
The edge roughness was expected to be limited by the particulate nature of the donor,
whose granular structure can be seen in Figure 9.16. For estimation of the minimum
resolution achievable for front side ablation, a test chart was projected onto the DMD
and hence, the minimum resolution and feature sizes achievable evaluated. From LIFT
experiments seen in the previous sections, for bismuth telluride, a minimum feature size
(width) of 1.50.1m was observed as the width of a 15m long rectangle. In further
experiment and as seen previously (Mills et al., 2013c), a line width of 1.040.1m in
0.4m bismuth telluride was observed for 10m long rectangles. For front-side or direct
ablation one might expect a diﬀerent achievable resolution due to the fact of a conﬁned
ablation volume and slower material removal in back-side ablation (Domke et al., 2012a).
However, the laser-machining of donors from the carrier side has the advantage to result
in a lower amount of debris and fewer signs of melting compared to front-side ablation.
9.4.3 Large-area ablation of crystalline thin ﬁlms
Crystalline yttrium iron garnet ﬁlms with the formula Y3Fe5O12 were grown on a yttrium
aluminium garnet substrate (Y3Al5O12) prior to ablation via pulsed laser deposition
as described in (Sposito et al., 2013). The objective of this work was to determine
parameters for the ablation of the YIG ﬁlms for the creation of ridge structures by176 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
complete ablation of YIG and to fabricate circular structures by partial ablation of the
YIG ﬁlm as a means of pre-machining a donor prior to LIFT. The ridge structure could
in future be used as a modulator for microwave radiation and the latter as a means for
pre-machining and consequent LIFT printing of crystalline ﬁlms for photonic devices as
presented in Chapter 5 as a means to reduce cost and time when machining crystalline
dielectric ﬁlms such as the used YIG/YAG sandwich structure.
A 0.5 m thick YIG donor grown on a YAG substrate with (100) orientation was used as
an ablation target in the following. The ﬁlm was ablated with the laser pulses incident
directly on the YIG surface. Annular rings were selected as the desired features and the
objective chosen had a de-magniﬁcation of 100 similar to those shown in Section 5.3.2
but discussed here in more detail. For the annular rings, the number of pulses incident on
the same lateral position was varied between 1, 10, 20, 50 and 100 for a ﬂuence
on the target that varied between the ablation threshold of 1.22J=cm2 and a maximum
ﬂuence of 3.06J=cm2. For a total of ten shots per machined area, the ablated depth as
a function of ﬂuence was plotted in Figure 9.17(a).





































































Figure 9.17: (a) Plot of relative ablation depth (machined depth divided by
total YIG ﬁlm thickness) versus pulse ﬂuence for 10 shots. The line is a guide to
the eye. (b)Plot of relative ablation depth versus number of shots and for three
diﬀerent ﬂuences as parameter. The lines are guides to the eye.
Above threshold, ablation occurred up to a depth of 70% of the total ﬁlm thickness for
the maximum ﬂuence of 3.06J=cm2. For complete ﬁlm removal, an increased number of
about 50 shots was necessary as shown in Figure 9.17(b). For ﬂuences below 3.06J=cm2
the material was only removed down to a remaining thickness of 20%. This was due
to the formation of laser-induced periodic surface structures (Derrien et al., 2010; Duﬀt
et al., 2009; Allegre et al., 2012) as shown in the SEM image in Figure 9.18(a).
In order to verify the process for the fabrication of devices, the ability to write large
areas was tested via the writing of ridge channel structures on an area of 5mm  5mm.
Therefore the ridge structures needed to be between 1 –2m wide at a height of the YIG
ﬁlm of 0.5m. The desired spacing between two neighbouring ridges was about 10m.Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing 177
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Figure 9.18: (a) SEM image of part of an ablated YIG surface showing ripple
phenomenon within the machined trench. The resulting disk diameter was about
5 m. The width of the trench was about 400 - 500 nm. The surface shows signs
of re-deposited debris from the machined channel. the ﬂuence was 1.22J=cm2.
(b) YIG surface with complete disk machined at a ﬂuence of 3.06J=cm2
Due to the required line structure of 0.5m deep channels, the sample was moved under
the machining laser pulses with constant velocity in a serial fashion. For a stage velocity
of 0.2 mm/s and a ﬂuence of 1.50.2J=cm2, a sample with ridges was machined as seen
in Figure 9.19.
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Figure 9.19: (a) SEM image showing a magniﬁed section of the ﬁnal device
surface with four thin YIG ridges. (b) SEM image of device surface showing
YAG substrate on the instrument stage.
The total machining time was 210 minutes which included stage positioning times which
accounted for about 20% of the total time. The resulting ridge width was 1.760.25m
for a channel width of 10.210.33m. Slight variations in the widths were attributed to
the limited accuracy in stage positioning, pulse-to-pulse and long-term energy stability
of the laser system as well as the inhomogeneity of the ﬁlm. Donor surface features which
were on the scale of the machined ridges and channels also resulted in a local variation
in ablation rate. The experiment showed that it was possible to repeatedly machine
structures within single-crystalline thin ﬁlms on a relatively large area.178 Chapter 9 Spatial light modulation for additive and subtractive laser-processing
9.5 Summary
A digital micromirror array as an intensity spatial light modulator was introduced for
the femtosecond LIFT and ablation of metal, chalcogenide and crystalline garnet donors.
The concept and signiﬁcance of an imaging DMD setup for the improvement of direct-
write capabilities of LIFT on a system to potentially LIFT-print diﬀerent device elements
for each pulse of the laser’s repetition rate (1kHz) was highlighted. The dependence of
pad quality on object shape, feature size and donor material was studied for intact fs-
LIFT and pads with widths as small as a few microns were successfully LIFTed. For
validation of the versatility of the DMD approach, results from ablation of crystalline
YIG over a 25mm2 large area and polycrystalline bismuth selenide thin ﬁlms were shown
with ablated sub-micron feature sizes. This was useful for the pre-machining of LIFT
donors and for rapid prototyping with the help of a DMD-based laser machining system.Chapter 10
Conclusions and future work
10.1 Conclusions
This chapter gives a summary of the results obtained during this thesis on the investiga-
tion of laser-induced forward transfer from inorganic solid donors and the advancements
made to the direct-write capabilities of the LIFT setup.
10.1.1 Femtosecond LIFT
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, LIFT with pulses from a femtosecond titanium-doped sap-
phire ampliﬁer emitting light with a wavelength of 800nm was investigated. Donors with
conductive, piezoelectric and thermoelectric properties were studied as materials for the
possible fabrication of energy-converting electric devices. Regimes for intact transfer
were determined and the printing onto planar and curved surfaces was investigated. For
the fabrication of continuous conductive lines consisting of LIFT-printed single micro-
droplets, a donor replenishment tool was presented and the conductivity of the lines was
measured.
The dynamics of femtosecond-LIFT was further investigated by a time-resolved shad-
owgraphy study. The region near the surface of a LIFT donor was therefore observed
at time intervals of varying lengths up to 10µs after the arrival of the laser pulse. The
events of ﬂyer ejection and propagation were observed and transfer regimes of intact,
particulate and molten ﬂyers were determined for donors of bismuth telluride, lead zir-
conate titanate and Terfenol-D. For this ﬁrst shadowgraphy investigation of the fs-LIFT
process of intact ﬂyers from targets without DRL, a ﬂyer velocity as low as some tens of
metres per second was measured and no shockwave was detected in the observed time
frames. These results are important for determining parameters for the LIFT-printing
of intact ﬂyers with reduced damage.
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10.1.2 Pre-machining of donors for LIFT of single-crystalline thin ﬁlms
Single-crystalline yttrium iron garnet thin ﬁlms grown on a yttrium aluminium garnet
carrier have been transferred via fs-LIFT onto polymer-coated receivers and were dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. Prior to LIFT, the donor was pre-machined via FIB in order to
facilitate the transfer in a user-deﬁned (circular) geometry. Single ﬂyers were successfully
transferred in an intact state. The analysis of the printed pads via Raman spectroscopy
showed the preservation of the crystalline phase of the donor.
10.1.3 LIFT onto compliant receivers
One of the main reasons for ﬂyer damage during LIFT, namely the stress-induced ﬂyer
cracking on impact was investigated in Chapter 6 by simulation of resulting stresses
via a ﬁnite element analysis. The simulation results were compared to experiments of
nanosecond LIFT from chalcogenide donors onto polymer-coated and glass receivers,
using a 248nm krypton ﬂuoride excimer laser. A polymer-coated receiver and a ﬂyer
ejected with a ﬂuence slightly above threshold, leading to low velocities, increased the
quality of transfer. The introduction of PDMS as a polymer layer reduced the maximum
stress in the ﬂyer by an order of magnitude compared to printing onto a bare glass
receiver. PDMS also increased the adhesion of the ﬂyer on the receiver which improved
the quality of LIFT-printed deposits.
10.1.4 Nanosecond LIFT of intact thermoelectric chalcogenide struc-
tures
The LIFT-printing of chalcogenide donors via ns-LIFT and the inﬂuence of transfer on
functionality and morphology of a printed pad have been studied in Chapter 7. The laser
energy was absorbed in about the ﬁrst 100nm of a 1µm thick ﬂyer and structural change
was observed within this region. The thermoelectric properties of donor and pad were
measured and showed a decrease of the Seebeck eﬀect by a maximum value of  25%.
Pads with an area of 15mm2 were transferred with single laser pulses.
In Chapter 8 experiments were conducted to transfer layers of p-type and n-type doped
chalcogenide layers, LIFT-printed consecutively onto a single receiver for the fabrication
of a working thermoelectric generator. The thermoelectric analysis of these generators
showed a maximum output voltage of 170V=K and a resistance of 10k
 per thermo-
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10.1.5 Spatial light modulation for lithography-less ablation and LIFT
For enhancing the setup of femtosecond LIFT, in Chapter 9, the use of a digital micromir-
ror spatial light modulator was reported acting as a dynamic aperture mask. Structures
were LIFT-printed from chalcogenide donors with a feature size of a few microns. Ab-
lation experiments on the same setup resulted in single pulse ablated features with sub-
micron dimensions and ablation depths of several 100nm on poly-crystalline and single-
crystalline thin ﬁlms. Isolated and unsupported features, such as annular rings were also
printed, which is extremely challenging with conventional aperture masks.
10.2 Future work
10.2.1 Investigations on LIFT dynamics
To the best of our knowledge, no direct observation of the actual ﬂyer dynamics during
ns-LIFT of intact or molten inorganic solids without the use of a DRL have been made. In
the latter case, the resulting nano-sized structures have proved to be diﬃcult to observe
directly. Shadowgraphic or schlieren observations of these events, however, would be
useful for the later printing of nano-droplets and conductive lines. For LIFT with ns-
pulses, a time-resolved study would reveal ﬂyer velocities and shock dynamics being a
useful input parameter for a further and more exact ﬁnite element analysis of the LIFT
impact process similar to the results presented in Chapter 6. Further input could arise
from the shadowgraphic study of the ﬂyer impacting on the receiver for comparison with
simulation.
10.2.2 LIFT from pre-machined donors
In Chapter 5, the ﬁrst LIFT of intact crystalline thin ﬁlms has been demonstrated as
an example of printing structures with good edge quality. However, no device has been
fabricated from such magneto-optic layers. The circular, ’crumpet’-shape structures as
shown in Chapter 5 could be used as ring resonators via coupling light into the LIFTed
structure, which would help in evaluating the (optical) quality of LIFT-printed structures
required for the manufacturing of photonic wave-guiding devices. Furthermore, LIFT
could be used for transferring such optical materials onto a pre-structured device, e.g.
the transfer onto the tip of a ﬁbre or the deposition of a functional active material (e.g.
a piezoelectric crystal) onto a sensor. In particular single-crystalline donors are desirable
for use in sensors as they are highly responsive active materials (Wilson et al., 2007).
Furthermore, the applicability of crystalline materials onto polymer substrates would
facilitate the use of electronic and photonic materials on ﬂexible substrates. While most182 Chapter 10 Conclusions and future work
electronic or photonic materials rely on the ability to be (e.g ink-jet) printed onto the
polymeric receiver, and thus are mostly found in suspension, the use of LIFT would
allow the assembly of devices from solid crystalline materials onto ﬂexible substrates.
The example of silicon shows the technological role of such crystalline materials within
electronics (e.g. CMOS microcircuits) and photonics (e.g. crystalline solar cells).
10.2.3 Compliant receivers and device fabrication
The intact transfer of chalcogenides has been demonstrated in Chapter 7, and the analysis
of transfer regimes, morphology and material structure has been shown. In Chapter 3,
femtosecond LIFT of chalcogenides was reported but no devices were fabricated due to
the limited testing capabilities as such small devices. Such devices could be scaled down
to micron-sizes, realising temperature sensors, Peltier elements or TEGs via fs-LIFT.
Initial work based on fs-LIFT of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive donors (Terfenol-D)
could also result in working devices, such as sensors, actuators and energy harvesters.
Furthermore, chalcogenides are promising materials for use in photonics, as topological
insulators, for phase-change memories, as metamaterials and as semiconductors, and the
demonstration of LIFT-printed devices with such functionality would further increase
the applicability of the technique. During the microfocus-XRD measurements shown in
Chapter 7, the damage to ns-LIFTed pads was studied, and such measurements could be
repeated for fs-LIFTed pads to observe the induced material changes occurring during
LIFT with such short pulses.
While the fabrication of thermoelectric generators (Chapter 8) was demonstrated on a
millimetre scale, in a following step, TEG devices could be integrated onto a substrate
with existing electronic or photonic devices and used for power generation. The results
obtained on the excimer setup could lead to the development of a laser machining tool
for solid printing via ns-LIFT, similar to what has been achieved for LIFT of biolog-
ical materials (Fraunhofer ILT (Riester and Gillner, 2011; Genov et al., 2011)). For
LIFT-printing with ﬂexible LIFT targets and receivers, the technique could be further
developed into a tool for roll-to-roll production.
Furthermore, the studies on fs-LIFT of thin metal ﬁlms could be extended and laser
parameters for droplet formation from thin donors for diﬀerent materials as investigated
in Chapter 3 could be carried out. This would help in better determining the transfer
conditions for micro-droplet formation and would give input parameters for modelling of
the process in order to predict the transfer regime for reliably LIFTing single droplets of
other donor materials.
The use of a polymer coating has shown to be advantageous for LIFT-printing, and
further investigations in ﬁnding optimal polymers for LIFT would need to be carried out,
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or pressure-activated polymers would provide adhesion that is activated upon the impact
of the ﬂyer on the receiver. Moreover, the simulations of the impact process could lead
to compliant receiver-donor combinations that reduce stresses even more eﬃciently in
order to increase the repeatability of LIFT-printing. Simulations could also include a
more complex pad geometry and more reﬁned input parameters, giving an even more
realistic view of the stresses occurring in the pad during LIFT.
10.2.4 Femtosecond-assisted machining with DMD as dynamic aper-
ture
The use of an SLM for manufacturing was presented in Chapter 9 as a promising approach
for the direct-write of devices, due to the low cost, the availability of MOEMS DLP chips
and the potentially faster parallel machining approach. Initial results from ablation and
LIFT via DMD could be extended to increase the achieved resolution. Furthermore,
modiﬁcations to the DMD setup could lead to the minimisation of existing chromatic,
spatial and temporal aberrations. The system present also still lacks synchronisation
of the laser pulses, DMD mirror refreshing, mechanical stage and donor replenishment
tool movement, so a sample could be machined at a higher throughput at the repetition
rate of the laser (1kHz for the fs-system). Further work could be done to continue the
existing initial results in multiphoton-polymerisation (MPP) via the DMD setup (Mills
et al., 2013e). Moreover, the ﬂexibility of the system could be further demonstrated
by combining some or all of the LIFT, ablation, pre-machining and MPP processing
capabilities in the demonstration of the fabrication of a single device. This could also
include the use of UV-compatible DMD chips (Dauderstädt et al., 2009) in order to
machine materials with higher pulse energy and resulting larger deposit sizes.Appendix A
Techniques and material properties
A.1 Resistance measurement
For measuring the resistivity of the donor and deposit materials the method of choice
was the 4-point probe or the extraction of the resistance from I-V measurements via
2-point probes. First, the 4-point probe is explained in the following. The basic setup of
a 4-point probe is shown in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Schematic of a four-point probe measurement of a thin ﬁlm with
thickness d, width  m and depth  z. The measurement probes are shown as arrows.
The 4-point probe method is suitable for measuring the resistivity of thin ﬁlms where
the thickness d is much smaller than the lateral extensions  m and  z. Therefore four
electrodes with distance s between them are placed in line onto the surface of the thin
ﬁlm to be measured. A current i ﬂows from the outer electrodes through the (semi-)
conducting sample and causes a voltage drop between the inner two electrodes which
are connected to a voltmeter. The measured voltage V is proportional to the so-called
’sheet resistance’ R of the sample which describes the resistivity of a square area of a
thin ﬁlm. The sheet resistance is determined via Equation A.1 (Sze and Kwok, 2007).





where CF is a geometrical correction factor that takes into account the non-homogeneous
current density in the measured area. CF depends on the sample geometry  m and  z.
For our samples, the CF factor was between 1 and =ln(2) (Beadle et al., 1985). The
resistivity  of a thin ﬁlm measured via this method can be calculated by the relation
A.2.
 = Rd (A.2)
The advantage of a four-point probe measurement compared to a two-probe measurement
is that a systematic error through the resistances of the probes and cables is removed.
In a two-probe measurement, the resistance of an area between two electrodes in a thin
ﬁlm in which the ﬁlm thickness d is much smaller than the lateral extensions  m and  z






with r the radius of the measuring probe.
A.2 Material properties of chalcogenides
Some material properties for the donor materials used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 are






where fin is the frequency of light,  is the resistivity and  is the permeability of the
interacting material. The resistivity  was taken from Table 8.2 and the frequency fin









Bismuth selenide 706  3nm 62
Bismuth telluride 585  1nm 72
Antimony telluride 622 - -
Bismuth antimony telluride 605  0:4nm 88
Table A.1: Important material properties of some chalcogenide compounds
(Michael, 2006; Li, 2012; Neuberger, 1971).
A.3 Optimum dimensions of TE elements
To increase the eﬃciency of a TEG with materials with known material properties, the
TE element cross-sections An;p should be designed according to Equation A.6. The










1 + ZT (A.6)
where Ri is the internal generator resistance, and ln;p is the length of the elements.Appendix B
Elements of the laser-machining
setup
B.1 Beam homogenising approaches
Figure B.1 illustrates the diﬀerence in energy eﬃciency in the micromachiner and ho-
mogeniser system, both routinely used for laser machining.

























Figure B.1: A schematic to illustrate the energy transmission of the two ma-
chining systems. In the micromachiner a small part of the Gaussian input pulse
is selected and imaged onto the machined sample. The Pi-shaper (homogeniser)
in contrast changes the lateral beam intensity proﬁle to a top-hat distribution.
The red rectangles correspond to the energy that can be used for LIFT. The
widths and the heights of the rectangular areas are proportional to the LIFT-
machinable area and the maximum ﬂuence respectively.
The ﬁlled, red rectangles in Figure B.1 on the right shows the used energy fraction in the
two systems, as imaged onto the donor during LIFT compared to the spatial Gaussian
input proﬁle (whose energy was proportional to the area under the blue curves). The
homogeniser setup transmits most of the pulse’s energy whereas in the micromachiner
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setup just a narrow quasi-uniform central part of the Gaussian beam is utilised for ma-
chining. The widths and heights of the red rectangles were proportional to the machined
area and achievable ﬂuence respectively. Table B.1 lists the machinable area, maximal
feature size and energy eﬃciency depending on the size of the object aperture (active
DMD area) used.
Calculations based on an input single pulse energy of 2.5 mJ




0.12 2* 0.12 2 6
Transmitted energy /mJ 0.0019 0.498 0.001 0.27 2.5
max. LIFTable area /cm2 4  10 6 1  10 3 2  10 6 5:5  10 4 5  10 3
max. lateral dimension
/m
20 316 14 236 707
Table B.1: Comparison of maximum machinable areas achievable with the mi-
cromachiner and the Pi-shaper setup. Losses due to optics and reﬂection at the
carrier are not considered.(*: In comparison the part of a Gaussian beam, se-
lected by a 2mm wide aperture cannot be approximated to be homogeneous within
an accepted tolerance for the intensity variation of 10% from the peak value.)
Table B.1 illustrates that when using a Pi-shaper the spatial beam proﬁle on the machined
sample was more homogeneous than when selecting the central part of a Gaussian beam
(micromachiner). Moreover, the maximum area that could be machined on a setup using
a Pi-shaper was larger than in the micromachiner approach. For small object aperture
sizes however, e.g. used when LIFT-printing micro-droplets, the micromachiner setup
delivered a larger ﬂuence on the sample for a given pulse energy.
B.2 Solution to the blaze condition for the DMD chip
The blaze condition discussed in Chapter 9 is fulﬁlled for the condition that reﬂected
angle r is equal to the angle (d;m) of a selected diﬀraction order m. The equation that
therefore needs to be solved, e.g. graphically, is the following:




For solution, the diﬀracted angles (d;m), the specular angle r and the tilt angle tilt
were plotted as a function of the incident angle i as shown in Figure B.2.
From the intersection of the curves indicating diﬀracted orders for a speciﬁc incident angle
and of the tilt angle (tilt = 12), an angle i of 57° was extracted. The corresponding
diﬀraction angle d = i  2tilt was calculated to be 33° corresponding to the 6thAppendix B Elements of the laser-machining setup 191






















Figure B.2: Diagram showing blaze, specular and diﬀraction angles versus inci-
dent angle. Diﬀracted, reﬂected and mirror tilt angle are shown as set of curves
in similar colour. The red set of curves shows the angles at which diﬀracted
orders up to m = 6 were seen. For a tilt (blaze) angle of |12°|, an incident an-
gle of  57° satisﬁes the solution for the 6th order. The corresponding reﬂected
(specular) angle is 33°. This particular solution is indicated by the red dashed
circles and the black dashed line.
diﬀraction order. Due to the two positions of the mirrors of tilt = 12°, there were two
possible solutions (at 33° and at 81°), from which the angle closest to the mirror normal
was chosen in order to reduce aberrations (blur) and avoid reduction of the mirror ﬁll
factor.
B.3 Transformation of the intensity of a Gaussian beam
The objective of beam shaping was to attain a freely chosen transverse intensity distri-
bution that ideally remained constant over a large pulse propagation distance. Here, a
Gaussian intensity distribution of the beam was converted into a top-hat one. Ideally for
machining, for any distance r  r0 from the centre of a circular beam, r0 being the beam
radius (w0 being the beam diameter), the intensity of the spatial beam proﬁle is constant
and larger than the machining threshold of the sample (in case of describing the spatial
intensity distribution on the sample surface). For r > r0, the intensity becomes zero
leaving the sample un-machined in this region. Such a spatial intensity distribution can192 Appendix B Elements of the laser-machining setup
be approximated by a Gaussian function of p-th order I(r)SG (also referred to as ’super-
Gaussian function’) or by a Fermi-Dirac I(r)FD intensity proﬁle, both as a function of








I(w)FD = I(0)[1 + exp(FD(r=R0   1))]
 1 (B.2)
where I(0) is the intensity at the beam centre and p is a constant describing the order
of the super-Gaussian function. The factor FD = R0=W is the ratio of the FWHM
beam radius R0 to a length parameter W describing the similarity to an ideal top-hat
function (Hoﬀnagle and Jeﬀerson, 2000). For a Fermi-Dirac distribution the larger FD,
the more the curve approximates a top-hat function. However, these functions do not
describe the spatial proﬁle for a certain propagation length and there is a limit to obtain
such a top-hat function over a certain distance. As the beam propagates, the proﬁle
will diﬀract due to aperture-limited optics which distorts the intensity distribution. The
top-hat function itself is not continuously diﬀerentiable.
In this setup the homogeniser maintained a suﬃciently good beam quality at the position
of the object aperture mask (a pinhole or the DMD). Diﬀraction starts to deteriorate
the intensity homogeneity to be larger than &10% after a distance of 50cm measured
from the output of the homogeniser. The output proﬁle of the homogeniser resulted in
a homogeneous beam intensity with a variation of maximum 5% for r < R0 (MolTech,
2011). The output of the homogeniser had a beam diameter w0 = 6mm, which was
suﬃcient to cover the central part of the, e.g. DLP3000 DMD chip with 6.6 mm width
and 3.7 mm height (corresponding to a screen ratio of 16:9).
B.4 Eﬀects of temporal and chromatic aberrations
For the accurate reproduction of an image using the DMD as an object mask, ideally, a
large amount of angular diﬀracted light needs to be collected by the imaging lens. In such
an imaging system the far-ﬁeld intensity from the diﬀraction of the object is the Fourier
transform of the intensity reﬂected from the DMD (object). In the far-ﬁeld, points that
lie further away from the central propagation axis represent large spatial frequencies- ﬁne
details- of the object, in a similar way, the intensity near the propagation axis contains
spatial components corresponding to low spatial frequencies or coarse object details. The
imaging lenses (tube lens and objective) perform an inverse Fourier transform on this
far-ﬁeld in order to form a reconstruction of the DMD pattern at the image plane, in the
case of LIFT at the interface between carrier and donor, for ablation the sample surface.Appendix B Elements of the laser-machining setup 193
As the lenses are only able to capture a limited angular fraction of the diﬀracted light,
some spatial frequencies are not imaged by the lens. This leads to a loss of information,
in particular of high spatial frequencies, corresponding to an object’s ﬁne features, and
consequently to a reduced resolution of the formed image.
The angular acceptance of the imaging system in this experiment was in the order of
1°, and as a consequence of the chosen focal length of the tube lens of 150mm, the
eﬀect of spatial ﬁltering by the imaging optics has to be considered. This eﬀect has
been modelled by applying a spatial low-pass ﬁlter to a 2D-Fourier transform of a step
function of the electric ﬁeld, and then calculating the modulus squared of the inverse
Fourier transform to give the intensity at the image plane. The step function in this
case represents lines of ’on’ pixels, with widths of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20 DMD pixels
respectively. The pixels in between were modelled as ’oﬀ’. The ﬁltered result has been
scaled according to the experimentally observed de- magniﬁcation of the imaging system
of about 80, and hence the result corresponded to the expected intensity distribution
used for machining.
a)                                                      b)
Figure B.3: Simulations showing the eﬀect of a Fourier spatial ﬁlter on a step
function, which corresponds to the experimental imaging system: (a) the pre-
dicted intensity proﬁle on the ablation target for lines with a width of 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 10 and 20 DMD pixels. The dashed lines correspond to perfect imaging of the
pixel lines, while the solid lines are the predicted proﬁle, given the experimental
setup. (b) The theoretical FWHM of the projected intensity proﬁles correspond-
ing to lines of diﬀerent numbers of DMD pixels. This ﬁgure was published in
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The result of the simulation is shown in Figure B.3a) where the dotted lines correspond
to the directly scaled line proﬁle and the solid lines correspond to the calculated intensity
proﬁle. Two things are shown: the projected intensity pattern will not have sharp edges,
and the projected intensity and therefore the ablation mechanisms depend on the width
of the feature. As a consequence, ablated edge sharpness does not only depend on the
de-magniﬁcation of the system, but also on projected feature size. For a homogeneous
ﬂuence incident on the DMD, the projected ﬂuence on the sample will depend on fea-
ture size. Figure B.3b) shows the theoretical full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
projected intensity proﬁles, for features that are 1 –5 DMD pixels wide. According to
the calculations, beam features that have been generated by one or two mirrors will have
considerably lower spatial peak intensity and may not be machined if the intensity was
below threshold. Therefore, feature size and edge deﬁnition of large features may be
reduced via this spatial low-pass ﬁltering eﬀect.
There are two important complications when using a periodic device in combination with
short pulses of light. Firstly, the bandwidth required for generation of the pulse will result
in chromatic aberrations. The relationship between the FWHM pulse length, t, and
the generated FWHM bandwidth, , can be expressed by t  (K02
0)=(c0), where
K0 is a constant (the so-called ’Time-bandwidth product’ is dependent on the temporal
shape of the pulse and taking a value of 0.44 if a Gaussian proﬁle is assumed), 0 is the
central laser wavelength and c0 is the speed of light in vacuum (D’Orazio et al., 2010).
In our case, the experimentally measured FWHM bandwidth of 12nm provided enough
bandwidth for a FWHM pulse length of 78fs. The observed auto-correlator trace of a
FWHM of 15010fs implies that the pulses were not time-bandwidth-limited. When a
pulse of light is incident on the DMD acting as a grating, the diﬀerent wavelengths will
be reﬂected to diﬀerent angles hence causing the far-ﬁeld diﬀraction pattern to be an
incoherent summation of the diﬀraction patterns from each of the diﬀerent wavelengths.
The eﬀect is an overlap of spatially oﬀset diﬀraction patterns, which will be imaged in
diﬀerent positions and slightly diﬀerent focal planes at the ablation target sample. While
this eﬀect will, in general, reduce the ablation resolution, it was not believed that it was a
signiﬁcant eﬀect in this work for a bandwidth present of 12nm. However, in cases where
larger bandwidths are used, this eﬀect may need to be considered.
Secondly, pulsed coherent light that is incident on a grating will result in a linear delay
across the pulse in one plane due to dissimilar optical path lengths across the spatial
pulse proﬁle. Calculations showed that for the experimental conditions presented here,
each DMD pixel that was in the ’on’ position and was illuminated along the horizontal
direction resulted in a temporal stretch of the pulse by 10fs, corresponding to an optical
path diﬀerence l of 3.2m as shown in Figure B.4.
While the eﬀect is that the pulses arrived with a delay of 10fs from one side to the other,
each position on the sample absorbed a pulse of the initial pulse length and hence the












Figure B.4: Schematic of DMD surface acting as blazed grating. Two rays are
drawn to visualise the optical path diﬀerence l = d2   d1 = a(sin   sin) of
the beams after diﬀraction from the DMD with mirror width a. Incident angle
was  and reﬂecting angle was .
in a serial manner although the overall time-scale for small objects on the DMD was still
in the femtosecond regime. It would need to be studied if preceding pulses still inﬂuence
the adjacent, non-illuminated area. In femtosecond machining, the excitation of carriers
takes place on the time-scale of the machining pulse, hence a precipitated pulse in an
adjacent area could inﬂuence the carrier density before the arrival of the machining pulse,
and therefore change the ablation behaviour (Rethfeld et al., 2004).
For LIFT, this eﬀect was estimated to be small as the onset of ﬂyer delamination was
in the range of 100ps and material ejection occurred in the nanosecond range (Domke
et al., 2012a). However, while spatial pulse stretching was certainly present, it did not
appear to be a limiting factor for the resolution.
Parts of this work were published in (Mills et al., 2013c).Appendix C
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